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Prepared by Amanda Lehning, Senior Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
Overview:
While there is no official mission statement, the Office of Academic Affairs provides leadership and
support for the MSW program. Our office collaborates with faculty, staff, and students to insure that
the MSW program is academically rigorous, meets accreditation standards, and prepares future social
work practitioners who will advance the well-being of populations and communities and promote
social justice.
Short- and Longer-Term Objectives
1. 2020-2021 Accomplishments
• Course Scheduling and Instructor Support
o Scheduled and assigned a total of 290 MSW courses (131 courses in fall 2020, 142 in
spring 2021, 17 in summer 2021)
o Drawing from student feedback and a review of best practices, collaborated with the
Master’s Program Committee (MPC) and IDEA team to develop Online Teaching Tips
and Recommendations
o Provided administrative support and guidance to the Teaching Support Program, which
held 8 peer support circles for all instructors, provided mentorship to PhD students
teaching for the first time, and offered monthly stretch breaks before FO meetings (as
part of the ‘When You Feel Better, You Teach Better’ series.
o Awarded Dean’s Teaching Awards to exceptional instructors
•

Curriculum Changes
o In July 2020, supported the launch of SOWK 690: A Brief History of Oppression and
Resistance, a self-paced online pre-requisite course that focuses on Baltimore as a
representation of other cities, communities, and groups that experience and fight
oppression of themselves and others in our society. The Office collaborated with the
IDEA team and faculty to collect and analyze student feedback on the course. In July
2021, supported with work of the IDEA team and the new SOWK 690 course coordinator
to revise the pre-requisite based on course evaluations and feedback.
o In Fall 2020, supported the launch of SOWK 610: Structural Oppression and Its Implications
for Social Work, a new 15-week course required for all incoming foundation MSW
students. The Office collaborated with a subcommittee of the MPC to evaluate the
course and collect additional student feedback.

•

Student Recruitment, Retention, and Support
o Took on temporary leadership of Admissions from November 2020-March 2021,
coordinating application reviews and making the final decision to accept 102 applicants
for spring 2021 and 520 applicants for fall 2021. Coordinated online Q&As for
prospective applicants and accepted students with Student Affairs, IDEA team, Office of
Field Education, and Records & Registration.
o In collaboration with Student Affairs and Records & Registration, conducted a student
survey and held an online MSW student town hall to solicit feedback, discuss their
experience in the program during the pandemic, and identify ways the SSW can better
support students.
o Chaired and served on the Scholarship Committee, which awarded 44 scholarships to
foundation students and 15 scholarships to advanced students. Developed a more
transparent and equitable process for Diversity scholarships, which were awarded to 77
students.

2. Recent organizational and leadership changes
Over the past 6 months, the organizational structure of the MSW program has been changing in an
effort to improve collaboration and communication, as well as enhance the ability to engage in
strategic planning and implementation. This includes the creation of the Office of Admissions and
Enrollment (under the leadership of Associate Dean Danielle White), and a change in reporting
structure as of July 1, 2021, with Student Affairs, USG, Admissions and Enrollment, and Office of
Field Education now reporting to the Senior Associate Dean of Academic Affairs (IDEA team also
continues to report to AA). In addition, Chris Wirt was recently hired as the Educational Director of
the Title IV-E Program.
3. DEI Efforts
• Supported the implementation of curriculum changes described above
• Developed a strong partnership with the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion.
Collaborated on processing spaces, coaching sessions with instructors, and developing policies
to address climate incidents and other experiences of exclusion and oppression, particularly in
the MSW program
• Coordinated a CSWE site visit in September 2020 regarding a 2017 complaint filed against the
SSW regarding accreditation standards related to providing a supportive and inclusive learning
environment that affirms and respects diversity and difference.
• Collaborated with the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion to develop A Brief History of
Oppression and Resistance: An Introduction based on the longer pre-requisite course. This
introductory course was offered to UMB and UMMS leadership, and will be offered through
CPE starting this fall.
• Changed the adjunct interview process to include questions about DEI, and changed the
adjunct onboarding process to provide training on DEI curriculum changes

4. Challenges
• The COVID-19 pandemic, which meant that all classes and meetings were online.
• The death of the Associate Dean of Admissions in November 2020, and the loss of another
Admissions staff member during her probationary period.
Future Plans
1. Plans for 2021-2022
•

A major goal is to support the recruitment and retention of MSW students following several
years of declining enrollment. Specific plans include:
o

o
o

o
o

•

Improve communication both internally within the SSW and externally to prospective
students, alumni, and other stakeholders. We will collaborate with Admissions &
Enrollment, Development, Communications, Student Affairs, USG, etc. to update
policies and procedures (e.g., Student Handbook, Teaching Policies, etc.) and develop
better processes to communicate these changes. Our Office will take the lead on
developing brief, accessible videos that can be used to share information about the
curriculum and degree options, highlight SSW alumni, etc.
Develop processes to collect and share data across Offices and Departments in the MSW
program to help inform policy, program, and curriculum decisions
Collaborate with faculty and MSW program staff and leadership to develop new and
innovative program options and supports that increase access to graduate education and
social work careers for diverse students (e.g., potential part-time program for working
professionals, more online course options, potential hybrid or online program,
identifying non-traditional field placements, improved processes for identifying and
supporting students struggling in the program)
Collaborating with faculty on reviewing and potentially revising curriculum
Improve the classroom/zoom room experience of students by providing more support to
instructors, including monthly processing spaces co-facilitated by Student Services, and
teaching observations and feedback for all new adjunct/PhD student instructors

A second major goal is to continue the work of creating a culture that supports diversity, equity,
inclusion, and justice.
o
o

Facilitate the development of leadership and management skills of MSW staff and
leadership
Improve communication and create more mechanisms for staff and faculty to provide
input and feedback on proposed changes to policies and procedures

o
o

Organize DEI-related trainings within specific Offices and Departments, as well as
across the MSW program (including faculty)
Collaborate with the Office of DEI to review and revise existing policies and procedures

2. Future Benchmarks
o Recruitment and Retention of MSW Students
§ Increase in completed MSW applications
§ Decrease in students who decline, cancel, defer, or take a leave of absence
§ Decrease in MSW course cancellations for low enrollment
§ Progress on reviewing curriculum (e.g., MPC subcommittee)
o

Culture Change
§ Number of DEI trainings for staff, leadership, and faculty
§ Supporting MSW leadership in developing professional development goals and
timelines
§ Improved results on the DEI pulse survey
§ Feedback and discussion of organizational culture during one-on-one meetings
and other forums with MSW staff
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UMSSW Communications Mission Statement
The mission of the UMSSW Office of Communications is to develop marketing and
communications strategies in cooperation with appropriate School programs and
departments to help increase enrollment, fundraising, outreach, and brand awareness
among targeted audiences.
Our charge is to provide marketing and public relations services that promote UMSSW
research, programs, and achievements to external and internal audiences. Our goal is
to produce effective publications and marketing, remain on the cutting edge of
technology and marketing techniques, and implement consistent communications to
help grow enrollment, fundraising, outreach, and brand awareness. We also strive to
improve our individual abilities by seeking professional development and researching
best practices that help us meet the quickly evolving needs and interests of the UMSSW
community.
The mission and vision of the department is to support the School's mission, it’s
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion efforts, and the goals that are detailed in School’s
Strategic Plan.
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Short-Term Objectives
The main short-term objectives of the Communications Department are the
development of a new website for the School and to determine the proper
staffing/tasking needs as the School heads in new directions under new leadership.
In addition, finding ways to help recruit, retain and graduate students in a pandemic and
a shrinking demographic of potential graduate students remains both a short, and longterm challenge.
Longer-Term Objectives
Finding ways to have research and outreach done at the School to have more impact
on the social work profession. What ways can UMSSW research get into the hands of
practitioners faster and have quicker impact? What ways can our outreach and training
efforts get recognized and utilized by other programs and communities across the
nation?
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Accomplishments and Impact
The Communications Office still dealt with a tremendous amount of COVID related
issues during the academic year, while transitioning to new leadership.
Efforts were undertaken to introduce the new Dean via video, social media, and press
releases in an environment where no face-to-face interaction was taking place. These
efforts, along with several online town hall events allowed UMSSW faculty, staff, and
others get to know Dean Postmus and worked to convey her more open and welcoming
personality.
In addition to the over 800 edit requests received for the website this year, multiple new
websites were created. They include:
https://www.bhwelllab.ssw.umaryland.edu/
https://www.sswcelebrates.net/
https://www.sswcelebrates.net/social-work-month
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/dao/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/students/career-development-center/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/thursz/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/healthymenmichigan/downloadable-resourcecenter/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/familywelfare/safety-net-research/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/familywelfare/child-support-research/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/iris/
The following websites underwent a tremendous amount of updating:
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/admissions/msw-program/explore/programoptions/concentrations-and-specializations/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/alumni/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/field-education/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/fsw/
https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/accept/ssw-orientation/general-orientationvideos/
The impact of our website continues to be strong.
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This graph represents total visits and average duration of their time on our site. The
next chart shows our most visited web content.
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Efforts on social media continued their trend of positive growth and impact with our
many audiences. As of 7/19/21, the School has over 3,700 following on Facebook, over
3,300 followers on Twitter, over 1,400 followers on Instagram, and over 3,300 followers
on LinkedIn. The growth of fans on Facebook was the greatest with 474 new followers.
The addition of a staffer to help coordinate and distribute social media has added to the
School’s overall success in this important area.
Posts on our social media channels this past year ranged from 295 on Instagram up to
349 on Facebook.
Engagement was strong with 904 engagements on LinkedIn up to 4,400 engagements
with our audiences on Facebook. Engagements include reactions, comments, and
shares.
A full report on social media efforts is included at the end of this document.
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Graphic design support of the School’s mission included multiple projects and support.
A full report is included at the end of this document, but the major projects included IRIS
design support, BHWellLab, Thursz Lecture Series, the SSW’s 60th Anniversary,
Homecoming, Admissions, Convocation, and DEI projects.
DEI Efforts in the Communications Department
The department continues to provide support to the new and varied DEI efforts being
undertaken at the School. A DEI marketing campaign, titled JEDI, will roll out this fall
and include posters, social media, and other tools to help spread the word of the
School’s commitment to a more inclusive and supportive environment.
Challenges Faced
The main challenge being faced is working to find ways to be more collaborative across
the School and less siloed in our many communication efforts. To help break down this
barrier, a Communications Group was established and meets monthly to over various
projects, find tools to help us work better and smarter, and to help stay current on what
is going on at the School and in our various areas.
One outcome of this group is the potential for a new broadcast email marking tool to
replace Constant Contact. In addition, Canva.com was purchased and made available
to the School’s communications staffers as a way to have all of us working from the
same tools.
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Future Plans
Plans continue to properly staff and task personnel in the Communications Office as we
continue the many transitions under new School leadership.
Other efforts include:
Setting up workflows in Canva.com to create an approval process for work done in the
tool by other communication people at the School.
Setting up workflows, templates, and guidelines when using the School’s broadcast
email tool.
The development of a branding/style guide for the SSW communications people so the
School can be more consistent in its messaging.
The complete tear down and rebuild of the School’s website.
Continued exploration of tools offered in Office365, like Forms and Conservation sites,
for use by School leadership and others to help streamline their work, make messaging
easier and more consistent, and to help all of us stay informed better as we work each
day in our various efforts.
More use of video for social media stories, research and news announcements, and
other areas were video can be more impactful than just photos and text.
Support the School’s DEI efforts with consistent messaging and design.
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Supporting Documentation
a. Peer-reviewed and other scholarly communications (mention the # that focused or
included DEI efforts)
Not applicable

b. Any DEI activities
Design, website, town hall, and content support for the many DEI efforts being
undertaken.

c. Citations, awards, and other measures of scholarly impact
Not applicable

d. Grant activity
Announcing new grants in the Daily Bulletin and on the SSW website when appropriate
(New, large, major)

Provide information on successful, unsuccessful, and pending applications in the last 3
years; include name of funding source, dollar amount requested/awarded, and PI/CO-PI
names/departments. Please work with Paul Sacco and the pre-award team if you need
assistance.

f. GRAs and postdocs funded
Not applicable

g. Faculty and students mentored
Members of student organization are pointed to Canva and other tools so they can
better achieve their design goals for when they advertise their meetings and events.

h. Public policy advisement
Not applicable
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i. Positive impacts on the communities you serve
We work to share and promote many stories the SSW outreach efforts.

j. Public outreach and educational events
We work to share and promote many stories the SSW outreach efforts.

k. Summary of internal and external collaborations, including any public/private
partnerships and associated resources generated
Our department works with about every department and program at the School.

l. Patents and other intellectual property
Not applicable
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Graphic Design Report
Sandra Audia Little 2021 SSW Work
MLK Birthday Card (December 2020)
Designed and Printed the cards.
IRIS Logo (2020) thought I would include.
Worked with a PhD student of Jay Unick’s to create a logo for the grant.
Bloom design production on publication in 2020
Bloom Edits
• Edits for online edition and ordered 50 Bloom publications for office reference.
• Design and Production of the Bloom CPE course schedule publication was done in
Nov/Dec 2020
What We Do One Pager
Designed one pager ideas for What We Do
BHWell Lab
• Designed BHWell Lab Logo/Graphic
• Designed BHWell Lab Website headers
• Designed BHWell Lab beaker icon
• Color Palette
Designed the BHWell Lab Logo for Jodi Frey
Designed the BhWell graphic that appears on the front of the website
Created the Color palette for the BhWell Website
Designed the Lab beaker Icon for the BhWell Website
Thursz Graphic
• Worked with Corey Shdaimah to design a graphic for Thursz promotions.
• Created email and social media header with the Thursz graphic.
Social Work Month
Social Media Promotional Social Media Posts for submissions for the social work month
project.
• Designed Social Media posts to request submissions
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• Designed and produced the layouts for this project to celebrate social work month by
student submissions about social work.
Homecoming - 60th Anniversary Template
Used the Template to design promotional pieces for Homecoming 2021 including:
• Homecoming Constant Contact Email
• Homecoming Social Media Banners
• Homecoming Zoom Background
Alumni Awards Social Media Posts
Designed the social media posts to send out of each alumni award winner.
Celebrating 60 years SSW Anniversary Social Media Posts
Celebrating 60 years - designed Social Media posts for the different decades.
Convocation 2021 Materials
Design and Production on the following elements for Convocation:
• Coin – Updated Design and Ordered
• Convocation Program – Typesetting/Production/Print order on the Convocation
Program
• Social Media - Facebook and Twitter Banners
• Convocation - Organized the Mailing with the mail house for the Convocation materials
to mail to students
• Convocation Scroll – Designed and Ordered Print of these for the In-person
Graduation
• Designed Convocation Signs/Posters for the in-person event
• SGA medallion for graduation website
• Instagram Congrats
Graphic for Book Chapter for Rick Barth
Clean-Up an image for a book chapter.
FSWI Flyers
Update Flyers for promoting their FSW courses.
State of the School Save the Date
Constant Contact design options and send out.
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Dean’s Teaching Awards Certificates
Design and Production
Facebook and Twitter Header
General SSW graphic for Facebook and Twitter
Dean’s Birthday Card
Design and Print order for Dean’s Office Birthday Card that the Dean’s office sends out.
Bmore Infographic
BHB Spectrum infographic for Stacey Stevens
Zoom Scholarship Breakfast background
Pulse Survey Flier
Flier to invite people to attend Pulse Survey session.
Charlotte Bright Constant Contact going away Invite
Design digital invite
SPHERE
Assisted in helping a high school student of Kyla Liggett-Creel who was designing a
logo for her SPHERE programs
Grand Challenges Report Cover
Report Title: Achieving Equal Opportunity and Justice in Juvenile Justice
Admissions – New Student Guide
Design Updates and Edits
Alumni Oral Histories
Social media campaign graphics
EMPOWER - Logo & Brochures
John Cagle – Logo “Graphic Image” Brochure in English and Spanish
Woman’s Day
Designed Woman’s Day Social Media post
EA Archive
Zoom Background for Jodi Frey
Calling All Alumni Volunteer Flyer
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Designed for the alumni office
Resize SSW Logo
Resize SSW Logo to Barcode size for IT
UPLIFT logo
Project for John Cagle
(2020 Project)
Admissions
One-Pagers Update
DEI Posters
Currently working on Designing these with Neijma
Day to Day Work
Images and Photos and Logos to people, communicating with vendors, Communication
Office questions etc.
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Social Media Reports
A Recap of Worked Performed by Anita Bryant
The Institute
Training Institutes LIVE!
Monthly webinars for children, youth,
and family service providers, hosted
by the Institute staff and national
leaders.

January (kick-off) to June 2021 we hosted #24
live workshops.
July to August 2021 we are currently hosting
#8 on-demand workshops that live on the
LMS and YouTube.
My Duties:
·
Website Development and Content
Management
·
Marketing Plan and Timeline
·
Social Media
·
Email Marketing

COVID Conversations – “Managing
Now for a Better Tomorrow” series
A monthly series in response to the
COVID-19 and its impact on children
and family services.
These were not traditional webinars,
but live conversations hosted on
Zoom with direct engagement with
speakers and participants.
Virtual Youth Symposium - The New
Normal: LGBTQ+ Youth Living
Through COVID-19
Two day-virtual symposiums, on the
state of LGBTQ+ youth in the child
welfare system and how their
experiences have changed in light of
COVID-19. In partnership with The
Philadelphia Coalition for Queer
Justice and Intersectional Equity.
Maryland Child Trafficking Virtual
Conference

March 2020 to January 2021 we hosted #26
live conversation with the Institutes staff,
national leaders, and participants.
My Duties:
·
Website Development and Content
Management
·
Social Media (Occasional Live Tweeting)
·
Email Marketing

My Duties:
·
Website Development and Content
Management with the marketing rep at
The Philadelphia Coalition
·
Marketing Timeline and Development
·
Social Media (Occasional Live Tweeting)
·
Email Marketing

My Duties:
·
Social Media (Occasional Live Tweeting)
·
Email Marketing
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4th Statewide public awareness
conference hosted by The Institute
for Innovation and Implementation at
the University of Maryland, School of
Social Work; the Governor’s Office of
Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim
Services; Maryland Human
Trafficking Task Force; and the
Maryland Department of Human
Services.
Daniel Thursz Social Justice Lecture
– April 2021

My Duties:
·
Social Media
·
Email Marketing

Experts on Our Experience: The
Missing Links to Deeper Change. A
discussion among leaders with lived
experience about systemic efforts to
address youth homelessness.
2020 and 2021 Resource Parent
Conferences

2020 March and October
2021 April and November (coming up next)

Professional development and
resources for professional and
parents dealing with children and
youth in Foster Care.

My Duties:
·
Website Development and Content
Management
·
Email Marketing

Strengthening Services for Youth by
Using Evidence & Partnership (EBP)
webinar series

2021 January, March, May, and July 17, 2021
*Coming up September and October 2021

This series provides child- and
family-serving system leaders and
other stakeholders the opportunity to
develop a service array that best
meets the needs of youth and
families using evidence-based
programs (EBPs).
Project Managed the website
development of two new initiatives

My Duties:
·
Website Development and Content
Management
·
Social Media
·
Email Marketing

·
The National Quality Improvement
Center on Family-Centered Reunification
(QIC-R)
·
The Center of Excellence on LGBTQ+
Behavioral Health Equity
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TA Network Learning Communities
An online community hub for
professionals in the children's
behavioral health field, with tools
and resources ranging from live
webinars (recordings) and
documents (reports, tip sheets).

The School of Social Work
Social Media Management
(Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, &
Instagram)
*Please review two reports on
2020 and 2021 analytics on all
platforms.
2021 Convocation

January – September 2020 we hosted #33-35
Live Webinars
My Duties:
·
Project Manage the development of new
and current resource documents
·
Create a web page listing resource
documents on marketing (#23)
·
Update the online website/calendar
·
Social Media
·
Participated as a presenter for one live
webinar on Social Marketing: Using Social
Media as a Tool for System of Care
Expansion, https://youtu.be/5WK-q5DtyQo
(Started January 2021)
·
Create content and graphics that
promote the school’s work, projects,
announcements, etc.…
·
Engage with followers and other key
accounts
·
Monitor analytics on all platforms
·
·
·

Daily Bulletin
*Started July 2021

·
·
·
·

Developed a Social Media Marketing
Plan and Timeline (document attached)
Worked on graphic design concept and
development requesting student
participation online and in-person
Live Social Media posting day of
commencement
Manage online submissions
Add submissions to the website
Create daily email blasts with currently
listings and reminders
Submit special requests to the ELM

Web Content

·

Support and back-up Miesha when need
for content development and
management.

Alumni Oral History Report campaign

·

Social Media Content Development and
Distribution
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·

Worked on graphic design concept and
development
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2020 Year in Review
Jan 01 - Dec 31, 2020

@mdsocialwork
University of Maryland School of Social Work
M

mdsocialwork
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University of Maryland School of Social Work
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End of 2020 Followers
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New Fans in 2020
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University of Maryland School …
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Watch as the University of Maryland School

Congratulations to the University of

dissertation which explores relationships
between adverse childhood experiences,

of Social Work celebrates the Class of 2020
and their special place in the School's

Maryland School of Social Work's Social
Worker in the Library program team, winner
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@mdsocialwork

Jul 01, 13:15

Apr 27, 13:23

Nov 05, 14:05

Today we welcome Dr. Judy Postmus as the
next Dean of the University of Maryland
School of Social Work! Congratulations and

Our Sta and faculty at @mdsocialwork are
collaborating with @umms Family Medicine
to provide real-time phone based

Committed, caring and dedicated to
improving the world around us, we invite
you to meet Judy Postmus, new Dean of the
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New Followers in 2020
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Jan 27, 14:42

• @healthyteennetwork Hey Marylanders,
have you seen this @mdsocialwork billboard
yet? Human tra icking happens here, too.
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113 engagements
Posts in 2020
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mdsocialwork
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The Virtual Celebration for The Class of 2020
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where you can view the rest of this
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Each Tuesday this October, we are creating
and facilitating conversations on critical
topics in Social Work. Our newly elected
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Top Posts by Reactions in 2020

PAGE
University of Maryland School of So…
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University of Maryland School …

University of Maryland School …
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Dec 16, 16:50

Jul 01, 13:15
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SSW Professor JodiFrey to Lead Study of
Washington County Rhode Island Zero
Suicide Program #mentalhealth #suicide
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Mixed Overview
Comparison between Jan 01 - Jun 30, 2021 and Jul 06 - Jul 12, 2021

@mdsocialwork
University of Maryland School of Social Work
M

mdsocialwork

U

University of Maryland School of Social Work

Fans

Followers

3.7K
fans

Followers

3.3K

1.4K

3.3K

5 from 3.3K

8 from 1.4K

7 from 3.3K

followers

3.6K from 90

Fans

followers

Followers
Sep '21

Nov '21

2022
3400

3000

3300

followers

Followers

Sep '21

4000

Followers

Nov '21

2022

Followers

Sep '21

Nov '21

2022

1380

Sep '21

Nov '21

Mar '21

May '21

2022

3400

1360
3300
1340
2000

3200

1000

3100

1320

3200

1300
3100
1280
0

3000
2021

Mar '21

May '21

1260
2021

Posts

Mar '21

May '21

3000
2021

Mar '21

May '21

2021

Posts
12. Jul

26. Jul

9. Aug

23. Aug

6. Sep

20. Sep

4. Oct

18. Oct

Nov '21

15. Nov

29. Nov

13. Dec

27. Dec

10

8

349
posts

6

4

2

339 from 10

0
11. Jan

Tweets

25. Jan

8. Feb

22. Feb

8. Mar

22. Mar

5. Apr

19. Apr
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17. May

31. May

14. Jun

28. Jun

Tweets
12. Jul

26. Jul

9. Aug

23. Aug

6. Sep

20. Sep

4. Oct

18. Oct

Nov '21

15. Nov

29. Nov

13. Dec

27. Dec
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332
tweets

323 from 9
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0
11. Jan
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8. Feb

22. Feb

8. Mar

22. Mar

5. Apr

19. Apr
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14. Jun

28. Jun

Posts
12. Jul

26. Jul

9. Aug

23. Aug

6. Sep

20. Sep

4. Oct
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Nov '21

15. Nov
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13. Dec

27. Dec
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295
posts

8
6
4
2

286 from 9

0
11. Jan

25. Jan

8. Feb

22. Feb

8. Mar

22. Mar

5. Apr

19. Apr

3. May
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31. May

14. Jun

28. Jun

Posts

Posts
12. Jul

26. Jul

9. Aug

23. Aug

6. Sep

20. Sep

4. Oct

18. Oct

Nov '21

15. Nov

29. Nov

13. Dec

27. Dec
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4

308
posts

3

2

1

298 from 10

0
11. Jan

Engagement

25. Jan

8. Feb

22. Feb

Engagement

4.4K

8. Mar

5. Apr

19. Apr

Engagement

1.3K

engagements

22. Mar

3. May

17. May

14. Jun

904

engagements

engagements

4.4K from 47
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The stories of #UMSSW Alumni people are what make our school a special place. We are asking Alumni
to submit their Class story by July 31, 2021. Submit here, http://ow.ly/XgHU50Fkdxj
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Check out Episode 2 of “A Private Crisis,” the latest season of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston's
#SixHundredAtlantic podcast, is now available. Listen to #SSW Corey Shdaimah and colleagues speak
about the history of child care in this country, http://ow.ly/xZb450FaSFj
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better inform policies and social services to better support immigrant families. By participating in the
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Don't forget to check out #SSW's Prof. Geo rey Greif interview in VICE on "What to Do if a Sibling's
Jealousy Is Tearing Your Family Apart". Read the full article here, http://ow.ly/GXtE50Fhzsr
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#UMB Recovery Task Force has introduced a new one-stop online shop for submitting #COVID-19
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Webinars on Transformational Leadership and Emotional Awareness in Childhood Communication! To register for
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Congratulations #UMSSW 08' Graduate Shari Miller for being named the new Dean of the School of Social Welfare at
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Check out Episode 2 of “A Private Crisis,” the latest season of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston's #SixHundredAtlantic
podcast, is now available. Listen to #SSW Corey Shdaimah and colleagues speak about the history of child care in this
country, http://ow.ly/xZb450FaSFj
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Webinars on Transformational Leadership and Emotional Awareness
in Childhood Communication! To register for the webinars or to learn

2021 CONVOCATION
SOCIAL MEDIA PLAN

CONVOCATION SOCIAL MEDIA | 01

Missions & Goals
Increase awareness and participation from graduating students
Encourage Graduating Students to submit information for their online profile
that will be displayed on the website.
Encourage Graduating Students to RSVP for an in-person celebration.
Encourage Graduating Students to watch online ceremony.
Encourage Graduating Students to share photos and messages on social
media using the branded hashtags.
Amplify online graduation ceremony and student profiles
Increase traffic to the graduation website - www.sswcelebrates.com.
Boost social media engagement with posts, reposts, and sharing.

Target Audience
Graduating Students
SSW Faculty
SSW Staff
SSW Supporters
Graduating Students Family, Friends, and Supporters

Marketing Channels
Current outreach platforms and resources:
SSW Social Media Platforms (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram)
SSW Communications (The Bulletin, The ELM, Website)
Email Blast to Graduating Students.
Create grahics and content with the following messages:
1. Submit information for online student profiles by May 1.
2. RSVP by May 10 to participate in the in-person celebration.
3. Post graduation photos and messages on social media using the branded
hashtags.
4. Watch the 2021 Virtual Celebration on Friday, May 21 at 10 AM.

CONVOCATION SOCIAL MEDIA | 02

SWOT Analysis

Objectives
Project Goals
Funny videos are some of the most shared videos of all time. This is because a joke is
something everyone likes to share. Humor has a way of forging social connections and it’s
also a great way to create recall for your brand or product.

CONVOCATION SOCIAL MEDIA | 03

Projected Timeline
April 2021
Develop branded graphics with key messages and call to action. (Sandra)
Update information on the website. (Miesha)
Gather and create content for social media posts. (Dawn/SSW Communication Team)
May 2021
Create content for social media posts that coincide with the graduation schedule,
website, and email marketing messages from student services.
Schedule approved posts in Hootsuite for distribution.
Upload and share videos on all platforms.

Hashtags
#SSWCelebrates2021 #UMSSWCelebrates #UMBSSW2021

KEY MESSAGES
Help Us Celebrate You! The Class of
2021!

RSVP Today for in-person
Celebration on Friday, May 21!

Submit your information today to
participate in the virtual ceremony and
in-person celebration. Deadline: May 1.

We are hosting an in-person
celebration on the afternoon of
Friday, May 21, 2021 for graduating
students. Deadline: May 10.

Let's Hear From You!

Watch Virtual Ceremony

Share your graduation photos and
videos on social media using the
following hashtags:
#SSWCelebrates2021
#UMSSWCelebrates #UMSSW2021

Congratulations, Class of 2021! Mark
your calendars for the Virtual
Commencement Ceremony on Friday,
May 21, 2021 at 10:00 am ET.

Office of Continuing Professional Education (CPE)
End of Year Report
Submission Date: August 13, 2021
Seantè A. Hatcher, LCSW-C
Mission statement
The Office of Continuing Professional Education (CPE) is the premier source for
advancing the knowledge base of post-graduate social workers. Created in 1992, to
meet the demands of new licensing regulations, CPE has grown to become the one of
the largest Social Work Continuing Education Program in the Nation. CPE is
committed to remaining true to the core values of the social work profession by offering
relevant topics that meet the social work professional where they are. CPE begins
where the social work matriculation ends, providing licensure prep and practical skill
building for new and seasoned professionals. From topics covering the full range of
clinical skills to a broad spectrum of ethics and supervisory/managerial support, CPE
offers highly vetted and well researched workshops designed to challenge even the
most advanced social worker in growing their skills and expertise.
Current short- and longer-term objectives
a. Identify your accomplishments and impact of reaching your objectives
i. Increased our profit margin by 30%.
ii. Had participants from over 30 States.
iii. Successfully completed Certificate programs:
a. The new iteration of the Trauma Treatment Certificate program.
b. Two cohorts of the Case Management Certificate Program (partnership with
United Way of Central Maryland)
c. Motivational Interviewing Certificate Program
d. Financial Social Work Certificate Program.
iv. Created Community Tuesdays where we highlight local Community Organization.
b. Outline the DEI efforts taken in your unit this past year.
i. CPE has offered workshops on working within Communities of Color (snapshot
below)
1. Seeing White Podcast Series- 7/2020 and April 2021
2. Education, Family, Engagement and the Growing Latinx Community 3/2021
3. White Leadership in Communities of Color 10/21
4. Supporting the AAPI Community- 10/2021

Future plans

a. CPE is strategically placed to not only be the liaison between SSW research and the Social Work
Community at large. It is our hope to see more of the research that is gathered at the School
disseminated to through workshops.
a. Set benchmarks for next periodic review
i. Create a Gerontology Certificate Program (Fall 2022)
ii. Revamp and offer the Advance Certificate in Forensic Social Work (Fall 2022)

Number of workshops conducted: 266 (this includes programs that have multiple session like
certificate program session, partnerships we do with agencies and departments within the School. In
any event, we did host them all in FY2021)
New workshops: 63
Trends: We always offer workshops in Children/Adolescent, Adults/Family/Couples, Aging, Substance
Use Disorders, Supervision, Ethics, Financial Social Work- so its hard to say that there are trends because
we offer so many workshops in so many areas. I will say that we offered more workshops on race in
Spring and Fall 2020. However, we have seen a decline in registration in 2021. It appears that the
Country is being lulled back to sleep or feel that they’ve met their quota of workshops on the subjectthat’s been interesting. Also, we have a number of people asking for us to bring back our Advanced
Certificate in Forensic Social Work and I plan to offer workshops in Medical Cannabis and Harm
Reduction.
Evaluation quotes:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

I like the courses you have. I'm satisfied with the courses you offer.
I think that the UMSSW has continued to provide excellent services to the State of Maryland
employees despite the change in the format in which trainings and certificate programs are
being offered.
I have been taking most of my CEU credits from UMSW since I graduated in '98. I am always
pleased with the choices I have made.
wonderful offerings.
I have no complaints. I am totally pleased with the offerings
Thank you for offering trainings that speak to what Black people need. Thank you for amplifying
community
As an alum, I would love to support you all but the cost for your offerings is higher than that of
NASW MD. And prior to Covid, the locations were better for me that NASW offered too.
Workshops were very good but price is an issue especially now and for those of us on fixed
incomes.
The webinar yesterday was very powerful and thought provoking.
I loved the community conversation series you hosted. Seante is a great workshop
moderator/host.
The Webinars were very informative especially during this time with COVID and racial injustice
of many people.
The workshops that I have attended were excellent.
The 7th Annual Renée RoyakSchaler Lecture in Health Equity: The Impact of Unresolved
Historical Trauma on Indigenous Healing was outstanding. I learned so much.
I have loved all the program(s) that I have attended. The speakers are great and interesting. It is
so easy to use your platform!

·
·
·

Facilitators are always well prepared and engaging. I was particularly impressed with the
facilitators of Day 2 of IPM. I think one was Black and the other White. They really made the day
interesting, upbeat, and was very informative. Great combination with those two ladies.
I've really appreciated the range of workshops offered and feel you've done a great job
managing them remotely.
The events and workshops have been excellent in terms of content AND the technical support!
All in CPE are attentive and responsive and address technical issues and other issues related to
the system. Things are a bit more confusing to register and log on but all are so helpful it has not
been an issue. THANK YOU.
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End of Year Report
(July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021)
Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)
Neijma Celestine-Donnor, Assistant Dean of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Submitted August 12th, 2021
Mission
Mission Statement: The mission of the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion is to provide
strategic leadership and expertise and support the efforts of units across the school to achieve their
diversity, equity, and inclusion goals.
Objectives
Strategic Domain 1: Climate and Belonging
• Objective: Increase a sense of belonging and promote inclusion for key groups and
stakeholders at SSW
Accomplishments, Impact and Efforts
● Created a new DEI office to be catalytic, to assist other offices and groups. This office is staffed
by the Assistant Dean for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, a DEI Coordinator, a social work
intern and two work study students.
● Launched Affinity Spaces: Our social work affinity spaces provide an opportunity for people to
connect with others who share aspects of their identity. The spaces are meant to be a hybrid of
“doing” and “being.” Spaces are opened to all members of the SSW community and are
facilitated by social work faculty and staff. Currently, we have four affinity groups that meet
regularly - BIPOC Space, LGBTQIA Space, Disability Justice and Advocacy, and a White
Accountability Space
● Increased collaboration and engagement with the Shady Grove campus and UMBC BSW
Campus. Specifically, the Race & Politics in Clinical Practice with USG students.
● Collaborated with the Continuing Professional Education Unit, The Office of Alumni Relations,
The Community Engagement Center, and the Intercultural Center to implement the first annual
Juneteenth Week
Strategic Domain 2: Accountability and Transparency
• Objective: Implement procedures that will enhance accountability related to climates issues
and DEI efforts at SSW and implement procedures that will improve transparency related to
DEI Efforts
Accomplishments, Impact and Efforts
● Implemented an online system(s) for collecting data around climate and culture
● Created and conducted the DEI Pulse Survey: The DEI pulse survey was administered from Fall
2020 into Spring 2021. This survey aimed to understand the experiences and perspectives of our
faculty, staff and students regarding equity, inclusion and belonging.
● Administered a DEI Pulse Climate Survey, where data was analyzed and shared with the SSW
community. Furthermore, meetings with SSW units were held to discuss future DEI goals based
on survey results
● Launched a DEI webpage and newsletter to increase the Visibility, Transparency and
Communication of DEI Efforts and Activities
Strategic Domain 3: Equity and Access
• Objective: Eliminate barriers to ensure that everyone in our community has equal and
equitable opportunities to engage and thrive at SSW
Accomplishments, Impact and Efforts

2
●
●
●

●

Conducted Equity Training for search committees and those involved in the search and selection
process
Supported and expanded equitable practices in student affairs and services specifically around
restorative practices.
Created the DEIC (Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee) formally DAO to ensure more
equitable participation of key stakeholders. While the DAO was only for faculty, alumni, and
community members, the DEIC has expanded to make this a school-wide initiative to improve
representation and impact.
Launched the Restorative Practices in Action Initiative, which aims to build a strong restorative
culture at SSW. This year, 5 trainings were held, over 150 persons attended and a core group of
15 persons trained as facilitators.

Strategic Domain 4: Scholarship, Learning and Professional Development
• Objective: Increase the number of DEI trainings provided to the SSW community as well as the
number of students, faculty and staff who have completed DEI trainings by 5%
Accomplishments, Impact and Efforts
● Piloted the LEAD Initiative (Leading for Equity, Anti-Racism and Diversity) an E-convening
training and coaching series focused on cultivating an anti-racist mindset.
● Supported the roll out of the History of Structural Oppression Course. Specifically co-created the
Pre-Requisite “A Brief History of Oppression” Course along with the Office of Academic Affairs.
● Hosted the Annual JEDI Teach in (Formally Anti-Racism Teach-In) which was held in Fall
2020. Approximately 100 persons attended
● Piloted Intergroup Dialogue in partnership with the Institute for Innovation and
Implementation. A group of 20 consisting of faculty and staff attended
● Provided anti-racism training for the SSW Leadership Team
•

Challenges
Resources, Staffing and Compensation
Key Collaborations

Internal to SSW:
● Student Affairs
● Academic Affairs
● Institute for Innovation and Implementation
● Continuing Professional Education
● Alumni Relations
Internal to UMB
● Community Engagement Center
● Intercultural Center
● Office of the President
● University Human Resources
● Campus Police
● Office of Accountability and Compliance
External
● University of Maryland College Park: Restorative Practices Symposium
● Pen America: Balancing Free Speech with Equity and Inclusion Initiative
Future Plans
• DEI Fellowship Program
• JEDI Awards
• DEI Research Symposium

UM SSW Development and Alumni Relations
July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021
1. Identifying information:
a. UM SSW Development and Alumni Relations Annual Report
b. Authors: David Flinchbaugh/Isabelle Garcia/Chrishna Williams
c. Submitted August 16, 2021
1. Department Mission Statement with current short- and longer-term objectives
•

•

The goal of the Office of Development and Alumni Relations is to support engagement
opportunities for all SSW Communities, leading to increased volunteerism and
increased donor participation.
i. Grow Alumni Volunteers to assist Admissions, Field, Career Services, and DEI
efforts.
ii. Grow Annual Fund donors to provide private financial support to units across
the School
iii. Grow Major, Principal and Planned Gifts to impact the School’s future.
General Fund Raising Observations:
i. Principal gifts of over $100K continue to drive the School’s fund raising numbers.
While FY’20 had multiple major gifts ($1M Woodside Planned Gift, $500K Barth
Professorship Gifts, $400K Rogan/Alibrando Planned Gift), principal gifts in
FY’21 were limited to one $500K Barth Professorship MEIF Grant.
ii. While overall fundraising was down in FY’21, donor numbers increased during
the COVID pandemic. SSW had an increased amount of new donors, an
increased amount of donors who increased their giving from last years, and an
increase in LYBUNT (last year but not this year) donors.
iii. Web giving continues to lead the number of gift transactions, but we still
continue to receive a considerable amount of gifts (28% of all transactions) via
mail.

2. Future plans
• Organizational structure and leadership for FY’22/ Support for other SSW Units:
i. David Flinchbaugh will serve as Chief Development Officer, and
specifically work to address principal gifts (Over $100K).
ii. Chrishna Williams assumes the role of Director of Development and
Alumni Relations, and will oversee alumni donor giving and alumni
engagement.
iii. Isabelle Garcia will oversee all annual fund goals, including multiple units
across the School:
1. General Annual Fund (Immediate Impact Fund)
2. General Scholarship Fund
3. SWCOS
4. Promise Heights

•
•

•

•

5. PhD
6. FSWI
7. EAP/SWWP
8. DEI
9. Student Emergency Fund
10. Additional misc. funds
iv. DEI plans for next year:
1. Continue fund raising for DEI initiatives.
2. Alumni Board Committees will work with the Office of Office of
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion to incorporate DEI in board activities.
3. Alumni Board Member, Stephanie Pettaway serves on the School’s
Diversity Committee.
Quantitative and/or qualitative benchmarks for next periodic review:
DEVELOPMENT (GOAL $3.5M / ASPIRATION $5.0M)
i. Annual/Operating Funds (GOAL $200K)
ii. Leadership Gifts ($5-$10k) (GOAL $250K)
1. Scholarship stipends
iii. Major Gifts ($25k+) (GOAL $250K)
iv. Principal Gifts ($100k+) (GOAL $500K)
v. Planned Gifts (GOAL $1.5M)
1. Scholarship Donors
vi. Corporate and Foundation (GOAL $750K)
ENAGEMENT
i. Critical Convo’s (GOAL 50 attendees per event)
ii. Alumni Oral History/60th Anniversary (GOAL 60 participants)
iii. Meet the Dean (GOAL TBD attendees)
iv. Homecoming (GOAL 150-200 attendees)
v. Tentative PhD event (GOAL TBD)
vi. Newsletters
1. Wellness Wednesday – send twice a month
2. Social Work in the Workplace – Fall and Spring
3. SWCOS – Fall and Spring
4. PhD Newsletter – Spring
STEWARDSHIP
i. Founders Gala
ii. Scholarship Event
iii. Endowment Reports

3. Supporting Documentation

Total SSW Fundraising Report (All Allocations)
Total Fundraising
Fundraising Goal
Percent to Goal

FY2021
$2,221,170
$3,500,000
63%

FY2020
$4,277,115
$4,000,000
106.9%

SSW Fundraising from FY’06 – FY’21
(FY22 goal of $3.5M is in yellow)

$4,500,000
$4,000,000
$3,500,000
$3,000,000
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$0
06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Total SSW Donor Report (All Allocations)
Total Donors
$1,000+ Donors
Increased Donors
LYBNT (Last Year But not This Year) Donors
New Donors – Alumni

FY2021
978
143
172
416
49

FY2020
939
169
150
344
72

New Donors – Friends
New Donors – Corporate
New Donors – Other
Total New Donors

238
11
10
308

152
15
14
253

Annual/Operating Funds Report
Giving Stats for AF Allocations

FY21

FY20

Total Fundraising

$197,527.15

$280,368.33

Annual/Operating Fund Fundraising Report
(FY18 - FY21)
$280,368

$266,300

$219,454

$197,527

2018

2019

2020

2021

Annual/Operating Funds – Appeals
Deans Fall Appeal

Description of Appeal
Total Mailed

Letter from the Dean
& student feature
6,483

Cost of Appeal
Gift total
Total donors
Total gifts
New gifts
Increased gifts

$3,371.24
$17,885
132
145
5
45

CYE

AGC (Email)

bi-fold mailing
from Isabelle
2,051

email
campaign for
AGC
8,862

$3,328.17
$5,573.00
64
64
1
21

Alumni by Contact Methods
Contact method
Number of Alums
Active Alumni
Alumni w/ Email
Alumni w/ Phone
Alumni w/ Postal Address

15,849
10,967
13,504
15,806

AGC (Text)

AGC texting with
ThruText
Platform
1000+
covered by
$0.00 Central
$2,436.00
$4,625
26
36
26
35
9
5
9
14

Annual/Operating Funds Raised by Allocation
Allocation

Total fundraising

Unrestricted Fund
Promise Heights
Financial Social Work Initiative Fund
Student Emergency Fund
Violence Prevention Fund
SSW Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Fund
SWCOS
General Scholarship Fund
Ph.D. Program
Family Connections/Ruth Young Center

$45,246.01
$36,737.46
$1,220.00
$14,554.68
$28,000.00
$10,650.00
$12,735.00
$45,105.00
$4,190.00
$26,225.00

Annual Fund Fundraising by Allocation
Family Connections/Ruth
Young Center
12%

Unrestricted Fund
20%

Ph.D. Program
2%

General Scholarship Fund
20%

Promise Heights
16%

Financial Social Work
Initiative Fund
1%

SWCOS
6%

SSW Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion Fund
5%

Violence Prevention Fund
12%

Student Emergency Fund
6%

Annual/Operating Funds – Donations received by different giving platforms
Giving platform
Email
Mail
Phone
Text
Used mailable form from email
Used URL from mail piece
Web

Annual Fund Donations received
$6,086.00
$26,786.00
$4,950.18
$4,590.00
$625.00
$2,165.00
$96,349.00

Annual/Operating Funds - Donations received by giving platform
Email
4%
Mail
19%

Phone
4%

Text
3%

Web
68%

Used mailable form from
Used URL from mail piece email
0%
2%

Annual/Operating Funds – Number of transactions by different giving
platforms
Appeal Type
Email
Mail
Phone
Text
Used mailable form from email

Number of Transactions
64
233
108
40
3

Used URL from mail piece
Web

23
357

Annual/Operating Funds - Transactions by giving platform
Email
8%

Web
43%

Mail
28%

Used URL from mail piece
3%

Used mailable form from
email
0%

Text
5%

Phone
13%

FAMILY WELFARE RESEARCH AND TRAINING GROUP
END OF YEAR REPORT
JULY 1, 2020 – JUNE 30, 2021
SUBMITTED BY: Letitia Passarella, Research Director & Jamie Haskel, Director of Operations

MISSION STATEMENT, OBJECTIVES, RECENT CHANGES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS, & CHALLENGES
Mission & Vision: FWRTG is committed to providing empirical research, data management
reports, and training that shape and enhance safety net and child support policies and programs for
Maryland's families. We strive to assist state and local program managers, frontline staff, legislators,
advocates, and other stakeholders in addressing the many challenges associated with implementing
and evaluating safety net and child support programs.

OBJECTIVE 1: CONDUCT QUALITY RESEARCH ON TANF, SNAP, AND CHILD SUPPORT POLICY
ISSUES, LINKING SOCIAL SCIENCE FINDINGS TO POLICY FORMATION AND DECISION -MAKING.
• Recent Changes in Program Focus
o After decades of focusing on Maryland’s TANF caseload, we are now providing caseload
reports on the much larger SNAP caseload which provides benefits to a diverse population.
o

In partnership with DHS, we submitted a grant application to the USDA/FNS. The grant is for
the SNAP Longitudinal Data Project (LDP) that will allow additional state research on the
SNAP program as well as allow state-by-state research through data matching with the U.S.
Census American Community Survey.

• Accomplishments – the following 11 research reports have been submitted to DHS:
o Maryland’s Child Support Caseload: Examining Custodian- and State-Owed Support (link)
o Jurisdictional Snapshots of Custodian- and State-owed Support (link)
o Long-term Welfare Receipt: Who are the 5% and Why Do They Stay? (link)
o Maryland Child Support Guidelines, 2015 to 2018 Case-level Review (link)
o Life after Welfare: 2020 Update (submitted to the General Assembly in December 2020) (link)
o A Profile of New TCA Recipients: From the Great Recession Recovery to the COVID-19
Pandemic (link)
o Life on Welfare, 2020: Temporary Cash Assistance before and during the COVID-19 Pandemic
(link)

o
o

Temporary Cash Assistance: 2020 Jurisdictional Snapshots (link)
A Profile of Maryland SNAP Households, 2020: Before and During the COVID-19 Pandemic
(link)

o
o

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program: 2020 Jurisdictional Profiles (link)
Intercepts for Child Support Arrears: Obligors Experiencing Intercepts of the First Economic
Stimulus Payment (link)

OBJECTIVE 2: PROVIDE ANALYTICAL INFORMATION THAT ALLOWS THE DHS TO MAKE DATAINFORMED DECISIONS.
• Recent Changes in Program Focus
o We are now completing multiple federal reports for DHS. These quarterly and annual reports
are required by the USDA/FNS.
FWRTG – Family Welfare Research & Training Group
DHS – Maryland Department of Human Services
FIA – Family Investment Administration
CSA – Child Support Administration

USDA – U.S. Department of Agriculture
FNS – Food and Nutrition Services
TANF – Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
SNAP – Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
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• Accomplishments
o Ad-Hoc Reports – An average of 18 ad-hoc reports were requested and produced each month.
o Management Reports – More than 200 management reports are created for DHS each month.
o Federal Reports – Prepared and submitted the following reports to DHS:
▪ Quarterly SNAP Employment and Training Program Activity Report (FNS-583) - FFY19 –
FFY21 Quarter 3
▪ Annual SNAP Outcome Measures Report – FFY19 and FFY20
o

DHS Workgroup Participation
▪ Child Support Affiliate, Performance Improvement Meetings – planned, facilitated, and
presented on 7/22/20, 9/17/20, 12/3/20, and 3/4/21
▪ Child Support Guidelines Advisory Committee – member of committee composed of child
support stakeholders to study and provide recommendations on changes to guidelines.
▪ FIA Steering Committee – member of this monthly meeting composed of FIA central staff
as well as directors and assistant directors from the local departments of social services;
provide updates on research reports and other data to inform policy.
▪ Program 10 Innovation Workgroup – member of this weekly meeting composed of FIA
central staff and directors and assistant directors from the local departments of social
services; lead smaller workgroup discussions on data reports, advise on potential
performance measures for the TANF caseload, provide preliminary analyses of
performance measures, and advise on other policy-related discussions.
▪ WIOA Data and Dashboard Committee – member of this committee composed of state
representatives from the Department of Labor, Department of Rehabilitative Services,
DHS, and local workforce boards; provide data on employment of TANF customers.

o

National Workgroup Participation
▪ National Association for Welfare Research & Statistics (NAWRS) – Letitia and Jamie are board
members and assist in the development of biennial conferences. Jamie led the technology
committee in creating secure, unified document storage, upgrading conference
registration software, and improving electronic communication.
▪ National Child Support Enforcement Association (NCSEA) – Letitia is a member of the
Research Subcommittee which develops a library of research for the NCSEA website and
drafts white papers for the NCSEA community.
▪ American Public Human Services Association (APHSA) – Letitia is a member of the National
Advisory Committee on Collaborative Centers which pulls together content that meet the
programmatic and operational needs of public human services agencies. She is also a
member of the Outcomes Subcommittee which aims to provide alternative performance
measures for the TANF program.

OBJECTIVE 3: PROVIDE STAFF SUPPORT TRAINING FOR LOCAL FIA AGENCY FRONTLINE WORKERS,
SUPERVISORS, AND MANAGERS WHO SERVE CUSTOMERS.
• Recent Changes in Program Focus
o The training we provide has long been distinguished by in-person, personalized sessions that
address the needs of local agency front-line workers. Given the mandatory telework policies of
FWRTG – Family Welfare Research & Training Group
DHS – Maryland Department of Human Services
FIA – Family Investment Administration
CSA – Child Support Administration

USDA – U.S. Department of Agriculture
FNS – Food and Nutrition Services
TANF – Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
SNAP – Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
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the COVID-19 pandemic, we had to revise all training sessions to be virtual but still maintain
an individualized and interactive format.
• Accomplishments – the following 7 courses were provided 91 times to 1,659 participants.
Course Title
Stress Reduction and Relaxation
Creative Problem Solving
Team Fundamentals
Critical Thinking
Effective Listening
Change Management
Conflict Resolution

Number of Sessions
33
8
12
12
10
11
5

Number of Participants
675
118
229
243
152
166
76

FUTURE PLANS: JULY 2021 TO JUNE 2022
RESEARCH
• We will complete 11 research projects. In addition to the updates of our annual reports, we will
explore outcomes of families who began receiving TANF & SNAP benefits during the pandemic,
examine child support payment compliance and modifications throughout the pandemic, and
review the outcomes of a recent child support pass-through policy.
• If the DHS/FWRTG application to the SNAP Longitudinal Data Project is approved by USDA/FNS,
we will begin a biennial research project that examines the outcomes of households that leave the
SNAP program. This project will mirror our annual Life after Welfare project that is required by the
Maryland General Assembly.

CHALLENGES
• New Data Systems: DHS is implementing new administrative data systems with Cloud
technology. The Eligibility & Enrollment (E&E) System will replace the legacy system, Client
Automated Resources and Eligibility System (CARES). The Child Support Management System
(CSMS) will replace the Child Support Enforcement System (CSES). We will need to create new
processes to extract, transform, and load data from these systems for our research reports as well
as our ad-hoc analytical information that support DHS’ informed-data decision-making.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION (DEI)
• We will encourage staff to participate in current UMB/SSW DEI activities and events.
• We will discuss the opportunity for implementing our own climate survey to determine the steps
we need to take to ensure we are meeting the diverse needs of our staff.
• We will discuss the potential for team building opportunities that incorporate DEI philosophies.
• When hiring, we will incorporate lessons learned from the SSW Human Resources’ Interview and
Selection Training.

FWRTG – Family Welfare Research & Training Group
DHS – Maryland Department of Human Services
FIA – Family Investment Administration
CSA – Child Support Administration

USDA – U.S. Department of Agriculture
FNS – Food and Nutrition Services
TANF – Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
SNAP – Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
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Office of Field Education
End of Year Report
August 20, 2021
Samuel B. Little, Associate Dean for Field Education
Overview

Field Education is the signature pedagogy for social work and is a required component
of the MSW curriculum. Our mission is to help students integrate the theoretical and
conceptual contributions learned in the classroom with the experiences gained from
assisting individuals, families and communities. Field education ensures that each
placement for students builds professional knowledge, develops core competencies,
skills and integrity - all of which are required to meet the responsibility to the social
work profession and society.
Short-and Long-Term Objectives
1. Accomplishments 2020-2021
• Presentations
o At the CSWE conference, two staff made presentations that focused on the
implementation of our primer field seminar for foundation students. Presenters
were Laura Loessner and Everett Smith.
o With the goal of connecting the School of Social Work with opportunities to
assist the public and affordable housing sector, Samuel Little presented at the
annual conference and spring virtual conference of the National Alliance of
1
Resident Services in Affordable and Assisted Housing (NAR-SAAH) on the topic
of resident council leaders as changemakers for community capacity builders.
• Publications by Samuel Little and Colleagues
o Co-authored a Curriculum Guide for Addressing Homelessness published by CSWE.
The publication was a project of the National Center for Excellence in Homeless
Services and was inspired by our Social Work Homelessness Council.
o Served as lead author along with Laura Loessner and Caroline Harmon-Darrow
as co-authors of Social Work Field Education During COVID-19 (a special issue to
be published by the Journal of Social Work Education).
o Served as lead Editor of Social Work Field Education in Modern Practice: A
Handbook along with Laura Loessner and Mirian Ofonedu as co-editors (in
process). The publisher is the NASW Press.
2. Organizational Change
• The Office of Field Education was fortunate to recruit and employ Madge
Henderson, MSW and LCSW-C, as a new Field Coordinator during a
challenging phase of the COVID-19 pandemic. Madge has a strong background

1
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in social work in multiple settings including work in hospice services and
working closely with families from diverse backgrounds.
Implemented updates for the Electronic Field Notebook (EFN) to include, for
example, documentation of task supervisors, interns' attendance in field, agency
profiles, group emails sent to interns, bundled interns' reports, improved ways
to craft learning agreements, initiated IT software support, and implemented
DocuSign for executing affiliation agreements, contracts, and other legal
documents.
A number of standard operating procedures was modified and, in several
instances had to be suspended or relaxed in response to field placement
challenges caused by physical contact with clients during the COVID-19
pandemic and in compliance with CSWE requirements. For example:
o There was a reduction in field hours required by the School of Social Work to
the 85% level or 15% as authorized by CSWE.
o Remote field activities were implemented to allow interns to engagement
with agencies and clients virtually, participate in training, conduct telehealth
anti- virtual sessions with clients, undertake research projects to benefit the
agency, and complete other relevant activities as authorized field time.
o Students in an agency-based field placement were permitted to use work
completed in their existing position as field time as long as the hours had
clear linkages to the nine core social work competencies and their
concomitant behaviors as well as competencies added by the program.
o An in-person proposal was completed by all agencies if their intern was
required to have direct physical contact with clients and to certify that the
agency's environment was not only safe, but complied with university and
CDC requirements.
o An amended affiliation agreement was executed with all active agencies to
update them on changes in field operations during the COVID-19 pan demic .
o Virtual agency site visits were conducted by Faculty Liaisons to monitor the
performance and well-being of interns.
o Four town hall meetings were conducted with students and the same with
field instructors to provide updates and engage them on evolving matters of
field education.

3. DEi Efforts
• A two-day workshop was conducted by Dr. Gail Christopher (President of
The Ntianu Garden Center for Healing and Nature) and her team members,
Dr. Michael Wenger (author of Creating An Equitable Future by Healing the

Wounds of Racism: A Report of What We Learned from the 28 Years of Experience of
the National Coalition Building Institute) and Dr. Mee Moua (former president
2
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of the Asian American Advancing Justice). The sessions provided training to
60 faculty liaisons for implementing the Rx Healing model as a part of field
seminar and other field-oriented efforts. The workshops also enabled the
department to publish a facilitator's guide and syllabus for faculty liaisons
who are seminar instructors.
A one-day workshop was conducted by LaShonda Goodwin (Faculty Clinical
Instructor for Family Connections and SWCOS) on the SHARP framework
developed by our colleague Dr. Wendy Shaia. The framework is a lens
through which interns may view their clients and presenting challenges. Core
competencies include structural oppression, historical context, analysis of
role, reciprocity of mutuality, and power.

4. Challenges
• As the result of COVID, approximately 20% of placements reduced the
customary number of student from past years and a significant number
became inactive during the past academic year. However, we were able to
de'ielop a number of new placements and increased the number of field
placements at many of the active agencies in order to accommodate our
interns. Additionally, flexibility was allowed for the start and end date for
field in order to accommodate students and agencies.
• The tradition field orientation previously was a day-long, in-person activity,
but it was temporarily reduced to a three-hour virtual activity. To do so, a
1
significant amount of field information was pre-recorded and posted on the
websites to enable students to access it prior to the virtual orientation to
guarantee a comprehensive introduction to field education.
• COVID required the field coordinators, faculty liaisons, and field instructors
to respond to an increased number of students faced with mental health,
family and personal challenges that were diverse in nature. Several interns
were referred to the Student Review Committee for a recommended
deposition that was submitted to the Dean and ultimately resulted in a
termination from the field placement and/ or a course failure.
5. Future Plans
• In view of the pending launch of a new online MSW program, we have begun
discussions with field directors operating existing online programs to obtain
best practices for implementing field education nationally and for student
that reside in different regions of the country.
• With an emphasis on sustainability and decrease dependency of State funds,
we are seeking grants to undergird new components of field education. An
example is the pending opportunity for funding under the American Jobs
3
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Plan that will allocate $40 billion to public housing solely under its STEP
Initiative. There is an allocation of $17 billion specifically for capacity
building work that addresses the uplift of housing families out of poverty My
goal is to create a public housing field unit that provides field instructors in
public housing for interns, professional development and certificate training
for property managers and resident service personnel, technical assistance in
the area of human service program development for the 27 housing
developments in Baltimore City and with other housing agencies in the
metropolitan area. There will be an emphasis on addressing homelessness,
mental health and addition, workforce development, economic insecurity,
ending poverty, etc. Preliminary discussions are underway with the
Rockefeller Foundation, Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation, Able
Foundation, and the US Department of Housing and Urban Development.
• Increase new field placements by 20% with a focus on local agencies and
organizations where alums are employed and the agency is not a current field
placement site.
• Re chedule the annual summit for homeless service providers in the region as
a professional development program and event to bring community
stakeholders to the school for engagement and networking.
• In response to the twelve grand challenges of social work, provide training
and engagement for field instructors to increase internships that focus on the
existing gaps of emphasis at the school -dose the health gap, stop family
violence, eradicate social isolation, promote smart decarceration, and reduce
extreme economic inequality.
• Increasingly analyze data in the EFN to produce infographics, updates about
trends in field education, and findings obtained from the end-of-year field
assessment completed by students.
6. Future Benchmarks
• Replace the aged EFN with a new field education electronic management
system for data collection, placement assistance and statistical reporting.
• Increased collaboration with faculty on grant applications and research
projects requiring the use of field data and responsibilities by the field team.
• Conduct quarterly retreats with field staff and guest presenters to provide
strategic planning on field education matters that require more than the
allocated time to discuss during staff meetings to resolve.
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Section 1:
Informatics, David Pitts, 08/12/2021
Section 2:
The mission of the Informatics Office at the University of Maryland Baltimore (UMB) School of
Social Work (SSW) is to provide technology support to all aspects of the SSW. This includes
consultation, design and support for hardware, network, and software in support of any of the
functional areas of the SSW.
This past year we reorganized the computer services department promoting Karthik Chandraiah
to Senior User & Support Services Technician, and hiring two new IT support associates
Kristoffer Wedemeyer and Malcolm Snorden.
This past fiscal year (July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021) brought a number of unique challenges in the
departments operation. We started with a continuation of the previous years major challenge,
how to transition the entire operation of the school from a traditional on-site basis to entirely
remote operation, while maintaining expected levels of security of functionality.
The computer services department equipped faculty and staff with computers (mostly laptops),
external monitors keyboards, mice, and webcams on demand. They remotely assisted people
with reassembling these items in their home office/workspace and helped with many
networking issues. They enabled users to remote connect to their office PC’s (RDP) to access
restricted access software and applications. As we came to the close of the fiscal year we’re
now assisting users with their return to campus and hybrid telework.
Another huge part of the computer services departments job is security and compliance, they
make sure that every SSW computer is up to date with the latest security patches and software
versions. This was made more difficult this year as the majority of our computers are not
located on our network.
On the network side of things Informatics Office spent a considerable about of time reviewing,
testing, and reconfiguring our network to enhance access and security. In conjunction with the
campus central IT group network Firewall rules and Virtual Private Network (VPN) access are
reviewed at least twice a year and for the VPN anytime a users job status changes in the
campus HR system to make sure our resources are accessible to only the proper people.
The media center shifted to assisting users with audio and video conferencing. With the campus
supporting multiple conferencing solutions (Microsoft Teams, WebEx, WebEx Teams, and
Zoom) there was getting the SSW userbase licensed properly and oriented in the proper use of
each application. This work was on top of the normal media request (filming, editing, and
conversion of physical media to online formats).

Our support of academic and research computing we created a server with virtual desktops for
some of our statistical software. This has been particularly helpful in the PhD program providing
better access to software for faculty and students.
Audit Prep. The department has been very busy doing security and compliance remediations in
preparation for an upcoming IT audit. This generally involves pushing out mass patches and
software updates as well as working on every system one by one to fix issues that cannot be
done by automated methods.
KACE. The department has begun utilizing KACE tools for asset management, patching and
service desk management. While not all tickets were processed in the last year we did record,
4250 service tickets totaling over 4,000 hours of support. As well add more data analytics will
be employed to allow more proactive action by support technicians.
Section 3:
Future plans: The informatics office is moving our physical file storage and application servers
to the cloud. As access is provided by campus (CiTS) we can working in Amazon AWS and
Microsoft Azure to configure and test available services. We have started migrating primary file
storage (the “G-Drive”) to Microsoft OneDrive and SharePoint. During this FY we will complete
the migration of departmental files to SharePoint and start migrating application servers.
Departmental challenges/goals over the next year include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

maintain expected level of support to faculty and staff for daily operations while
remaining compliant with campus/state/audit requirements
maintain expected level of system availability for network, servers and storage while
remaining compliant with campus/state/audit requirements
keep strong administrative control over all PII/PHI
Obtain timely, accurate and complete information from CITS
Obtain timely, accurate and complete information from other SSW departments
Obtain timely technical assistance from CITS
Implement ever changing range of security programs, patches and monitoring tools
stay current on industry and campus security and compliance protocols
Lack of clear policies for acquisition, storage and usage of PII
Lack of clear policies for adherence to security compliance protocols

The department needs to enhance systems security by hiring a security expert dedicated to
ensuring that all SSW systems are compliant. We can provide better support to faculty and
staff by hiring an applications engineer who can become a subject matter expert in applications
used by people.
Section 4:

N/A

PhD Program Report 2020-2021
Authors: Bethany Lee & Jen Canapp
Submitted to Dean Postmus: 8/15/2021
Mission Statement:
The mission of the School of Social Work’s PhD program is to prepare graduates to conduct
interdisciplinary research and become exemplary social work scholars and educators.
Program Status:
During this report’s timeframe (July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021), the PhD program continued to pivot to
online learning and engagement with students, including prospective students. Associate Dean Charlotte
Bright departed from the program on June 16, 2021 and Dr. Bethany Lee began as Director on 7/1/2021.
This report summarizes the last year of Associate Dean Bright’s leadership based on available data.
The report covers four main areas of focus within the PhD program:





Recruitment and Admissions
Graduation and other Program Milestones
Student Scholarly Productivity Metrics
Funding Supports

Recruitment and Admissions
The chart below depicts the recruitment and enrollment activity reported by the Graduate School in
relation to the Social Work PhD program. Despite the pandemic, the number of applicants at each stage
of the process is similar to the prior year (July 2019-June 2020).
Figure 1. Admissions Activity in AY 2021 (7/1/2020-6/30/2021) compared to AY 2020 (7/1/20196/30/2020)
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Graduation and Program Milestones
From July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021, there were 9 PhD students who completed their
comprehensive exams, 4 PhD students who successfully defended their proposals, and 6 PhD students
who defended their dissertations and graduated. The names of the newly-minted PhDs and their
dissertation titles are listed below:







Jenny L. Afkinich: Social workers and disproportionate minority contact: A mixed methods study
John Cosgrove: Fidelity and alliance effects on youth outcomes of Functional Family Therapy
Meredith Waudby Gunn: The role of self-efficacy, technology acceptance, and support, in elearning for child welfare workers
Caroline Harmon-Darrow: Comparing the impact of community-based mediation vs.
prosecution on assault recidivism among adults
Daniel Keyser: Parents’ experiences and perspectives of early childhood mental health services
and child welfare
Orrin D. Ware: Covariates associated with completing short-term residential treatment for a
substance use disorder among adults in the U.S.

Student Scholarly Productivity Metrics
Research: From July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021, PhD students reported being authors or co-authors
on over 26 peer-reviewed publications, as well as 28 peer-reviewed presentations at conferences. Some
of the journal outlets where PhD students have published include: Journal of the Society for Social Work
and Research, Journal of Child and Family Studies, Journal of Social Work Education, and Qualitative
Social Work. Some of the national conferences where PhD students have presented scholarly work
include: Society for Social Work and Research, Society for Prevention Research, Gerontological Society
of America, and the Annual Program Meeting for the Council of Social Work Education.
Teaching: PhD students are also engaged in teaching. Nine Phd students taught 12 courses during AY
2021. Of these 12 courses, 11 were MSW courses (e.g., Structural Oppression, Human Behavior in the
Social Environment, Social Work Practice with Immigrants and Refugees). These pedagogical activities
were conducted for University of Maryland School of Social Work as well as Boise State University,
Virginia Commonwealth, and UMBC. Two PhD students were recognized for their excellence in teaching
with a Dean’s Teaching Award (Lauren McCarthy and Jeffrey Anvari-Clark).
Training: PhD students are also actively involved in sharing their expertise through trainings, seminars,
and other events. Some of these examples include:





Jeffrey Anvari-Clark presented continuing education trainings on the intersection of financial
and behavioral health;
Rachel Imboden served as a facilitator for a qualitative methods training provided by Dr. Alison
Hamilton;
Nicole McNish facilitated a military research breakout group at the DOD/VA Military Social Work
& Behavioral Health Conference;
Jon Gilgoff presented workshops for NASW Maryland on working with male clients and conflict
resolution;

Awards: Our PhD students have received many accolades. These include:





Sarah Clem received the Association for Gerontology Education in Social Work Predissertation
Fellowship;
Vashti Adams was welcomed into CSWE’s Minority Fellowship Program, along with the
continued participation of Shawna Murray-Browne;
Danielle Philips was accepted into the International Partnership for Queer Youth Resilience’s
(INQYR) International Student Training Network (ISTN); and
Jeffrey Anvari-Clark was nominated for the 2020 Group for the Advancement of Doctoral
Education Leadership/Service Award.

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion: PhD students have been engaged in a variety of DEI efforts, including:







Producing peer reviewed papers that consider issues of diversity and equity;
Co-authoring editorial in Social Work Research;
Attending trainings;
Leading trainings and programs in the SSW community;
Leading trainings and programs outside UMB; and
Attending DEI meetings, including serving on SSW and campus DEI committees.

Funding Supports
Our PhD students are supported by a variety of funding sources, including tuition reimbursement (for
current UMB employees), Graduate School tuition funding, military funding, and Graduate Research
Assistantship (GRA) work packages. The table and chart below denotes the funding streams for each
student for each semester.
The Graduate School at the University of Maryland provides funding for students through several
mechanisms. Each year, the SSW Phd Program is awarded
100 PLUS award credits (each PLUS award is valued at
approximately $600) as well as 1 12-month GRA
(approximately $25,000). These supports total about
$85,000. For 2020-2021, the Graduate School also
generously offered to cover all tuition costs for international
students who were prevented from traveling to the US due
to Covid-19. This benefited two PhD students for 30-credit
hours (totaling about $18,000).
Table 2a. Sources of PhD Student Funding

Funded through Employee Status (Tuition)
Students Funded by PLUS Award (Tuition)
Non-US-based learners (Tuition)
GRA Support (Tuition + stipend)
Fully funded outside University (Army)

Fall
Spring
(n=41) (n=39)
4
2
7
7
2
1
27
28
1
1

Summer
0
0
0
17
0

Graduate Research Assistantships are the primary way that our PhD students are supported. These 20hour work packages provide a stipend and tuition coverage for the duration of a student’s program
experience. GRAs are funded by various sources, as noted in the figure and table below.
Table 2b. GRA Funding Sources

GRA funded fully by SSW
GRA funded fully by UMB GS
GRA funded fully by External Funding
GRA funded by both SSW and External
Funding

Fall
(N=27)
14
1
6
6

Spring
(N=28)
15
1
6
6

Summer
(N=17)
9
1
6
0

Future Plans
The PhD program will continue to recruit promising students and provide them excellent training
opportunities and supports. Given the recent change in leadership for the program as well as changes to
School leadership, classroom instruction, and the return to campus from online learning, the focus for
AY2022 will be to promote stability and community within the program that maximizes student support.
In the coming year, the PhD program would like to collaborate with Alumni and Development to
improve the PhD Alumni Network. Also, the PhD program looks forward to improvements in
Communications regarding the appeal of the program website and broader recognition of student
accomplishments.

PhD Program Report 2020-2021
Authors: Bethany Lee & Jen Canapp
Submitted to Dean Postmus: 8/15/2021
Mission Statement:
The mission of the School of Social Work’s PhD program is to prepare graduates to conduct
interdisciplinary research and become exemplary social work scholars and educators.
Program Status:
During this report’s timeframe (July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021), the PhD program continued to pivot to
online learning and engagement with students, including prospective students. Associate Dean Charlotte
Bright departed from the program on June 16, 2021 and Dr. Bethany Lee began as Director on 7/1/2021.
This report summarizes the last year of Associate Dean Bright’s leadership based on available data.
The report covers four main areas of focus within the PhD program:
•
•
•
•

Recruitment and Admissions
Graduation and other Program Milestones
Student Scholarly Productivity Metrics
Funding Supports

Recruitment and Admissions
The chart below depicts the recruitment and enrollment activity reported by the Graduate School in
relation to the Social Work PhD program. Despite the pandemic, the number of applicants at each stage
of the process is similar to the prior year (July 2019-June 2020).
Figure 1. Admissions Activity in AY 2021 (7/1/2020-6/30/2021) compared to AY 2020 (7/1/20196/30/2020)
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Graduation and Program Milestones
From July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021, there were 9 PhD students who completed their
comprehensive exams, 4 PhD students who successfully defended their proposals, and 6 PhD students
who defended their dissertations and graduated. The names of the newly-minted PhDs and their
dissertation titles are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jenny L. Afkinich: Social workers and disproportionate minority contact: A mixed methods study
John Cosgrove: Fidelity and alliance effects on youth outcomes of Functional Family Therapy
Meredith Waudby Gunn: The role of self-efficacy, technology acceptance, and support, in elearning for child welfare workers
Caroline Harmon-Darrow: Comparing the impact of community-based mediation vs.
prosecution on assault recidivism among adults
Daniel Keyser: Parents’ experiences and perspectives of early childhood mental health services
and child welfare
Orrin D. Ware: Covariates associated with completing short-term residential treatment for a
substance use disorder among adults in the U.S.

Student Scholarly Productivity Metrics
Research: From July 1, 2020 through June 30, 2021, PhD students reported being authors or co-authors
on over 26 peer-reviewed publications, as well as 28 peer-reviewed presentations at conferences. Some
of the journal outlets where PhD students have published include: Journal of the Society for Social Work
and Research, Journal of Child and Family Studies, Journal of Social Work Education, and Qualitative
Social Work. Some of the national conferences where PhD students have presented scholarly work
include: Society for Social Work and Research, Society for Prevention Research, Gerontological Society
of America, and the Annual Program Meeting for the Council of Social Work Education.
Teaching: PhD students are also engaged in teaching. Nine Phd students taught 12 courses during AY
2021. Of these 12 courses, 11 were MSW courses (e.g., Structural Oppression, Human Behavior in the
Social Environment, Social Work Practice with Immigrants and Refugees). These pedagogical activities
were conducted for University of Maryland School of Social Work as well as Boise State University,
Virginia Commonwealth, and UMBC. Two PhD students were recognized for their excellence in teaching
with a Dean’s Teaching Award (Lauren McCarthy and Jeffrey Anvari-Clark).
Training: PhD students are also actively involved in sharing their expertise through trainings, seminars,
and other events. Some of these examples include:
•
•
•
•

Jeffrey Anvari-Clark presented continuing education trainings on the intersection of financial
and behavioral health;
Rachel Imboden served as a facilitator for a qualitative methods training provided by Dr. Alison
Hamilton;
Nicole McNish facilitated a military research breakout group at the DOD/VA Military Social Work
& Behavioral Health Conference;
Jon Gilgoff presented workshops for NASW Maryland on working with male clients and conflict
resolution;

Awards: Our PhD students have received many accolades. These include:
•
•
•
•

Sarah Clem received the Association for Gerontology Education in Social Work Predissertation
Fellowship;
Vashti Adams was welcomed into CSWE’s Minority Fellowship Program, along with the
continued participation of Shawna Murray-Browne;
Danielle Philips was accepted into the International Partnership for Queer Youth Resilience’s
(INQYR) International Student Training Network (ISTN); and
Jeffrey Anvari-Clark was nominated for the 2020 Group for the Advancement of Doctoral
Education Leadership/Service Award.

Notably, the aggregator Scopus reports that the most cited publication for authors from the School of
Social Work is a paper written by two our our (former) PhD students: Lisa Fedina (now on faculty at
University of Michigan) and Bethany Backes (now on faculty at University of Central Florida). See image
below.

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion: PhD students have been engaged in a variety of DEI efforts, including:
•

•
•
•

Producing peer reviewed papers that consider issues of diversity and equity (Baik, S. Aging in
Place and Residential Segregation: An Analysis of Health and Mental Health Inequities;
McCarthy, L.P. (2021). Attention to gender and race in interventions for custodial grandparents:
A scoping review. Journal of Feminist Family Therapy, 32(4).)
Co-authoring editorial in Social Work Research (Bright, C. L., & Katerere-Virima, T. (2021). Going
Beyond “the Moment” in Social Work Research)
Attending trainings (Summer Data Immersion on "Family Care: Racial/Ethnic and Contextual
Factors" hosted by the Michigan Center for Contextual Factors in Alzheimer’s Disease)
Leading trainings and programs in the SSW community (CPE training on: Promoting Critical
Thinking and Critical Reflection in Emerging Social Workers;

•

•

Leading trainings and programs outside UMB (Volunteered as a Community Supporter of the
McNair Scholars program; planned and are now implementing a Men in McNair program; led
trainings remotely for CA youth workers through A Better Way and Fred Finch Youth Center)
Attending DEI meetings, including serving on SSW and campus DEI committees;

Funding Supports
Our PhD students are supported by a variety of funding sources, including tuition reimbursement (for
current UMB employees), Graduate School tuition funding, military funding, and Graduate Research
Assistantship (GRA) work packages. The chart below denotes the funding streams for each student for
each semester.
The Graduate School at the University of Maryland provides funding for students through several
mechanisms. Each year, the SSW Phd Program is awarded 100 PLUS award credits (each PLUS award is
valued at approximately $600) as well as 1 12-month GRA (approximately $25,000). These supports total
about $85,000. For 2020-2021, the Graduate School also generously offered to cover all tuition costs for
international students who were prevented from traveling to the US due to Covid-19. This benefited two
PhD students for 30-credit hours (totaling about $18,000).
Table 2a. Sources of PhD Student Funding

Funded through Employee Status (Tuition)
Students Funded by PLUS Award (Tuition)
Non-US-based learners (Tuition)
GRA Support (Tuition + stipend)
Fully funded outside University (Army)

Fall
(n=41)
4
7
2
27
1

Spring
(n=39)
2
7
1
28
1

Outside University,
UMB
1, 2%
Employee, 4,
10%

PLUS award
(Graduate
School), 7, 17%

GRA, 27, 66%

Non-US based
(Graduate School),
2, 5%

Summer
0
0
0
17
0

Graduate Research Assistantships are the primary way that our PhD students are supported. These 20hour work packages provide a stipend and tuition coverage for the duration of a student’s program
experience. GRAs are funded by various sources, as noted in Table 2b and Figure 2.
Table 2b. GRA Funding Sources

GRA funded fully by SSW
GRA funded fully by UMB GS
GRA funded fully by External Funding
GRA funded by both SSW and External Funding

Fall
(N=27)
14
1
6
6

Spring
(N=28)
15
1
6
6

Summer
(N=17)
9
1
6
0

Figure 2. Percentage of GRA Funding by Source and Dollar Amount

External
217,895
33%
SSW
448,581
67%

Future Plans
The PhD program will continue to recruit promising students and provide them excellent training
opportunities and supports. Given the recent change in leadership for the program as well as changes to
School leadership, classroom instruction, and the return to campus from online learning, the focus for
AY2022 will be to promote stability and community within the program that maximizes student support.
In the coming year, the PhD program would like to collaborate with Alumni and Development to
improve the PhD Alumni Network (for both professional development opportunities for current students
as well as giving). Also, the PhD program looks forward to improvements in Communications regarding
the appeal of the program website and broader recognition of student accomplishments. Considering

that UMB will host the 2023 GADE convening, this coming year will require significant time investments
in planning and building partnerships to support this undertaking.
Metrics for future reports will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Faculty Involvement: N(%) of tenure-track faculty involved in the PhD program by role (e.g.,
instructor, GRA Supervisor, PPC member, Advisor, Committee member);
Recruitment and Admissions: given the suspension of GRE requirement, we are eager to assess
any impacts on quantity and quality of applicants;
Student Program Milestones
Student Scholarly Productivity Metrics
Student Funding: sources of student funding and amount/percentage;

Promise Heights
End of Year Report: July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021
By: Rachel Donegan, Stacey Stephens, Lisa Lewenz, & Jennifer Hasselbusch
1. Mission statement (if applicable) with statement of current short- and longer-term objectives
Promise Heights Mission Statement: To create a comprehensive community building model that
supports residents of Upton/Druid Heights with educational, social, physical, and economic
opportunities, which provide them with the necessary tools to thrive in their schools, families, and
careers.
a. Identify your accomplishments and impact of reaching your objectives
Promise Heights Administration
 Planned and facilitated public virtual programs with content experts and community members.
 Provided meals for school families and community members
o 7,400 prepared meals
o 200 boxes of food weekly from October through April
 Worked with staff to get virtual programming up (YouTube, FB, Instagram)
 Purchased 170 laptops for school families.
 Worked with UMB on Comcast initiative to provide 300 families with vouchers for internet
service.
B’more for Healthy Babies (BHB)
 Supplied diapers, wipes and breastfeeding supplies, and Love and Care packages as needed.
 Hosted virtual check-ins with expectant and parenting families (ages 0-3).
 Launched virtual prenatal, postpartum support groups.
 Certified lactation counselors provided virtual breastfeeding support.
 Informed families and community partners of food distribution locations.
 #babywefrombaltimore social media campaign to highlight families adhering to CDC messaging
(social distancing, hand washing, family fun) and BHB messaging (assembly of pack and play
for safe sleep practices).
 Launched virtual weekly mental wellness.
Parent University
 Held PU II sessions virtually.
The Historic Samuel Coleridge-Taylor Elementary School
 Distributed notebooks, pencils, and pencil sharpeners.
 PromiseCorps made videos, fun and informational. Please click here to see them
 Weekly check in/updates on community opportunities and resources.
 PromiseCorps provided additional supports (tech assistance, homework help, BCPSS info
updates) for distance learning.
Eutaw-Marshburn Elementary School
 SEL Second Step videos and story time videos. Please click here to see them
 MSW interns did live singalongs for families via Zoom and Facebook live.
 Judy Center had virtual playgroups w/ My Gym via Zoom.
 Diaper drop-offs to families (partnering w/ BHB for this).
 Supported parents in 1) navigating virtual learning; 2) creating routines for children, 3) providing
evidence-based info about COVID19; 4) navigating social-emotional challenges in little ones;
and 5) parent mental health support.
 PromiseCorps made videos as well; for fun/entertainment.
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PromiseCorps did weekly check-ins with families to offer support and connect families to
resources.
 PromiseCorps launched virtual lunch bunches.
 PromiseCorps assisted with tech surveys for teachers and assessing family access to tech for
google classrooms.
 PromiseCorps volunteered at meal sites, creating cards and positive support projects for first
responders, and volunteered in the virtual realm through Baltimore Neighbors Network.
 Parent Leaders distributed information on meal sites, packet pick-ups, and offering support
troubleshooting the online coursework.
Furman L. Templeton Preparatory Academy (Elementary School)
 PromiseCorps worked one-on-one with students to complete packets.
 SEL and reading videos. Please click here to see them.
 Parent leaders and Assistant Community School Director created social media challenges and
host virtual engagement events like Netflix Watch Party and Parent Breakfast on Facebook.
Check it out!
 Communicated with partner organizations as they develop and launch their enrichment virtually
for students.
 Worked with FEV Tutor to help schools and families support students in accessing online
tutoring sessions at home.
 Summer camp resource guides and neighborhood guides developed for families to ready for
future enrichment needs and support local businesses.
Booker T. Washington Middle School for the Arts
 PromiseCorps made masks and hand sanitizer for BTW families.·
 Facilitated SEL Google Classrooms.
 Weekly mental health check ins for BTW Leadership Team.
 Reached out to students who teachers were not successful in reaching to alert them about virtual
learning and check in on any resources they need at this time.
 PromiseCorps members volunteered with Meals on Wheels 3-4 days a week.
Renaissance Academy High School
 PromiseCorps and College & Career staff are made Instagram videos to communicate with
students. Click to visit this site.
 PH Staff assisted with SEL Google classrooms.
 PH Staff assisted guidance counselors to ensure graduating seniors are able to meet all
graduating requirements.
 PromiseCorps did check-ins with students and families by phone/text.
Family Prosperity
 Created material re: financial supports to be distributed at meal sites.
 Assisted clients and community through weekly check-ins regarding well-being.
 Answered questions on state/ federal programs including incentives from the stimulus
package.
 Assisted with filing for benefits (public assistance and unemployment.)
 Fulfilled emergency financial requests.
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b. Highlight recent changes in mission, objectives, or program focus, if applicable
i. COVID-19 created challenges in the areas of data collection, program
implementation, and staff retention. BCPSS did not publicly release any data for
SY19-20 or SY20-21. Program implementation was made difficult by the
inability to meet in person and the lack of computer access/experience by
community members and students. Nationwide, staff retention was at an all-time
low due to pressures placed on staff to address working at home and juggling
family responsibilities. Promise Heights hired several people right as COVID-19
began and those folks never worked in-person and three of them left within the
year. In addition, three longer-term staff members also decided to make changes
in their career paths this year.
c. Outline the DEI efforts taken in your unit this past year.
i. We have contracted with Samantha Mellerson and Michael Finley to provide a six
session training and coaching program on Race/Ethnic Equity & Inclusion (REEI)
which began in June, 2021. Sessions include 2-3 meetings focused on creating
inclusive space, building trust, establishing working agreements and shared
values; 3-5 meetings focused on creating awareness, strengthening historical
competence, power mapping and Race Equity Impact Assessments, Structural
Racism Awareness tool; and 2 meetings focused on REEI integration, addressing
current needs and group coaching support.
d. Describe any challenges you faced in accomplishing your goals and strategies you have for
overcoming them; include any DEI challenges you encountered
i. COVID-19 was and remains the biggest challenge to implementation of
strategies, as discussed above. Staff isolation and disengagement exacerbated by
working from home and difficulty maintaining interpersonal relationships created
difficulties. The REEI training, outlined above, has already shown benefits.
2. Future plans
a. Summarize plans for research, education, outreach, or other area of programmatic focus,
opportunities for mission-oriented growth, and challenges to be faced during the coming years (if
different than those challenges described earlier)
i. Early Childhood: implement new framework
1. ENCOURAGE: Support the parent- child relationship
a. INTERVENTIONS USED: family therapy, PCIT, CPP
b. PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: % of parents who demonstrate
improvement with Protective Factors Survey (PFS)
2. EQUIP: Support students with their social-emotional learning
a. INTERVENTIONS USED: Individual therapy, groups, wholeclass SEL support, support with teachers
b. PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: % of students demonstrating
improvement on DECA and DESSA
3. EDUCATE: Give parents and families the tools to support early literacy
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a. INTERVENTIONS USED: Parent workshops, Book Club, book
and learning material distribution and information, support
enrollment in early learning programs and support transition to
PK/K
b. PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: % of families reporting reading
to children 5+ times per week; % of UDH families enrolled in
early learning programs
4. EMPOWER: Empower families to gain financial stability and access
resources
a. INTERVENTIONS USED: Case management, referral to services
b. PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: % of families who demonstrating
improvement on SEEK Survey
ii. Community Schools
1. Onboard Mother Mary Lange Catholic School as new member of
community school cohort.
2. Families and Schools Together (FAST): parent engagement training and
curriculum.
3. Safe Passage: Outreach workers staff corners during school arrival and
dismissal, providing both safe passage to children and creating
relationships with families. T/A to be provided by Newark Community
Street Team.
4. Resume college tours
5. Revamp case management process: revise appropriate screens in ProMIS;
apply SHARP framework (Wendy Shaia).
iii. B’more for Healthy Babies (BHB)
1. Expansion of BHB@PH to other CSAs (FY21-23).
2. Expansion of BHB @PH to Morgan State University / Coldstream,
Montebello, Homestead (FY22-24).
3. Seek additional grants to support hypertension and breastfeeding
initiatives (FY22-23).
4. Deepen father engagement (FY22-23).
5. Grow collaboration with grassroots perinatal practitioners/activists (FY2223).
6. Increase the amount of funding to grassroots Black birth attendants,
perinatal practitioners/activists (FY21-21).
7. Grow network of community doulas and certified lactation counselors
(FY21-23).
8. Secure additional funding to support addressing food apartheid in W.
Baltimore (FY21-23).
9. B’more Peaceful Motherhood expanded throughout Baltimore-led by the
BCHD (FY22).
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10. Increase cross campus and departmental collaborative relationships to
address social isolation, mental health and stress related inflammation.
11. Increase social media presence for educational and social networking
purposes (FY21-23).
12. Creation of client informed strategies to address safe sleep practices
(FY22-23).
13. Train and implement use of ProMIS.
b. Describe any planned changes to organizational structure and leadership
i. BHB
1. Create leadership dyad (staff with community member) on mental health
and well-being for families and community based partners
2. Create leadership dyad (staff with community member) on health literacy
and advocacy
c. Set quantitative and/or qualitative benchmarks for next periodic review
i. Promise Neighborhood
Promise Heights Promise Neighborhood Proposal Annual Indicator Goals
PH Indicators

Planning Year
(Baseline)

Annual Goals:
Year 1

Annual Goals:
Year 2

Annual Goals:
Year 3

Annual Goals:
Year 4

Annual Goals:
Year 5

(1.1)
Age Appropriate
Functioning

46.8%
(KRA Proficient)

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

(2.1)
Math Proficiency
Grades 3-9

3-5 Math: 2.1%
n=11
6-8 Math: *
9 Math: *

3-5 Math: 7%
6-8 Math: 5%
9 Math: 5%

3-5 Math: 10%
6-8 Math: 7%
9 Math: 7%

3-5 Math: 15%
6-8 Math: 10%
9 Math: 10%

3-5 Math: 20%
6-8 Math: 15%
9 Math: 15%

3-5 Math: 30%
6-8 Math: 25%
9 Math: 25%

3-5 Reading:
20%
6-8 Reading:
20%
9 Reading: 20%

3-5 Reading:
30%
6-8 Reading:
30%
9 Reading: 30%

(2.2)
English
Language Arts
Proficiency
Grades 3-9
(3.1)
Attendance
Grades 6-9
(3.2)
Chronic
Absenteeism
Grades 6-9
(4.1)
4-year Adjusted
Cohort
Graduation Rate
(5.1)
Post-Secondary
Education
Enrollment
(5.2)
Post-Secondary
Education
Graduation

3-5 Reading: 3.5%
n=15
6-8 Reading: *
9 Reading: *

3-5 Reading: 8% 3-5 Reading: 10%
6-8 Reading: 5% 6-8 Reading: 10%
9 Reading: 5%
9 Reading: 10%

3-5 Reading: 15%
6-8 Reading: 15%
9 Reading: 15%

82.0%

84.5%

87%

89.5%

92%

95%

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

69.8%
N=44

73%

76%

79%

82%

86%

21

23

25

28

31

34

not collected for
planning year

10% increase
over baseline

20% increase
over baseline

30% increase
over baseline

40% increase
over baseline

50% increase
over baseline
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Promise Heights Promise Neighborhood Proposal Annual Indicator Goals
PH Indicators
(6.1)
Consume 5+
Fruits and
Veggies
(7.1)
Students Feel
Safe at School/
Traveling To and
From School
(7.2)
DOJ
Involvement
(8.1)
Student Mobility
(9.1)
Parents Read to
Children (Birth
to 8th Grade)
(9.3)
Parents Talk to
Children About
College (Grades
9-12)
(10.1)
Computer and
Internet Access

Planning Year
(Baseline)

Annual Goals:
Year 1

Annual Goals:
Year 2

Annual Goals:
Year 3

Annual Goals:
Year 4

Annual Goals:
Year 5

20.0%**

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

53.5%
66.0%

60%
75%

70%
85%

80%
95%

90%
99%

99%
99%

201

180

160

140

120

100

43.5%

38%

33%

28%

23%

18%

74.7%**

80%

85%

90%

95%

99%

not collected for
planning year

10% increase
over baseline

20% increase
over baseline

30% increase
over baseline

40% increase
over baseline

50% increase
over baseline

91.5%**

93%

95%

97%

99%

99%

ii. BHB

Competency
Certified in one maternal and child health focus area
(breastfeeding, doula, etc.)
Engaging in diversity and difference in case
management practice and group-based facilitation
Advancing human rights, social, economic and
environmental justice

Competency Achieving
Benchmark Competency
82%
80%
82%

80%

82%

90%

*Please see results from Urban Institute’s survey for Qualitative benchmarks
d. Determine DEI plans for next year
i. Work with Mellerson/Finley to determine need/scope of work to be done once
initial trainings are complete. Review progress with staff.
ii. Staff to complete Undoing Racism through FLBC PD offerings.
iii. Work with Memorial Episcopal and Black Women Build on housing services and
neighborhood coalition.
iv. BHB
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1. Staff continue to assess and evaluate power differentials/dynamics at the
individual, organization and community level (FY22).
2. Staff complete Undoing Racism (FY22) 70% staff completed training.
3. Staff and peer leaders aware of social determinants to health.
4. Staff integrate Shaia’s Sharpe Framework into case management work.
5. Advance food and nutrition equity in group and community based work.
3. Supporting Documentation
In a pdf, word, or excel file (or other appropriate format), provide quantitative measures of outcomes
and impacts that support your narrative self-study and serve as the basis for the quantitative and/or
qualitative benchmarks you have identified. Please organize material in the following order, entering
“none” or “not applicable” as appropriate to the unit:
a. Peer-reviewed and other scholarly communications (mention the # that focused or included DEI
efforts) N/A
b. Any DEI activities
i. Freedom Food initiative: grant funding and donations to support Black-owned and
community-based food vendors with deliveries going to partner organizations.
ii. BHB offered certified lactation and doula training for community residents.
iii. BHB contracted with four grassroots organizations/businesses and seven minority
owned caterers to support group and community based activities.
iv. BHB awarded two community organizations/groups with micro-grants for
community based projects. (Pedestal/Marshall Gardens (youth community garden,
Community Achievers safe sleep mom baskets.
c. Citations, awards, and other measures of scholarly impact
i. Mayoral press conference to address 75% reduction of the infant mortality rate
d. Grant activity
Provide information on successful, unsuccessful, and pending applications in the last 3 years;
include name of funding source, dollar amount requested/awarded, and PI/CO-PI
names/departments. Please work with Paul Sacco and the pre-award team if you need
assistance.

Grant Name

Funder

PI/Co-PI

2019 Full-Service
Community Schools
(CFDA 84.215J).

US ED

B. Mayden

2017 AmeriCorps (4 yrs)
2020 AmeriCorps Yr 1
2021 AmeriCorps Yr 2

MS GOSV

B. Mayden

MD GOSV
BCHD

B. Mayden
B. Mayden

UMB COVID-19
program support for
pediatric, adolescent
groups

Amount

Funding Status
Not funded

715,227 Funded; closed
241,306
244,451 Funded; ongoing
90,000 Funded; ongoing
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Grant Name

Funder

PI/Co-PI

Advancing Health
Literacy to Enhance
Equitable Community
Responses to COVID 19

BCHD

B. Mayden

Amount

180,000 Funded; ongoing

Funding Status

CareFirst FY19
CareFirst FY20
CareFirst FY21
CareFirst FY22
Community Academic
Partnership to Improve
Birth Outcomes Yr 3
MAPs for Success
TIPs Program
Community School Grant
FY19
Community School Grant
FY20
Community School Grant
FY21
Community School Grant
FY22
CBCR Grant 2016-2021

FLBC
FLBC/AECF
FLBC/AECF
FLBC/AECF
AAMC

W. Lane/B. Mayden
W. Lane/B. Mayden
W. Lane/B. Mayden
W. Lane/B. Mayden
W. Lane/B. Mayden

225,000
220,000
220,000
220,000
58,080

BCHD
Abell Fndn
FLBC

B. Mayden
B. Mayden
B. Mayden

150,000 Funded; closed
60,000 Funded; open
165,000 Funded; closed

FLBC

B. Mayden

165,000 Funded; closed

FLBC

B. Mayden

165,000 Funded; closed

FLBC

B. Mayden

110,000 Funded; open

US DOJ

B. Mayden

Promise Neighborhood
FY18 (2018-2023)
Next Generation Scholars
Yrs 1-4
Next Generation Scholars
Yr 5

US ED

B. Mayden

1,200,000 Funded; potentially
closing; NCE
requested
29,570,472 Funded; open

MSDE

B. Mayden

808,314 Funded; closed

MSDE

B. Mayden

Funded; closed
Funded; closed
Funded; closed
Funded; open
Funded; closed

TBD Funded; open

f. GRAs and postdocs funded N/A
g. Faculty and students mentored
i. MSW interns: up to 14 per SY.
ii. LMSW supervision: up to 10 staff receiving individual/group supervision
with senior staff (LCSW-C: Hallie Atwater, Stacey Stephens, Mariel
Pfister, Claire Meringolo).
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h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

iii. Stacey Stephens, LCSW-C was site preceptor for MPH student who
conducted research to determine barriers affecting the ability of African
American women of childbearing age to self-manage high blood pressure.
Public policy advisement
i. Rachel Donegan and Stacey Stephens participated on Literacy Action
Teams with Baltimore’s Promise which informed demonstration model
concepts for Early Childhood Family Literacy (SS) and Engagement
Strategies for HS Students Post-COVID (RD).
ii. BHB participated on Citywide Value Baltimore which informed Citywide
policy and educational campaign for CoVID19.
Positive impacts on the communities you serve
i. Zero infant or maternal deaths of women enrolled in our program for ten
years
Public outreach and educational events; include any print or visual media events
i. Promise Heights staff created social media content to support all
programming.
ii. BHB developed CoVID19 vs flu infographic for families (with School of
Medicine).
iii. See pages 10-12 herein for a full listing of media events.
Summary of internal and external collaborations, including any public/private partnerships and
associated resources generated
a. Safe Streets Advisory Committee (Bronwyn Mayden)
b. Catholic Charities Board (Bronwyn Mayden)
c. BHB Steering Committee (Bronwyn Mayden, Stacey Stephens)
d. Baltimore’s Promise: Literacy Action Teams (Rachel Donegan, Stacey Stephens)
e. Baltimore City School Climate Collaborative; member (Rachel Donegan)
f. Community School Advisory Committee; PD workgroup co-chair (Rachel
Donegan)
g. MD4CS: Community School T/A (Rachel Donegan)
h. Belong to Baltimore Project funding from RWJF (School of Nursing) (BHB)
i. CoVID19 vs Flu infographic (School of Medicine) (BHB)
j. CoVID19 Vaccine survey and focus groups for expectant and parenting (School
of Medicine) which will inform future vaccine efforts with this population. (BHB)
Patents and other intellectual property N/A
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Winter/Spring 2021 “From the Heights” Virtual Events
Funded by the Annie E. Casey Foundation and Kaiser Permanente
2/22/21 from 2-3pm: Overcoming the Stigma of Treating Mental Health Concerns in the Black
Community with Dr. David Satcher, former Director of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and the 16th Surgeon General of the United States, and author of My Quest for
Health Equity; and Andrea Brown, Executive Director of the Black Mental Health Alliance
engaged a lively discussion about how to best address attitudes toward treatment, the current lack
of sufficient Black mental health care practitioners, and what we can do now to address these and
other pertinent issues.
3/15/21 from 3-4:30pm: The Black Butterfly: The Harmful Politics of Race and Space in
America, a conversation with Dr. Lawrence T. Brown and Dr. Nadine M. Finigan-Carr
discussing Dr. Brown’s newly released book, The Black Butterfly: The Harmful Politics of Race
and Space in America.
5/12/21 from 2-3:30pm: The Black Maternal Health Crisis in the United States, featuring a
message from Congresswoman Lauren Underwood, representing the 14th District of Illinois.
Also joining our conversation, moderated by Reporter Tatyana Turner of The Baltimore Sun
were:


L. Latéy Bradford, MD, PhD, University of Maryland Medical Center: Chief Resident,
Family Medicine



Stacey Stephens, LCSW-C, Director, B'more for Healthy Babies, Promise Heights



Stephanie Etienne, CNM, Certified Nurse Midwife based in Baltimore

6/19/21 from 1-2:30pm: Pipeline, An Essential Conversation, focused on the production of a
play by Dominique Morisseau, with a discussion moderated by Dr. Nadine M. Finigan-Carr,
PhD, Dual faculty, UMB Schools of Social Work & Medicine, and Deputy Director of the Ruth
Young Center for Maryland, UMSSW, featuring:


Bronwyn Mayden, Executive Director, Promise Heights



Jemirah Queen, 2021 Graduate of Baltimore Polytechnic Institute



Jefferson A. Russell, Actor based in Baltimore



Tammatha Woodhouse, Principal of Renaissance Academy High School

LOG OF PH PR FEATURES: 2020-21


8/16/21: https://www.wypr.org/show/on-the-record updated rebroadcast of Sheilah Kast’s
5/20/21 “On the Record” feature of a conversation about the Black Maternal Health
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Crisis in the United States and significant advances in Baltimore to work by B’more for
Healthy Babies.
7/21/21: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MYMbUoyy7sOQMUokg7gGbzUhR4WxP4j/view WEAA’s “Two Way Talk” is a daily weekday show hosted by
Anthony McCarthy and Cara Williams that, “brings the best guests, interesting topics
and calls from listeners about the hot topics.” On Wednesday, July 21, Bronwyn Mayden
was the featured guest of the 6PM hour., and shared important news about Promise
Heights. https://www.weaa.org/programs/two-way-talk#stream/0
7/16/21: https://www.bizjournals.com/baltimore/news/2021/07/16/port-discovery-ceobryn-parchman-retiring-gift.html Baltimore Business Journal feature about Port
Discovery partnership with Promise Heights and upcoming transitions
7/15/21: https://promiseheights.org/blog/2021/7/19/bmore-for-healthy-babies-featuredon-wbal-tv-nightly-news B'more for Healthy Babies team and ongoing work is featured
on the WBAL-TV Nightly News https://www.wmar2news.com/news/local-news/bmorefor-healthy-babies-growing-west-baltimore-neighborhoods
7/15/21: https://www.umaryland.edu/news/archived-news/june-2021/social-workprogram-sees-record-low-in-infant-deaths.php Featuring details about Mayor Scott’s
Press Conference about significant and historic B’more for Healthy Babies advancement
6/21/21: https://www.aecf.org/blog/initiatives-work-in-baltimore-neighborhoodleads-to-drop-in-infantmortality#:~:text=Initiative's%20Work%20in%20Baltimore%20Neighborhood%2
0Leads%20to%20Drop%20in%20Infant%20Mortality,Posted%20June%2021&text=After%2010%20years%20of%20sustained,1%2C000
%20births%20from%202014%2D2018. The Annie E. Casey Foundation feature
about B’more for Healthy Babies’ significant news by: “Initiative’s Work in
Baltimore Neighborhood Leads to Drop in Infant Mortality”
6/16/21: https://www.wypr.org/show/on-the-record/2021-06-16/pipeline-ateveryman-theatre feature about “Pipeline” at Everyman Theatre and Promise
Heights’ “From the Heights” program on June 19
6/15/21: https://mayor.baltimorecity.gov/news/press-releases/2021-06-15-mayor-healthdepartment-and-partners-celebrate-reduction-infant Press Release by the Mayor, Health
Department and Partners to Celebrate Reduction of Infant Mortality Rate in
Upton/Druid Heights Neighborhood Through Work of B’more for Healthy Babies
5/20/21: https://www.wypr.org/show/on-the-record/2021-05-20/the-crisis-in-blackmaternal-health WYPR “On the Record” feature of Dr. Latey Bradford and Stacey
Stephens, about The Crisis in Black Maternal Health and racist roots of health
inequities in Baltimore and beyond
2/24/21: https://www.baltimoresun.com/health/bs-fe-mental-health-covid-promiseheights-david-satcher-20210224-myabymm5fjc5jocteeyrhnuiha-story.html “Mental
Health in the Black Community” feature by Tatyana Turner in conversation with Dr.
David Satcher
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2/19/21: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c42stMDAzo8 Today with Dr. Kaye/Dr.
Satcher
12/22/20: https://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2020/12/22/atwaters-christmas-cookiedecorating-kits-helping-families-in-need-this-holiday-season/ Atwater’s Feature: Cookies
& Mayden Home
9/26/20: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MtqA3YyNy0 WJZ Free Vaccine Clinic
5/8/20: https://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2020/05/08/tempress-mcghee-graduation-storyrenaissance-academy-high-school/ WJZ Feature of Renaissance Senior
5/6/20: https://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2020/05/06/coronavirus-latest-americorpsmember-givesback/?fbclid=IwAR2MpLuTA3rOjpkz3BOJXWtf6ZKmFWhPB_rZTwYNeHNwIAMq6
xTd6QeSR9E WJZ Feature: BTW Mask Making
5/1/20: https://baltimore.cbslocal.com/video/4535248-community-outreach-groupstronger-than-ever-amid-covid-19pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR23fuszEXY0MJyiVYlPyhztINFT6B52TMlRuULCualhx3TeFW
OOeYHhhJM WJZ Community Outreach Group Stronger Than Ever Amid COVID-19
Pandemic

Select additional features:







2/22/21 The Elm https://elm.umaryland.edu/announcements/AnnouncementsContent/Feb-22-Overcoming-the-Stigma-of-Treating-Mental-Health-Concerns-in-theBlack-Community-Featuring-Dr-DavidSatcher.php?utm_source=The%20Elm%20Weekly%2C%20Week%20of%20February%
2015%2C%202021
2/3/21: 4-page feature in Fall 2020 Connections Magazine:
https://issuu.com/umssw/docs/connections_magazine_fall2020_ironmark_withhyperli
11/24/20: UMB Champions of Excellence https://elm.umaryland.edu/elm-stories/ElmStories-Content/On-the-Front-Lines-UMB-Champions-of-Excellence-Promise-HeightsTeam.php?utm_source=The%20Elm%20Weekly%2C%20Week%20of%20November%2
030%2C%202020
4/22/20: https://promiseheights.org/blog/the-elm-04-22-20 The Elm “Promise Heights’
Nimble Response to COVID-19”
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THE SURVEY
§ Administered December 3, 2020 through January 2021 via
§ 10 short

Qualtrics

questions including:

§ Experiences
§ Support

with microaggressions

received

§ Perceptions

of Inclusion and belonging

§ Average completion time: 5-7 mins
§ Respondents

asked to indicate identities across multiple domains

§ Connection to Williams

Report and Task Force Report

WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE SURVEY
UNIT w/n SSW
No Specific Unit:72 Other:50 Promise Heights:8
The Institute For Innovation and Implementation:65
Social Work Community Outreach Services (SWCOS):13
I Prefer Not To Answer:13
Academic Affairs:10 Officer Field Education: 9
Living with Disability
Yes: 41 No: 234 Prefer Not To
Answer: 14
Sexual Orientation
Non-Straight: 89
Straight: 199
Ethnicity
Hispanic/Latinx/Spanish
Origin: 12

Role
Staff: 95 Students:108
Faculty: 76 Alumni: 4
Prefer Not To Answer: 6
Missing: 1

Race
Indian or Alaska Native: 1 Other: 16
Prefer not to answer: 19 Asian: 11
African American/Black American: 71
Biracial/Multiracial: 12 White: 159
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander: 1

N=290

Gender Identity
Non-binary:10 Genderqueer:3
Questioning:3
Woman:219 Man:35
Another Gender That Is Not Listed:2
Prefer Not To Answer:15

Many people chose “I prefer
not to answer” as a response
to various questions. Some
respondents may have chosen
that because they feared
being identified.

EXPERIENCING
4/5/2021
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Top Factors by Role
Faculty:
•
•
•

Race/ethnicity
Gender/gender identity
Job classification

Staff:
•
•
•

Job classification
Race/ethnicity
Level of education

Students:
•
•
•

Race/ethnicity
Gender/gender identity
Age
Sexual orientation
Ability/disability status

INCLUSION AND BELONGING
There is a sense of inclusion and
belonging among students, staff,
faculty, and alumni at the SSW.
46% Agree or Strongly Agree
35% Neither Agree Nor Disagree
20% Disagree or Strongly Disagree

Students

Faculty

58%

52%
48%

Staff

40%

FREEDOM TO EXPRESS OPINIONS
I can freely express my opinions
and concerns about DEI without
fear of reprisal at the SSW.
49% Agree or Strongly Agree
33% Neither Agree Nor Disagree
18% Disagree or Strongly Disagree

Students

Faculty

58%

52%
53%

Staff

40%

• I have no idea how to address microaggressions when I
witness them when it is a person in power/ leadership role.
• The virtual learning tools are not accessible and are missing
components (recordings, captions, asl interpretation) . It has
been a struggle.
• The leadership is overwhelmingly white. Black women are
over-represented in support roles vs. leadership which is not
very empowering.
• I often feel like black women are not valued or appreciated in
terms of leadership positions or salaries.
• I have been misgendered regularly and lost points on
assignments for using gender neutral pronouns.
• The SSW is concerned mainly about Race and anti-racism.
Everything and everyone else is an afterthought.
• The SSW spaces I have participated in want to jump into
solutions, fixes and changes without even understanding what
the issues are or begin with the acknowledgement that we
need to work on ourselves.

• I am glad that Dean Celestine-Donnor is here. I feel a shift in
culture and that feels very promising.
• I appreciate all of the efforts being made to make SSW more
inclusive.
• The new direction of the school feels promising.
• I appreciate the efforts to build a more restorative culture at
SSW.
• I have felt supported by the professors who have created
atmospheres of "not assuming." I very much feel a shift in that
mindset in that the classrooms feel MUCH safer for open
discussion and room for differing religious views.
• I have had inclusive teachers who are able to facilitate diverse
conversation respectfully.
• I like that we are developing an accountability tool for when
there are microaggressions and bias.
• Thank you for the creation of the Affinity Spaces, they have
been a life saver.

§ Overall, nearly half of people agree that there is a sense of belonging an

inclusion at SSW-Promising
§ People seem to have generally positive experiences within their specific

units

§ People have different experiences within their specific units versus the

overall school. Specifically, within units, there is a greater sense of inclusion
and belonging, people have less experiences with microaggressions and
they feel freer to express themselves

§ People who do not identify as white, People living with disabilities, and

Queer Folks have very different experiences of SSW than majority groups
specifically around expressing their opinions and the sense of inclusion and
belonging
§ LGBTQ Individuals experience microaggressions at a very high rate
§ There are issues regarding how concerns regarding Individuals with

disabilities are addressed when brought to their supervisor

§ Priorities

(1)Climate and Belonging
(2)Accountability,
Transparency AND
Communication
(4) Equity and Access
(5)Training and Professional
Development

WHAT WE’VE DONE
§ Created a new DEI office to be catalytic, to assist

other offices and groups within and outside OF
SSW

§ Created affinity spaces for students, faculty, staff

and alumni

§ Increased recognition opportunities for faculty,

staff and students

§ Increased collaboration and engagement with the

Shady Grove campus

§ Restorative Practices Initiative

WHAT WE’VE DONE
§ Implemented a system(s) for collecting and

sharing data around climate and culture

§ Administered a climate survey. Analyze and

share data

§ Increased the Visibility, Transparency and

Communication of DEI Efforts and Activities via
the SSW website

§ Build and create a Restorative Framework in

responding to issues around equity and inclusion

§ Launched a climate and culture reporting form to

capture and document SSW climate and culture
related issues.

WHAT WE’VE DONE
§ Work collaboratively to create a DEI framework

for the recruitment, hiring and selection process

§ Equity Training for search committees and those

involved in the search and selection process

§ Revamp the DAO into The DEIC (Diversity,

Equity and Inclusion Committee) allowing for
involvement from alumni and community
members

WHAT WE’VE DONE
§ Created a sustainable training and coaching

program focused on anti-racism and antioppression-L.E.A.D.

§ Supported the roll out of the History of

Structural Oppression Course

§ Worked collaboratively to create ways to assess

for equity and inclusion in our curricula
including pedagogy and evaluations

§ Anti-Racism Teach In

1. Identifying information:
Paul Sacco
Associate Dean for Research
Office of the Associate Dean for Research &
Sponsored Projects Office, Pre-Award Department
2. Mission statement (if applicable) with statement of current short- and longer-term objectives
Our mission, drawn from the mission of the School of Social Work is focused on the italicized excerpts below.
As such, the aim of the ADR is to foster an atmosphere of scholarship and research productivity (e.g., project
development, research funding, and dissemination) among our faculty, research staff, and trainees.
Our mission at the University of Maryland, School of Social Work is to develop practitioners,
leaders, and scholars to advance the well-being of populations and communities and to
promote social justice. As national leaders, we create and use knowledge for education, service
innovation, and policy development.
Identified Activities and Accomplishments
Project Development and Grant seeking:
In FY 2021, the School of Social Work received over 36 million dollars in sponsored projects funding,
with a 4% increase over FY 2020. Both of these totals reflect decreases from FY 2019, a year when the school
recorded its highest ever funding of over 45 million. The number of proposals processed decreased slightly in
FY 2021 to 175 from 231 in FY 2020. These numbers reflect a high degree of productivity among out faculty,
research centers, and sponsored projects staff especially in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. See chart
below for more information (Note that FY 2021 numbers are not final).

Total Number of Submitted Requests and Total Funding FY2019-FY2021
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$50,000,000
$45,236,232

$45,000,000
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200
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$35,228,898
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175
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50
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0
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FY2020
Total Submissions

1

FY2021*
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Looking at new submissions only and funding by source of the submission (below), the picture is
similar with some notable differences. The number of proposals from General Instruction (unaffiliated
faculty) and the Institute increased a great deal from FY 2019 to FY 2020 and FY 2021. The number of new
proposals from Promise Heights and SWCOS were lower and more stable over the three years, perhaps
reflecting large new awards and/or ongoing funding for operations. The percentage of projects funded has
been lower in general instruction than in the Centers, but this may reflect the typical competitiveness of
submissions. Proposals from PIs in General Instruction may have lower pay lines than grants and contracts
from the Institute, Promise Heights, or SWCOS.

Number of Proposals Submitted

New Grants Submitted by Source FY2019-FY2021
FY 2019 Submitted
FY 2019 Funded

100

FY 2020 Submitted
FY 2020 Funded

FY 2021 Submitted
FY 2021 Funded

76 78

80
58

60

63

38

37

40

21 20

20

9

9

27

7

0
General Instruction

Institute

Promise Heights

SWCOS

The Institute remains the single largest (new) funding recipient at the SSW, and they
continue to bring in the most funding for IDC. General instruction has also shown increases in
funding in the last three fiscal years, with notable increases in the percentage of funds for IDC. In
terms of indirect costs, General Instruction shows a significant increase in IDC from FY 2019 to
2020 and then declined in FY 2021. This is likely a result of some large grants funded with full IDC.
Percentages of IDC of total budget are lower in the Institute, Promise Heights, and SWCOS in that
order. See charts below for more information. (Note that these reflect new awards only, not
ongoing funded projects).

(New Award) Total and IDC Funding by Center FY 2019-FY 2021
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General Instruction
FY 2019 Total

FY 2020 Total

Institute
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FY 2021 Total

2

FY 2019 IDC
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FY 2021 IDC

IDC Percentage of Direct Cost by Fiscal Year
General Instruction

30%

Institute
27.26%
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6.99%

8.82%
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4.41%

0%
FY 2019
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Overall, the level of grant activity has been stable or rising in recent years including FY 2021. With
COVID-19, it is difficult to establish trends, but we have noticed two positive trends in General Instruction. A
small number of faculty are applying for large grants (e.g., R01, NSF), and there were increases in both total
funding and IDC coming to General Instruction. As has been discussed extensively, relatively low IDC is an
ongoing issue.
Scholarship and Dissemination:
Our faculty, staff, and students are actively publishing journal articles, book chapters, and books. In
the last four calendar years (CY), our school has published between 50 and 80 articles per year in many
different types of journals including area (e.g. mental health) and disciplinary (e.g., social work) titles.
Because of the long process from in press until assignment to an issue, it is difficult to assign trends. Please
see below for our current numbers by year. We did not quantify by fiscal year so 2021 is incomplete.

Publication of Articles, Chapters/Sections & Books by Year (2018-2021)
Articles

Chapters/Sections

Books

CY 2021 (YTD)

CY 2020

CY 2019

CY 2018
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Because we keep a database of journal articles published by our faculty, we are able to search by
keyword to explore the focus of disseminated research papers. In searching using the following keywords
(diversity, equity, inclusion, disparity, justice) for papers published since 2020, we found 15 papers that
incorporate one of these terms. Three examples are provided below:

3

Rose, T., Hope, M. O., Powell, T. W., & Chan, V. (2021). A very present help: The role of religious support for
Black adolescent girls' mental well‐being. Journal of Community Psychology, doi:10.1002/jcop.22595
Smith, M. E., Pahwa, R., Harrison, G. D., & Sharpe, T. L. (2021). A Social Ecological Model for Navigating Safety
Across Time: The Experience of Black Adults with Serious Mental Illnesses. Journal of the Society for Social
Work and Research, doi:10.1086/714634
Leon, C. S., & Shdaimah, C. S. (2021). Targeted sympathy in “whore court”: Criminal justice actors' perceptions
of prostitution diversion programs. Law & Policy, 43(2), 126-148. doi:10.1111/lapo.12166
Training and Research Climate
In the research office, we have tried to build a culture that fosters ambition, continuous
improvement, and curiosity among our faculty, staff, and trainees. These efforts have included the Lunchtime
Research Seminar Series (LTRS), Research Training, and our Weekly Research Announcements. The core idea
behind these activities is to inspire people and get them thinking about their next project or paper. In the
2020-2021 fiscal year, we held six LTRS sessions (all online) and paid a total of $3000 in honoraria.
Attendance at these events ranged from 15 to 50 people (mean=26). The make-up of the presenters was
relatively diverse: two White males, four White females, one Asian female, and one Black female. (I do not
have information on other dimensions of diversity (e.g., sexual orientation, gender identity) Some of the
topics addressed DEI specifically and most contained some type of DEI component. Two research methods
trainings were also conducted (total funding=$4,000), one on a qualitative method and the other on Stata
programming. Attendance at these trainings was robust. Specific information about trainings is below:
Date

Presenter(s)

Topic(s)

#
Attendees
50

Honoria
paid
$0

9/17/2020

Sabbatical
Returners
- Joan Davitt
- John Cagle
- Corey Shdaimah

10/15/2020

Anita Tarzian

11/19/2020

Eric Garland

2/18/2021

Lieny Jeon

Shdaimah- " Inclusion, Intersectionality and
Legal Consciousness in Law-like University
Practices " ;
Cagle- "Emerging Research in Hospice and
Palliative Care: The Opioid Crisis, End-of-Life
Communication, and Dementia Care";
Davitt- "The Impact of Racism on the Wellbeing of Older Adults of Color: Developing a
Theoretical Framework"
Intersectionality & the COVID-19 Response:
What Does Justice Demand?
Mindfulness-Oriented Recovery
Enhancement for Chronic Pain and Opioid
Misuse: Efficacy and Bio-behavioral
Mechanisms”
Are they stressed? What we know about early
childhood teachers’ well-being and health”

19

$0

26

$1,000

29

$500

3/25/2021

Yael Latzer

17

$1,000

15

$500

Chuck Huber

Reflecting on Internalization of Media
Messages: New Legislation for the
Preventions of Eating Disorders in Israel
Social Risk Factors Matter for Breast Cancer
Screening & Survivorship
Stata Training

4/15/2021

Lorraine Dean

8/13/2020

35

$0

2/1-2/2021

Allison Hamilton

Advances in Qualitative Methods

41

$4000

4

Thanks to the support of Trisha Brown, we have sent out 49 weeks of Weekly Research
Announcements. The hope with these mass emails is to get new opportunities in the inboxes of a broader
range of faculty and to keep faculty abreast of research related news (e.g., special issues, NIH announcements)
without filling up their inboxes. We send the announcements to about 400 people and our open rate is
28.34%. Of those who open the email, about 5% click on something in the announcements each week.
CIR Awards and Other Support
Six CIR awards were awarded for a total of $ 142,043.21. Expenses as at June 30 amounted to $79,262.84 leaving a balance of $ 62,771.34. This includes one no cost extension (NCE) from 2019 (Callahan)
and two NCEs from 2021(Rose and Graham). Currently, we are extending support to new faculty only. We
expect to support awards for Drs. Camacho, Whitfield, and Mattocks.

Callahan, C.
Craddock, J.
Negi, N.
Graham, L.
Rose, R.
Cheung, C.
Total

Start Date
7/1/2019
1/1/2020
8/1/2020
8/1/2020
8/1/2020
2/1/2021

End Date
6/30/2020
10/31/2020
8/1/2022
7/31/2021
7/30/2021
2/28/2022

Total Budget
$ 24,993.53
$ 18,430.00
$ 25,713.79
$ 25,000.00
$ 20,722.89
$ 27,183.00
$ 142,043.21

Expenses
-$19,823.50
- $18,316.62
-$13,145.35
-$10,410.87
-$17,566.50
-$79,262.84

Balance
$ 5,170.00-NCE
$ 113.38
$ 25,713.79
$ 11,845.65-NCE
$ 10,312.02
$ 9,616.50
$ 62,771.34

Editing Support
Ten papers were edited in the last fiscal year. The total cost for editing was $2327.50, and three
editors were employed for editing manuscripts. Six faculty members used the editing service in the past year
although they likely represent a larger cross-section of faculty and research staff on collaborative projects.
Articles assigned to the three editors below (Turkel, Belasco, & Camlin) by faculty member and date of
request is provided below.
Susan Turkel
Faculty Member Date Assigned
M. Matarese
E. Greeno
M. Candelaria
M. Candelaria
E. Greeno

10/2/2020
11/13/2020
3/30/2021
4/14/2021
6/1/2021

Sonia Belasco
Faculty
Date Assigned
Member
C. Shdaimah
4/14/2021
E. Greeno
6/3/2021

Ellie Camlin
Faculty
Date
Member
Assigned
M. Matarese
10/28/2020
J. Craddock
10/21/2020
J. Frey
11/18/2020
E. Pecukonis
2/25/2021
M. Candelaria
5/21/2021

Challenges
The most pronounced challenges this year have come from the COVID-19 pandemic, although not all.
For the LTRS seminars, the use of ZOOM for online training has been positive in that travel for presenters not
an issue. We had a presenter from Israel earlier this year, something we could not have afforded in previous
years. I am concerned that online training attendance may decrease due to ZOOM fatigue. I hope that the
LTRS sessions can be in-person in the coming year.
Funding limitations have led to a curtailment of CIR awards in the last year. It is hard to gauge the
impact on faculty productivity and grants development. I hope that the availability of small awards will
provide the funds PIs need to collect pilot data for future proposal submission.
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In the coming year, we are planning a diverse slate of speakers and trainings. One challenge has been
finding and booking speakers doing research that is of interest to the faculty, especially in the area of DEI.
With the attention to equity and disparities, there is more competition to hear from established researchers
in this area, especially people of color. Neijma and I are planning to collaborate on a full day training specific
to DEI. That training is planned for April 2022.
With increases in award submission and the COVID-19 pandemic, another challenge is stress and
burnout among the Pre-Award staff. I appreciate the way they have continued to work through months at
home and now an uncertain future. There have been two occasions where human error led to administrative
rejections in which the funder did not receive a proposal or there was something missing. It is possible that
workload and stress issues contributed to these lapses. My main response to concerns about workload has
been to encourage Pat Parkent to take a more hands-on approach with submissions. I have also asked that
members of the team approach me if they have specific concerns with respect to the new office space. With all
the pressures and changes at the SSW, I am sure that morale will be an ongoing concern in FY 2022.
3. Future plans
Sponsored Projects Office (SPO) Structure and Process Changes
Cherita Adams, other stakeholders, and I will be exploring alternative structures for SPO. Mainly, we
will focus on whether we should have separate pre- and post-award functions or the following of projects
from pre to post award by each accountant assigned to a specific area. This discussion will include all roles in
SPO and will include the structure and process as well as the role of the ADR in the office. Given the fluidity
with COVID-19 and ongoing budget challenges, this may take a year to complete or even plan.
Increasing our funding for IDC
Per recent meetings, we plan to adopt policies for IDC that are consistent with those of the Institute
for Implementation and Innovation. We will work with individual PIs and the Centers to ensure we build in
enough administrative charges.
Transition Planning for the new ADR
My objective for the coming year is to support Dean Postmus in the process of transition to a new
ADR. I will share my experiences as ADR with faculty, encourage interested faculty to contact the Dean, and
work with the next ADR for a smooth transition.
Formalizing Mentorship
At the SSW, we have encouraged mentorship for many years, but there has been little structure and
oversight of the mentorship of junior faculty. My predecessor, Bethany Lee, collaborated with the former
Faculty Chair (Karen Hopkins) on formal mentoring at the school. I believe that the ADR could collaborate
with new faculty members, the Dean, and the Chair of the FO to match new faculty with senior faculty
mentors.
Collaboration with the DEI Office
As noted, we are collaborating with Neijma on a daylong seminar/meeting focused on research and
DEI related concerns. The planned date for this event would be early April 2022. I would like to make
overtures to the School of Social Work at Morgan State University about scholarship and research
collaboration. My hope would be that the schools could build on some initial collaborations such as the
SUDWE program to include more faculty collaboration on proposal development and scholarship broadly
conceived. While this would be a multiyear effort, I believe that we can start a process this fall with an initial
meeting.
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Benchmarks for FY 2022
 Stable Total Funding Support of at least 95% of the FY 2021 level
 Indirect cost percentages will increase by 2% in FY 2021
 Six LTRS sessions for AY 2021-2022 with at least 20 attendees per session
 Two methods trainings in AY 2021-2022 with at least 20 attendees per training
 Initial meeting between Deans and ADR’s of MSU and UMB-SSW
 New ADR in place and fully oriented by July 1, 2022

4. Supporting Documentation (Sent separately)
 Report from SPA on FY 2021 Funding amounts
 Excel files with individual proposals by year and Center
 Excel file for tables in this document
 Endnote files with all publications for 2020-2021 (on request)
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University of Maryland, School of Social Work
Office of Student Affairs End of Year Report 2020/2021
Submitted by Dawn Shafer, Associate Dean for Student Affairs
Date of Submission: August 13, 2021
Team Members:
Dawn Shafer, LCSW-C (1.0 FTE)
H. Taylor, LMSW: Assistant Dean for Student Services (1.0 FTE)
Theresa Washington: Office Manager for Student Services (1.0 FTE)
Nakiya Schurman: Associate Director of Graduate Student Advising (1.0 FTE)
Scott Stafford: Career Development (.2 FTE)
Other: MSW Interns: 3 @ 16 hours per week pp Federal Work Study (FWS) Students: Rotating
Mission statement: The Office of Student Affairs (OSA) includes the Office of Student Services (OSS), the Office
of Academic Advising, and the SSW Career Development Center (CDC). The mission of the Office of Student
Affairs is to promote students' academic success by assisting students in meeting the many demands of their
academic and personal lives and promoting a positive school experience. Additionally, OSS seeks to offer
opportunities for students to connect with the school, campus and larger community in meaningful ways and to
engage in enriching experiences. Our mission is to deliver services that will support students and their
development throughout their time at UMB SSW. Finally, the goal of Career Development Center is to prepare
students and graduates to enter the social work profession and job market by providing workshops, individual
consultation, and transition from campus to career support. Our services are constructed to develop greater
self-confidence, expand awareness of career opportunities, and foster connections and networks for effective
job search practices.
Short and Longer-Term Objectives
1. 2020-2021 General Accomplishments
• Events
o Orientation
§ Fully virtual orientations
§ August 17, 2020 – Approximately 400 students
§ January 11, 2021 – 86 students
o Job Fair
§ First fully virtual job fair held in April 2021
§ 56 Agencies Attended
§ Information was distributed to all graduating students (429 students), approximately
90+ student attended
o Convocation
§ OSS engaged students in Student Convocation Planning Committee including awards
§ Facilitated in-person ceremony for over 200 graduates and guests
o Advising Open House: https://www.ssw.umaryland.edu/academics/advising/msw-pathwayweek/
o Incoming Student Q and A sessions and technology sessions during Summer and Winter 2020
•

Student Government Association (SGA)
o OSS works closely with the Executive Committee to further shared governance

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

2.
•
•
•
•

o Oversees operations for approximately 19 SGA supported affinity groups
Direct Student Supportive Counseling
o OSS and OSA individual psychosocial and academic support to approx. 300 students
Advising
o Mass emails to student = 61
o Fall 2020 Individualized Advising (online, phone, or email) = 1019
o Spring 2021 Individualized Advising = 1094
o Manual degree audits performed for each graduating student
Student Emergency Fund
o To date, OSS has distributed a total of $34,742.00 to 63 students
o 2020 – 51 students/$28,752.00
o 2021 – 12 students/$5,999.00
o Currently, OSS/SA in partnership with the Financial Social Work Committee is working on a grant
which we hope will allow SSW to address students’ financial challenges and to facilitate their
ability to complete their graduate school education as planned through specific workshops and
peer mentoring.
Career Development Initiatives
o 3 Licensing Workshops for approximately 250 students
o Individual career advising appointments
o Transitioned from Handshake (5k) to free in-house open position marketing to current students
and alumni
o Career Corner Newsletter to all current students (monthly Sept, Oct, Nov, Feb, Mar, Apr)
o Website fully revamped and updated
Peer Mentoring
o Mentors trained
§ 2020 = 29
§ 2021 = 23 by 8/13/21
o Mentees served
§ Fall 2020 = 43
§ Spring 2021 = 48 applied, aprox 30 engaged with OSA interns
§ Fall 2021 = in process Offered first to FGSP participants
o Bi-weekly meeting with mentors to create a sense of community and inclusion
Hosted three MSW interns who provided spaces for students to connect, implemented first ever PT
Spring peer mentor program, dual degree student group, etc.
SRC appeals process researched and finalized in Summer 2021 Nakiya Schurman Receiving Master of
Distance Education and E-Learning (MDE) in Summer 2021
DEI Efforts and Accomplishments
Facilitated LGBTQIA+ affinity spaces
Researched and launched First Generation Student Success Program (FGSP)
Began collaboration with DEI officer to incorporate restorative practices, attended 6 week RP training
with UCSD training program, attended all trainings offered by ODEI at SSW re: RP
Ensured DEI training opportunities for all OSA staff

•
•
•

Employed FWS Accessibility Advocate to remediate course materials, liaise with students, and training
faculty in best practices
Hosting welcome affinity spaces during orientation week for students with disabilities, BIPOC students,
LGBTQIA+ students, and first-gen students (collaboration with Office of DEI)
Co-facilitated How to be a Transinclusive Social Worker for field instructors with over 200 attendees

3. General Support to the MSW Program through service and committee work
• Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee, general and sub-committee work (DS and HT)
• Strategic Enrollment Management (DS, HT, NS)
• Admissions Committee (DS, HT)
• Financial Social Work Initiative (HT)
• Student Progression Committee (DS, HT, NS)
• Student Review Committee (DS, HT)
• Student Health Covid Response Team (DS)
• Student Health Insurance Plan Group (DS)
• Lactation Support Committee (NS)
• Scholarship Committee (DS, NS)
• UMB Co-curricular covid recovery group (DS)
• UMB Strategic Plan Student Success Subcommittee (DS)
• UMB Student Affairs Deans Committee (DS, HT)
• UMB Career Committee (DS, SS)
4. Recent organizational and leadership changes
In early 2021, OSA began an organizational restructure, separating OSA from records and registration. As a
result, OSA has been re-evaluating our specific mission and focused efforts mor on student support and
inclusion and less on navigating logistical challenges associated with records and registration. This is current and
ongoing.
Future plans
• Re-organize Strategic Enrollment Management, creating a functional and meaningful working team to
address the lifecycle of students. First meeting scheduled in late August 2021
• Research and implement Student Code of Conduct by May 2022
• Learn from pilot First-Generation Student Success Program in order to achieve sustainability
• Intergroup dialogue facilitation at UMB
• Collaborate with Office of DEI to implement Restorative Practices
• Create alternative dispute resolution pathways for student discipline
• Facilitate Community Building Circles in SSW
• Implement mandatory plagiarism reporting to support faculty, enhance teachable moments for
students, and ensure equitable treatment across student body
• Implement readmission process to support greater success for returning students
• Hire a student Peer Advisor to allow advisor to focus on bigger projects
• Greater involvement in the website update to ensure greater user-friendliness.
• Review Student Retention processes, make recommendations for targeted support

End of Year Report for FY 2021– SWCOS (Social Work Community Outreach Service)
1. Identifying information
Author of the report: Wendy Shaia, Becky Davis, SWCOS Leadership Team (Chris Beegle, Shantay McKinily,
Lane Victorson) and Program Leads (Donna Greaves, Emily Ames-Messinger, Oprah Keyes)
Date submitted: 8/16/21
2. Mission statement, Current Objectives, and Accomplishments
The vision of SWCOS is that all communities will be equitable and promote well-being, selfdetermination, and individual and collective power. SWCOS’s mission is to advance social justice
through mutually transformative community-university partnerships. This is accomplished through
strategic collaborations between agency, staff, faculty, students, and community representatives. SWCOS
provides graduate-level social work students with hands-on experience with critical social issues in an
encouraging and creative atmosphere that prepares them to be leaders. In addition, SWCOS provides
those in need with quality services and creates research opportunities to generate new knowledge in social
work practice.
After celebrating its 25th anniversary in FY18, SWCOS continues to concentrate its efforts in
communities which have experienced poverty and oppression to achieve the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and build the capacities of individuals, families, communities, and community-based
organizations to solve their problems;
Demonstrate that the problems our society faces can be solved by creating, implementing,
evaluating, and publicizing model solutions;
Demonstrate to the larger society that all members have something valuable to contribute to the
problem-solving process;
Remind people that inclusion and participation in the problem-solving process will lead to more
effective solutions;
Inspire people to enter the struggle for social justice and to create new professional roles in this
struggle; and
Inspire and strengthen the social work profession to take a stronger role in the solution of
society’s problems.

Specifically, during FY2021, SWCOS targeted the following goals and accomplishments:
Goal #1: SWCOS students will actively participate in a community organizing initiative that is consistent
with SWCOS values, strengthens existing programs, and invites all students on campus to participate.
Related Outcomes:
• This year a student was recruited to work on community organizing projects within SWCOS.
During the fall semester, the community organizer designed voter registration and education
activities leading up to the general election and the promotion of a Get Out the Vote campaign.
This resulted in ten voter registration volunteer trainings with at least 23 volunteers recruited and
certified. This work involved many discussions to demonstrate that voting is a core activity of
social work practice. The organizer also established The Disruptor, a student-run publication at
the School of Social Work aimed at amplifying student voices and strengthening student
organizing in the student community. This work resulted in the mounting of a campaign that is
challenging the use of prison labor to manufacture goods purchased by the University as well as
engaging other schools in the Maryland system.
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•

SWCOS Community Partners for Field Placement sites included Baltimore Symphony’s
OrchKids, Enoch Pratt Free Library, East Baltimore’s Adult Learning Center, Southwest
Partnership, the Center for Nonviolent Communication and the Mayor’s Office of Homeless
Services. Each of the partner field sites (100%) experienced at least one capacity enhancement
due to the social work students’ role in their agency. A capacity enhancement could include
resource development (ex. grant proposals submitted, and funds awarded), business systems
enhancement (ex. strategic planning), marketing/outreach (ex. social media and website
development), strengthening organizational structures (ex. increasing engagement in committee
work)

Goal #2: The Positive Schools Center (PSC) will continue to expand programming in Baltimore City,
providing intensive supports around self-care and racial identity for black female principals through a new
program called Evolving the Superwoman Syndrome Initiative.
Related Outcomes:
• At the beginning of the school year, the Positive Schools Center began providing intensive
supports around self-care and racial identity for Black female principals. This new program builds
on testimony from many Black women in leadership who have shared that they have struggled
with systemic inequalities and differing expectations from school district leadership compared to
their white or male counterparts. The Evolving the Superwoman Syndrome Initiative focuses on
Black women educational leaders in Baltimore City and will be implemented in two groups of 15
women. The groups participate in a curriculum designed by Shawna Murray-Browne, LCSW-C,
of Kindred Wellness: a Life Coach, Integrative Psychotherapist, and QiGong and Mind-Body
Medicine Practitioner as well as current UMB SSW Doctoral student. The groups provide biweekly sessions around self-care and racial identity. In addition, participants take part in
individual coaching sessions, book talks, and focus groups.
• During School Year 2020-2021 the PSC supported 25 Baltimore City schools, made up of 1,000 teachers
and staff, who educate 12,729 Baltimore City students. PSC provided 230 hours of school-specific
coaching, training, and technical assistance for partner schools, plus an additional 42 hours of workshops
open to the community at large, and 178 hours of trainings and consulting for other schools, districts, and
youth-focused organizations, primarily in Baltimore City.
• As a result of school-specific interventions this past year, 65% of PSC schools are engaging in restorative
alternatives to punitive discipline practices. This includes the use of a mindfulness or wholeness room, the
use of family or community restorative conferences or less formal circles, reflection and revision of
school discipline policies, etc.
• In our Community School sites, SWCOS supported 159 strategic partnerships across seven
community schools, distributed over 35,000 lbs. of food and leveraged $169,813 in donated
funds. Wolfe Street Academy hosted 2 vaccination clinics that were able to vaccinate over 80
people in East Baltimore.
• In the Next Generation Scholars program focused on college and career readiness with high
school students, 100% of scholars were able to identify their college, trade or career track as well
as target a specific field of study (culinary, psychology, etc.)

Goal #3: In SWCOS, we are aware that, for the most part, our practice as social workers is based on the
individualist model of “fixing” or “curing” individuals, and that the expectation is that each person will
take care of themselves. Very little of social work practice is built on an understanding of structural
oppression as a driving force for poverty and trauma. In many cases, social work services are, at the best,
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transactional and unable to transform the status quo for individuals and communities. At the worst, social
work practice can be disempowering and victim-blaming.
In light of that, we have begun a process we are calling the Ubuntu Collective for Community
Sovereignty - a process of coming together in community with the people who are most impacted by
poverty and oppression to build collective power. We believe much of this will be accomplished through
collective organizing, resource-sharing, holding those in power accountable for injustice, and leadership
development. We are beginning with a core group of West Baltimore service providers who will develop
an organizing collective for the purposes of working with community members to identify and take action
on issues they would like to address in their communities.
Related Outcomes:
• As a result of conversations among the West Baltimore group, SWCOS has formalized a new
community organizing initiative called the Ubuntu Collective for Community Sovereignty.
Ubuntu, in the South African languages of Xhosa and Zulu, means “I am because we are.” The
ultimate goal of the Ubuntu Collective is to work with groups of paid community residents to
organize around the issues they consider important. During the year, the group (representing
about 15 different organizations) met virtually each month and added new partners to develop
shared values, accountability, and support. The group focused on developing shared language
about anti-racism and Black liberation, learned the eight forms of power and how they may be
used for social change, and learned about regenerative accountability and how it may be used
during organizing. In the current year, our group will begin working in sub-groups organized by
geography and institution type to determine what organizing makes sense for Ubuntu members to
bring to the multiple types of tables where they currently sit.
Goal #4: Family Connections (FC) will expand group interventions within the existing model to address
the safety and well-being of families as part of an effort to continue relationship building and partnering
with Community Schools and families throughout Baltimore City.
Related Outcomes:
• While connecting with schools during a virtual environment was challenging, Family
Connections offered support through consistent outreach and availability to schools in Baltimore
City. FC clinicians and interns bridged communication challenges with information sharing
between schools and families to gain a better understanding of the educational resources available
to children and their families. Information sharing included better understanding of the virtual
school day, class and homework assignments, the change in office hours, and food resource
availability for students and their families. FC clinicians also trained community school
coordinators in better understanding and assessing for risk and safety concerns in a virtual setting.
Lastly, FC teamed with Positive School Center to facilitate a grief group with a school
community including administrators, teachers, and staff in order to process grief and loss related
to the death of a school staff member from COVID-19.
• At least 80% of families (48 families out of 60 families) who completed services demonstrated an
increase in self-efficacy, increase in community connections/social supports and a decrease in self-blame.
• 85% of families (51 families out of 60 families) who completed services demonstrated an increase in
protective factors and a decrease in risk factors.
• 100% of families (80 out of 80 families engaged in services) remained unified and no out-of-home
placement due to child welfare.
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•
•
•
•

51% of the FC Caregivers Advisory Board attended each of the 17 total meetings during FY21,
participating in collective advocacy.
$71,691 was provided in emergency assistance for eviction prevention, housing stability, safe sleeping,
food security, sanitation supplies, clothing assistance and educational supplies
4,779 lbs. of food delivered to families in partnership with the Maryland Food Bank to address food
insecurities
100 laptops distributed to families engaged in services to support educational success, addressing
healthcare, access to employment/training programs and access to community resources

Recent Changes to SWCOS Overall Program Focus:
• One of the biggest changes we have made is a concerted effort to organizing within our own
institution. In the past, community organizing was focused on organizations outside of SWCOS,
but increasingly each year we recognize the need and opportunity to organize around our own
University system. Examples of this organizing include supporting the student-led magazine,
leading training and support around restorative practices within the School of Social Work, and
ensuring we are in key roles for hiring positions focused on diversity, equity, and inclusion, as
well as strategic planning.
• Family Connections has added implementation of the SHARP framework to the community-based
interventions and services offered to children and families. The shift has occurred at different levels
including the organization level, supervisory level and clinician/frontline level. Specific changes include
baseline and closing assessments; staff and intern orientation and training; and clinical supervision with
both students and clinicians.
DEI efforts in SWCOS for FY21:
• SWCOS leadership served on the committee responsible for developing City Schools Equity Policy. The
PSC’s staff trainer was selected and is currently serving on the Equity Department’s Advisory Board.
• Wendy Shaia provided consulting, training, and coaching to Kennedy Krieger Institute, Center for Child
and Family Traumatic Stress, around organizational and leadership issues related to racism.
• Created space for Next Generation Scholars to participate in decision-making, move into leadership roles
(for example on the PSC Advisory Board), provided training and discussions on intersectionality and
racism, and we were able to compensate presenters of color for their time and services.
• Race-based Affinity Groups: Individual staff members in SWCOS co-facilitated Affinity Groups at the
SSW for faculty, staff and students. In addition, FC implemented race-based affinity spaces for all team
members, FC Team Members of Color and FC White Team Members, in order to create a space to
process historical and current events, individual experiences, and opportunity for personal and
professional healing and growth. The race-based affinity spaces were facilitated by all team members
including supervisors, clinicians, staff and interns. The spaces took place bi-weekly for approximately
two hours per session.
• All SWCOS students participated in learning seminars throughout the school year focused on the
following DEI topics: racial justice, mutuality and reciprocity, implicit bias, advocacy and transformation
vs transactional practice. Seminars were facilitated by SWCOS staff and faculty.
Challenges in Accomplishing FY21 Goals and Strategies
• Due to the shutdown at the national, state, and local level, families were increasingly isolated and
left without adequate access to critical resources—specifically technology. In partnership with
funders, we were able to pivot spending to address the technology barriers with families including
4

•

•

•

•
•

providing adequate laptops and Wi-Fi connections. This technology allowed us to provide
training and education to caregivers in order to support virtual learning for their children; virtual
health screenings; caregivers’ educational needs with vocational programs, college programs and
GED programs; employment searches and job readiness; and accessing community-based
resources such as Family Connections. To counteract increased feelings of isolation, services
changed from weekly in-person visits to multiple contacts per week per family. The contacts
included telephone, email, Zoom calls, and drop-offs of emergency supplies to families’
doorsteps, following the protocol for contactless visits. Caregivers shared their families benefited
more from the multiple contacts per week. Resource sharing and information sharing became a
critical component of service delivery, partnering with families to navigate systems and
understanding changes in policies and practices. For example, supporting families with safety
planning due to residential instability while providing information pertaining to government
mandates preventing evictions and preventing turn offs of utilities.
We also learned effective strategies to support teachers and school leaders during COVID-19.
The Positive Schools Center has thus far relied on in-person environments to provide training and
coaching that was well established in the school-year calendar and aligned with professional
development schedules. The virtual work and learning environment required the PSC to modify
how we provide supports for schools and educators. Trainings became shorter or were broken
into multiple sessions spread over a longer period. Due to the uncertainty about schools
reopening, we also lost substantial training opportunities over the previous summer. In response
to unpredictable schedules, communication challenges, and competing demands on teachers and
school staff during virtual learning, the PSC has provided several drop-in professional
development series to supplement school-based trainings. For example, seminars—which
occurred in in May, August, October, and December of 2020—focused on restorative practices
and the PSC’s related foundational steps. They provided practical tools and strategies to help
educators become more restorative in their approach in a more flexible and accessible format.
These sessions have been most heavily attended by school leadership.
Uncertain and changing data sources because of COVID-19 within City Schools made it difficult to
evaluate long-term impact of school change (including attendance, suspensions, and statewide climate
indicators).
Many of SWCOS’ site-based staff in City Schools (Community School Coordinators) started their
positions with UMB at the beginning of the pandemic. In addition, most of the partner schools were new
to the Community School model. Designing and implementing the Community School strategy in a
mostly virtual environment was challenging.
Faculty and staff retention continue to be challenged with the ability to offer competitive salaries to
faculty and staff, especially in comparison to state child welfare agencies.
Another promising practice based on challenges SWCOS faced, is the power of online mobilization.
While many were complaining of another day with Zoom meetings, our student leaders started using the
internet as an organizing tool. Thanks to the Daniel Thursz Lecture Series, co-hosted by SWCOS and the
School of Social Work, we were able to use online technology for promoting engagement in the local and
national elections. The series consisted of three parts: the voter registration and turnout including voices
from Baltimore Votes and No Boundaries Coalition; then brainstorming how we respond as individuals, a
school, and a community, given the outcome of the election at the local, state, and national levels with
voices from Leaders of a Beautiful Struggle, Out for Justice, and the Job Opportunities Task Force;
ending with a national speaker offering a political analysis of the election and its outcome. This series was
entirely on a Zoom platform and averaged nearly 150 participants each session. Additionally, students
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took to writing an online journal that resulted in a mobilizing tool for organizing and educating students.
Many of us believe that the online format forced us to reconsider the power of the internet in mobilization
and we believe much of that work has been effective.
3. Future plans
a. The unit that we now call “Community Organizing and New Field Innovations” is set to expand. We
anticipate creating a field unit of three to four field instructors, one of which will be in a leadership
position to manage a faculty field unit of nearly 40 students engaged in both macro and micro work
but always with the notion of moving from transactional to transformational change. We also hope
that this faculty field unit will continue to push and demonstrate the innovative method of creating
new sites where social workers may not have been in place previously.
b. Positive Schools Center will be working with an additional six schools in FY22, including a school
paired with the City’s juvenile detention center, increasing the number of partner schools to 30. This
will be the highest capacity of schools since the creation of the Positive Schools Center initiative.
PSC brought on an additional four Community Schools during FY21 and will add 1 more, Augusta
Fells Savage High School, in FY22. The PSC is the Community School lead agency for the
following eight schools:
• Augusta Fells Savage Institute for Visual Arts
• George Washington Elementary School
• Harlem Park Elementary Middle School
• Joseph C. Briscoe Academy
• Matthew J. Henson Elementary Middle School
• Wildwood Elementary/Middle School
• Westport Academy
• Wolfe Street Academy
c. Partner schools and their students are returning to school buildings after an extend period of virtual
and hybrid learning. While we anticipate some challenges such as rebuilding school climate,
returning to basic relationship building and restorative practices strategies, and reengaging students in
in-person learning and good attendance practices. We anticipate many other unforeseen challenges,
due to the unprecedented nature of the pandemic and school-closures.
d. Plans for Evaluation/Research in SWCOS is threefold:
i. We aim to educate a new generation of social workers who are capable of critical
analysis of the impact of structural systems on individual, family, and community
functioning.
ii. We intend to support the people with whom we work in recognizing the impact
of structural systems on their own circumstances, in order to reduce shame and
self-blame.
iii. Finally, we aim to support community members in taking part in individual and
collective organizing in order to change their communities. To that end all of our
programs, whether clinical or macro, identify success related to exercising
personal power.
• Community organizing is not always easy to define, nor is it easy to define its effectiveness.
Traditional organizing strategies are centered around winning something that you want which
someone else has. However, winning is not the only point of organizing; exposing students to
the process of developing a strategy and demonstrating how to identify issues and recruit are
all part of an effective campaign. We hope to measure all of this through the tools in our field
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education program such as process recordings, student evaluations, and final reflections as
part of the students’ final presentations of learning. This qualitative evaluation directs our
programming. From the Get Out The Vote campaign and the student engagement that
followed, we have learned to articulate community organizing as a main function of SWCOS’
work.
•

Family Connections will utilize internal systems for evaluation to measure the effectiveness
of our additional group intervention approaches being offered to families enrolled in existing
services. The measures will include pre- and post-intervention administration of our
standardized instruments measuring caregiver and child symptomatology, caregiver
depression, and the relationship between caregivers and their children. Family Connections
will also evaluate outcome-driven service plans constructed in partnership between the
clinician and family, assessing progress at the three-month timeframe of services and at
closure. Family Connections will gather qualitative information related to the effectiveness of
our services from partnerships with community schools, including school leaders, teachers,
staff, and students and their caregivers, related to the group process. In addition, Family
Connections will continue to utilize our Caregiver Advisory Group to process and evaluate
our service delivery methods, including our group intervention approaches. Furthermore,
Family Connections is designing a study to develop and test a practice model for communitybased social work service provision based on the SHARP theoretical framework for
addressing the contexts of poverty and oppression during service provision. The practice
model will include a caregiver group component utilizing narrative therapy strategies as part
of the intervention. The purpose of the study is to better understand the impact of
socioeducation on caregiver shame and self-blame impacting caregiver and family wellbeing, with a focus on power building.

•

The Positive Schools Center will assess the success of the Evolving the Superwoman
Syndrome Initiative by utilizing a variety of mechanisms to help cohort members become
both high-functioning and high-impact leaders. Evaluative measures include tools that
measure participants’ sense of coping mechanisms as they encounter daily stressors as well as
helping them identify strategies to manage stressors. The specific tools we will use to
cultivate the participants’ understanding and application of these strategies are the General
Self-Efficacy Scale, Leadership Efficacy Scale, and Africultural Coping Systems Inventory.
We will use these tools to gather baseline data and post-intervention quantitative measures.
Data gathered will inform curricula, coaching, and planning decisions.

•

Equally important are opportunities we will use to develop the capacity of Black and female
school leaders to not only frame their mindset but cultivate the language they will need as
they confront racial inequities in the workplace. We have designed unique opportunities to
support our participants in addressing stressors of race and gender, accessing resources, and
affirming competencies they need to interrupt systemic inequalities. These unique
opportunities include the writing of a racial autobiography, developing and implementing a
self-care plan, a group meaning-making session, and participation in focus groups.

•

The Center for Child and Family Traumatic Stress (CCFTS) is a program of Kennedy Krieger Institute
(KKI), a Johns Hopkins University-affiliated specialty hospital internationally recognized for
improving the lives of children and adolescents. CCFTS and SWCOS will partner to provide a
National Child Traumatic Stress Initiative - Category II Treatment and Service Adaptation center,
the Collective for Antiracist Child and Family Systems (CACFS), to transform child and
family-serving systems by supporting organizations and providers to adopt antiracist, anti7

oppressive practices to prevent trauma exposure and repair the trauma effects in the lives of
Black/African American and Latinx children, youth, and families. Specifically, in FY22, SWCOS will
be working to collaborate with the CACFS Advisory Board, Baltimore Racial Justice Action (BRJA),
and client stakeholders to develop SHARP implementation tools and tiered trainings for
administrators, supervisors, and direct service providers.
Quantitative and/or Qualitative Benchmarks for FY22
A full year into the COVID-19 global pandemic, it has become increasingly apparent that the work of
SWCOS has changed significantly for the foreseeable future. At this point, we are still not certain of all
the ways our activities will change. However, we are certain that one way this pandemic will demonstrate
its devastating effects is the inequity in economic impact faced by our communities. Part of the difficulty
embedded in any community-based model remains the need and importance of bearing witness to families
navigating a reduced number of services and a disintegrating social safety net across Baltimore City. This
has only become magnified during the COVID-19 pandemic; both micro and macro traumas continue to
impact family systems due to socially engineered forces; many systems are designed to disempower
families. As we continue our commitment to supporting Baltimore’s communities, families, and
individuals, we have renewed our focus on structural inequalities and the ways they continue to impact
family systems.
Goals in Family Connections: FC will integrate the SHARP framework into our existing service model to
address systems of oppression in social work practice.
• The SHARP framework, developed by Dr. Wendy Shaia, is a practice that enables clients and
providers to co-explore the historical and systemic causes of social injustice as well as approaches
to reclaiming social power. FC social workers hope to continue engaging with this model to build
their expertise and continue pursuing the program’s social justice agenda. The SHARP
framework will provide a critical piece in extending the reach of FC families in supporting
community healing in the context of trauma work.
• Our longer-term outcomes for SHARP include families increasing their number of community
connections and participating in collective advocacy efforts 3 years after starting with the
program.
• To achieve these longer-term outcomes, programmatic goals include training for clinicians and
interns around the use of therapeutic conversations related to socially-engineered trauma.
Clinicians and interns will then integrate conversations into their assessments, provide
socioeducation during their conversations with caregivers, and discuss community avenues for
action with families in the closing conversation. Ultimately, families will experience an increase
in protective factors, self-efficacy, knowledge of how socially-engineered trauma has impacted
them, and potential avenues for social action.
Goals in Positive Schools Center:
• Outcome Grouping 1: The PSC will provide coaching, training, and support to school leaders to shift
mindset and how they implement strategies that shift school culture.
§ 80% of school leaders will participate in at least six coaching sessions.
§ 80% of school teams will participate in at least six trainings or technical assistance
sessions.
§ PSC coaching supports will positively shift school leaders’ mindset and result in the
implementation of changes to school policies, procedures, and approaches, as
demonstrated in quarterly data surveys, analysis of coaching notes, and positive
changes in school documents, policies, and procedures.
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•

•

Outcome Grouping 2: The PSC support of school leaders will result in the implementation of
strategies that create cultures that are restorative, trauma-responsive, socially and emotionally
developed, and racially equitable spaces.
§ At least 80% of active PSC schools will implement proactive circles at least weekly
as evidenced by the circle observation tool and school reporting.
§ At least 70% of active PSC schools will utilize restorative alternatives to punitive
discipline practices as evidenced by the self-report and qualitative analysis of
principals’ self-report*.
§ Daily circles at active PSC schools will improve in quality and fidelity to the
Restorative Practice model by at least 10% from Fall 2020 to Spring 2021, as
evidenced by the data collected through the circles/community meetings observation
tool.
§ School leaders and staff at active PSC schools will be able to identify concrete steps
they have taken to create more equitable and restorative school communities as
evidenced by survey feedback administered to school leaders quarterly, and school
staff at the conclusion of every training.
Outcome Grouping 3: The PSC’s coaching, training, and support of school leaders to
implement strategies that shift school culture will positively impact student and school
outcomes.
§ At least 80% of active PSC schools will achieve an attendance rate that is better than
the average attendance for comparable schools in the district for the same period as
evidenced by school and district reporting.
§ At least 85% of active PSC schools will retain at least 90% of teaching staff annually
as evidenced by staff training records and principal reports.
§ 50% of schools in the active PSC schools will decrease suspension rates as evidenced
by Baltimore City Public School System records for SY18/19 – SY20/21.

Goals in Community Organizing and New Field Innovations:
Our work with Neighborhood Fellows and field education is exploring a few exciting partnerships around
community engagement and wellness for the coming year. We plan to pilot several new initiatives
modeled from our current partnership with the Enoch Pratt Library that seeks to engage community
members in relationships focused on mutual support as well as physical, mental, and economic wellness.
Highlights for these projects include:
• Lexington Market Redevelopment: Seawall Development Corp is currently leading a complete
renovation of this downtown landmark. Concerns with the market re-development focus around
gentrifying the greater downtown area, supporting the current levels of market patrons suffering
from addiction, affordable food access, and promoting a cultural center important to Baltimore’s
history. We believe helping to actualize power between the market patrons and the small business
owners operating in the market by building a constituency of support for the market can help
ensure an equitable market for all. However, we also know the University can offer tremendous
opportunities for wellness by engaging the schools of law, dentistry, nursing, medicine, and social
work. We have proposed engaging a full-time social worker as well as eight to ten graduate
students to help with this work, potentially beginning in winter of 2022.
•

University Community Policing: Surrounding our downtown campus there are many individuals
experiencing homelessness and mental illness who need resources that our campus can provide.
Our university police department understands that many of these problems you cannot “police
away,” but instead requires support and long-term engagement to deal with root causes. We are
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proposing a part-time clinical social worker with four graduate students providing street outreach
in the surrounding campus area to help support the variety of residents needing assistance. We
hope this small field unit will bring visibility to structural problems and invite our other schools
to join us in an interdisciplinary outreach and intervention effort.
•

Enterprise Community Development: SWCOS will provide an experienced, licensed social
worker/clinical instructor and two social work graduate interns to serve two Enterprise
Community Development Inc. properties, Park Heights Place and Metro Heights. The social work
interns will provide case management and community organizing, supporting the vision of a
robust, healthy, and active residential facility engaged in mutual support so that basic needs are
met, and full capacities are realized. Interns will be provided an integrated learning experience
covering direct and indirect service opportunities related to building capacity in these Baltimore
City communities.

DEI Plans for FY22
• Streamlining all employee onboarding to include a welcome package prior to start date, a review of
the SSW DEI resources including Affinity Spaces, a clear articulation around how the person’s
position affects the work towards the mission and goals, and a discussion of accommodations that
might be needed.
• Development of a grievance procedure that offers a flow chart of steps to seek out support and
communication for issues that arise in the workplace.
• Hosting a walking tour of West Baltimore for students so they have further context for components of
the SHARP framework, specifically Structural Oppression, History and Power.
• Facilitating seminars for SWCOS students to meet monthly about how they are integrating SHARP
concepts into their field practice. Each session will focus on one of the elements of the SHARP
framework.
4. Supporting Documentation
a. Peer-reviewed and other scholarly communications:
• Dababnah, S., Kim, I., Shaia, W.E. (2021) I am so fearful for him: a mixed-methods exploration
of stress among caregivers of Black children with autism, International Journal of Developmental
Disabilities, https://10.1080/20473869.2020.1870418
b. Any DEI activities: Please see report above
c. Citations, awards, and other measures of scholarly impact: None
d. Grant activity – see attached
e. GRAs and postdocs funded: None in 2021. In FY2022 we will fund a GRA on the SAMHSA grant
f. Faculty and students mentored:
• SWCOS supported 29 total MSW students (7 Macro, 8 Clinical, 14 Foundation) through field
placements and direct instruction
• Due to COVID-19, SWCOS made adjustments to the field program, moving all services and field
studies to a virtual platform. Field instructors and staff made changes to the weekly field
schedule to enhance connections with interns and provide additional clinical support. The weekly
routine included opportunity for daily, “virtual touches and connections” as a unit with weekly
seminars, “chat and chew” during lunch time and “check-out” during the last field day of the
week. In addition, field instructors provided weekly individual and group clinical supervision.
Field instruction and clinical supervision continues to be a space for interns to reflect on their
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•

practices with children and families, incorporating theoretical frameworks learned in their course
studies and evolving their stance as community-based social workers.
Family Connections partnered with Baltimore City Department of Social Services, Anne Arundel
County Department of Social Services and Baltimore County Department of Social Services to
hold informational sessions with interns entering the field of child welfare. Representatives from
each jurisdiction completed virtual information sessions with FC interns, exploring child welfare
interests, unit-specific interests and potential openings. At the end of FY21, 100% of FC interns
who graduated located employment with jurisdiction of their choice and one foundation intern
successfully obtained internship for advanced year of field. FC received positive feedback from
each jurisdiction and from interns appreciating the ability to have intimate settings and space for
employment connections.

g. Public policy advisement
• SWCOS Faculty, Lane Victorson, participated in the Attorney General’s COVID-19 Access to
Justice Task Force specifically the Housing Security Committee which recommended seven
immediate responses to issues arising in the recent re-opening of the Failure to Pay Rent eviction
dockets around the state.
• Family Connections continues to have a voice with Maryland Department of Human Services,
partnering with Social Services Administration (SSA) to address practice and policy changes
influencing the safety, permanency and well-being of children and families. Christopher Beegle
continues to participate in the Child Protective Services and Family Preservation Workgroup with
SSA.
• The PSC is a member of the Coalition to Reform School Discipline. We have provided testimony
and collaborated with other partners to advocate for restorative, trauma-responsive and less
punitive discipline policies in Maryland schools.
h. Positive impacts on the communities you serve: Please see report above
i.

Public outreach and educational events; include any print or visual media events
• During seven separate weeklong series, the PSC provided 26 trainings, for 936 participants from
all over the world. 12 of these sessions focused explicitly on Racial Justice and Equity topics. An
additional 1,081 people viewed the workshops afterward through Facebook. One session was
two-part series focusing on the PUSHOUT of Black girls. The more than 100 participants were
primarily form the UMB SSW community.
• The PSC also provided a 3-part virtual workshop series with caregivers in mind and provided
tools and resources on self-care and helping children managing stress and anxiety.
• As chair of the Baltimore Climate Collaborative, the PSC facilitated monthly public sessions
from August 2020 through June 2021 to more than 60 entities including Baltimore City Public
Schools, local government, educational non-profits, community advocates, and philanthropic
organizations.
• The PSC has provided training for school leadership in Restorative Practices and will be training
student leaders in September 2021. We hope to continue to partner with the SSW’s Assistant
Dean of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion to integrate Restorative Practices into the fabric of the
school community. We have also worked with the Community Engagement Office, the Center for
Dispute Resolution at the University of Maryland School of Law.
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•

j.

Multiple Trainings for Offices and staff within Baltimore City Public Schools including Equity
Office, Office of Student Wholeness, Office of Special Education (Comprehensive Coordinated
Early Intervening Services), and in collaboration with the office of the Chief of Staff trained new
employees responding to the COVID-19 Pandemic including the Student Learning Center Staff
and Health and Safety Coordinators.
Presented SHARP Framework and Anti-Racism Practice at NASW School Conference, NASW
Maryland Virtual Conversations, Community Law Center, UMB SSW LEAD Initiative, 36th
Annual San Diego International Conference on Child and Family Maltreatment

Summary of internal and external collaborations, including any public/private partnerships and
associated resources generated
The Adult Learning Center
Assistance Center of Towson
Churches
Baltimore City Councilman
Burnett's Office
Baltimore City Department of
Social Services
Baltimore City Mayor’s Office of
Homeless Services
Baltimore City Office of
Sustainability Youth Environmental
Leadership Program
Baltimore City Public Schools
Baltimore County Public Schools
Black Yield Institute
Bilphena Yahwon
Caring for Young Minds
The Center for Non-Violent
Communication
Changa Ako Onyango, Community
Mediation
Changa Bell, Black Male Yoga
Initiative
Chella Drew, Restorative
Resolutions
Cinnamon Brown, Victorious
Attitudes
Coalition to Reform School
Discipline
Community Action Partnership
Community Law Center
The Enoch Pratt Free Library
Family League of Baltimore
Friends School of Baltimore Parent
Association
Greater Baltimore Church

Holistic Life
Innovation Works
Jamila Sams, GoToMsSams Inc.
Julie Center
Maryland Association of Board of
Education
Maryland Cultural Proficiency
Conference
Maryland Department of Human
Services
Maryland Food Bank
Maryland Volunteer Lawyers
Service
Maryland Legal Aide
Mid Atlantic Equity Consortium
OrchKids
Payne Memorial AME Church
Public Justice Center
Pulse Forward, LLC
Rashida Govan
Restorative Response Baltimore
The ROAR Center at UMB
(Rebuild Overcome and Rise)
Roberta’s House
Southwest Partnership
Southwest Community Works
Spired
Shauna King, King Professional
Development
Shawna Murray Browne, Kindred
Wellness LLC
Teach For America
UMB Community Engagement
Center
The Y of Central Maryland

k. Patents and other intellectual property – N/A
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1. Identifying information
The Institute for Innovation & Implementation End of Year Report July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021
Author: Michelle Zabel, Assistant Dean & Director, The Institute for Innovation & Implementation
(The Institute), University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB), School of Social Work (SSW)
Date: August 19, 2021

2. Mission statement with current short- and long-term objectives
Mission: The Institute uses its research, commitment to social justice, partnerships with youth and
families, and expertise to build robust, inclusive, culturally responsive, and high-quality child-, youth,
and family-serving public systems.
Current short- and long-term objectives:
Internal Objectives
a. Short-term: Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI): Using ongoing Pulse Check surveys,
continue to work with the SSW to identify resources to support this work and quicken the pace
of implementation.
b. Long-term: Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI): Within 2 years, obtain funding to staff
the Internal Continuous Quality Improvement & Implementation Office.
Campus Objectives
a. Short-term and Long-term: Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) Contracts –
On behalf of UMB, over the next year submit for Health and Human Services (HHS), Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) IDIQ request for proposals
(RFP; anticipated release in fall 2021). Over the next 5 years, respond to other federal agency
IDIQ RFPs on behalf of UMB, as they are posted.
b. Long-term: PhD Graduate Research Assistant and Post-doctoral Fellowship Training
Program (PREP) - Within the next 5 years develop a multi-disciplinary PREP at The Institute
to provide training for researchers interested in becoming the next generation of translational
research and implementation leaders in children’s services and systems.
External Objectives
a. Short-term: National Diverse Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, & Expression
(SOGIE) Center: In the fall, launch the The National Center for Young People with Diverse
Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, & Expression.
b. Short-term and Long-term: Rebalancing of Home- and Community-Based Services
(HCBS): In January 2022, launch the national Mobile Response and Stabilization Services
(MRSS) Quality Learning Collaborative. In January 2022, launch the national Certified
Community Behavioral Health Clinic (CCBHC) Children’s Services Learning Community. Over
the next 5 years, continue to respond to opportunities to advance shifing of federal, state and
local policy and spending from residential/instutional settings to HCBS services and supports.
c. Short-term and Long-term: Launch the Maryland Youth Homelessness Data Warehouse-By
Fall 2022, in partnership with the Maryland Department of Housing & Community
Development, link data from the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) with
other Maryland related data sets (e.g. child welfare, education, and juvenile justice) to begin to
identify commonalities across youth and young adults who experience housing instability and
possible opportunities for intervention.
d. Short-term and Long-Term: Continue to leverage federal and state funding to improve access
to high quality and effective services and supports in Maryland, particularly among vulnerable
and marginalized populations.
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2a. Selected Highlights of 2020-2021 Achievements and Impact
National Center

a. National Reach, Quality and Impact
The Institute’s operation of the HHS SAMHSA National Training and Technical Assistance
Center for Child, Youth, and Family Mental Health (NTTAC), a 5-year $35 million contract,
which ended in September 2020, meaningfully elevated the capacity of states and providers
to respond to youth with behavioral health needs. NTTAC technical assistance (TA)
recipients report they received needed supports, were satisfied with the quality of services, and
TA received aligned closely with their needs (Azman, Berntson, Benjamin, Olson, & Bruns,
2019; Olson, Schurer, Coldiron, Parigoris, Zabel, Matarese, & Bruns, 2020). Furthermore, both
qualitative and quantitative data suggest that NTTAC support has resulted in improved
implementation outcomes (Olson et al, 2020), including new partnerships with external
organizations, scaling of EBPs, and increases in access to services and innovative funding
strategies (Olson et al, 2020; Wraparound Evaluation & Research Team, 2019). The quality of
The Institute’s work also is recognized by SAMHSA in the Contractor Performance Assessment
Reporting System (CPARS) which, for the fourth year in a row, reflects ratings of Exceptional in
each evaluation area for the contract year ending in September 2020.
Post NTTAC funding, numerous sites contracted directly with The Institute to continue to
receive TA previously funded by SAMHSA. Approximately half of The Institute’s work extends
to 28 states beyond Maryland. In addition to our Texas Center, The Institute’s 2020/2021
work includes support to Alaska, Alabama, Delaware, California, Connecticut, Georgia, Hawaii,
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Michigan,
Nebraska, Nevada, New York, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Utah, Washington, and West Virginia. Our national work supports states,
communities, and organizations to develop and design systems to include evidence-based,
evidence-informed, and promising practices as part of broader state health, child welfare (CW),
juvenile justice (JJ), and well-being strategies and ongoing workforce development activities. This
work includes a mix of model development and installation as well as policy, finance, and
systems design TA and consultation.
Through the National Wraparound Implemenation Center (NWIC), The Institute is the
purveyor of three national models: Wraparound (intensive care coordination), FOCUS
(intermediate care coordination) and PEARLS (parent peer support). Wraparound is listed in the
California Evidence-Based Clearinghouse for Child Welfare and the Washington State Institute
for Public Policy (WSIPP) Inventory of Evidence-Based, Research-Based, and Promising
Practices and is identified by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and
SAMHSA as a service that can significantly enhance positive outcomes for children and youth.
Wraparound also is in review by the Title IV-E Prevention Services Clearinghouse.
b. Medicaid & CHIP Payment & Access Commission Indefinite Delivery Indefinite

Quantity Contract
On behalf of UMB, The Institute led the submission and successful award of an Indefinite
Delivery Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) Master Contract from the federal Medicaid and CHIP
Payment and Access Commission (MACPAC). As a result, UMB has been approved as a
MACPAC IDIQ contractor for five years (October 1, 2020 through September 30, 2025) in the
following project types:
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Convening/soliciting information
• Conducting limited surveys and
from experts/stakeholders
focus groups
• Conducting environmental
• Analyzing survey and administrative
scans/information syntheses
data
• Developing and framing policy
• Modeling, actuarial analysis, and
options
policy simulations
As an IDIQ contractor, The Institute is notified of Task Order RFPs open only to approved
IDIQ conractors. Status as an IDIQ contractor provides the SSW with the opportunity to
partner with faculty and staff across campus in the submission of Task Order proposals to
support MACPAC, a nonpartisan entity comprised of 17 Commissioners appointed by the US
Comptroller General, in providing independent policy and data analysis to Congress on
Medicaid and CHIP.
c. National Leader in LGBTQ+ Behavioral Health Equity & Service Quality Improvement
The Institute was awarded a 5-year, $3.5 million grant from HHS, SAMHSA, to establish a
Center of Excellence on LGBTQ+ Behavioral Health Equity (CoE). The CoE provides health
care practitioners with best and evidence-based practices and implementation strategies that
directly reduce disparities among the LGBTQ+ population across the mental health and
substance use disorder treatment systems. In the nine months since receiving the grant, the CoE
created and launched a website, disseminated monthly newsletters with over 2,000 recipients,
and created six e-learning modules and three resource documents including an animation on
SOGIE terminology that has been viewed over 1,300 times. The CoE has provided 15 webinars
to 1,600 participants, and created and began training five organizations across the country on
AFFIRM Youth (an evidence informed practice group cognitive behavioral therapy model).
The CoE builds upon The Institute’s national LGBTQ+ leadesrship established through a 5year $10 million grant from the HHS Administration for Children and Families (ACF),
Children’s Bureau (CB) awarded in 2016 to establish the National Quality Improvement Center
on Tailored Services, Placement Stability, and Permanency for LGBTQ2S Children and Youth
in Foster Care (QIC-LGBTQ2S). This is the final year of this project and we anticipate a one
year no cost extension. The QIC-LGBTQ2S helped design nine manualized interventions to
include the design of manuals, program trainings, fidelity tools, evaluation protocols and tools,
and processes for CQI, ensuring these nine programs can be replicated in other CW agencies.
Many of the interventions with sufficient data show improved wellbeing outcomes and increased
caregiver comfort and knowledge around supporting diverse SOGIE. The QIC-LGBTQ2S
interventions have served over 270 youth, parents, and caregivers; and have led to training of
1,157 CW professionals and 268 foster parents in four states. The QIC-LGBTQ2S transfered
the interventions to virtual formats in response to COVID-19 and now has outcome data for
both implementation formats making comparison possible.
The QIC-LGBTQ2S, in partnership with the Division of Children and Family Services in
Cuyahoga County, Ohio, undertook a study to collect data on youth’s experiences in foster care
and their SOGIE finding 32% of respondents reported having diverse SOGIE. The full results
of this study can be found in The Cuyahoga Youth Count: A Report on LGBTQ+ Youth
Experiences in Foster Care. Findings have been featured on public radio and multiple news
articles. The study is the first of its kind to be conducted in a Midwestern state.
d. National Quality Improvement Center on Family-Centered Reunification
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The Institute was awarded a 5-year, $10 million grant from HHS ACF CB to support timely,
stable, and lasting reunification and well-being of families with children in foster care by
establishing a National Quality Improvement Center on Family-Centered Reunification (QIC-R).
The intent of the project is to work with five to seven public CW sites nationally, to identify,
assess, and implement promising and evidence-based practices that address the individual and
collective needs of families with children in foster care. The interventions implemented will have
a large impact in improving reunification of families by preserving, nurturing, and strengthening
parent-child relationships and supportive community connections and resources, including the
meaningful engagement of birth parents, foster families, children, and youth. The aim is for
successful interventions to be manualized and available for replication in CW agencies nationally.
The QIC-R is in the site selection process and has written Family-Centered Reunification in
Child Welfare: A Review of Best Practices.
e. Managing Now for a BETTER TOMORROW: Addressing Equity During COVID-19
The Institute’s Managing Now for a BETTER Tomorrow: Addressing Equity During COVID19 conversation series began on March 25, 2020 and the series concluded on January 26, 2021.
We held 25 different conversations over 11 months with over 20,000 participants. Conversations
were organized around crisis communications, in-home behavioral health services, supporting
families, residential interventions, infant and early childhood mental health, mobile crisis
response and stabilization, school mental health, housing instability and homelessness, rural
mental health, and young adult professionals working in the field.

Ruth Young Center for Maryland

a. Sparking Positive Change: A Symposium to End Youth Homelessness in Maryland
The Institute convened and hosted a virtual symposium, in partnership with the Maryland
Department of Housing & Community Development, in May 2021, focusing on ending youth
homelessness in Maryland. The symposium included a welcome message from Maryland DHCD
Secretary Kenneth Holt and a keynote by Marc Dones, Chief Executive Officer of King County
Regional Homeless Authority. Over the course of two half-day sessions, there were many
relevant and inclusive presentations including sessions on systemic marginalization of LGBTQ+
youth; centering youth agency to support equitable education outcomes; creative youth
engagement; host homes and safe spaces; lessons learned from the Youth Homelessness
Demonstration Program; and creating rapid rehousing for youth. The symposium planning
committee (including youth and young adults and State and local agency leaders) requested to
continue the important conversations started at this symposium. The Institute responded to this
by faciliting three virtual sessions across the summer, building on the work at the symposium.
b. Quality Service Reform Initiative (QSRI)
The Institute, in partnership with the Maryland Department of Human Services (DHS),
Maryland Department of Juvenile Services (DJS), and the Maryland Department of Health
(MDH), issued a draft vision paper for Maryland’s QSRI and then gave numerous presentations
to various stakeholder groups regarding the upcoming changes to the rate-setting process for
residential interventions in Maryland. The Institute also developed draft staffing specifications
for residential interventions, legislative reports and updates, and medical necessity criteria for
services, and is continuing to support the design and implementation of this initiative.
c. Multisystemic Therapy for Emerging Adults in Baltimore City
DJS and The Institute were awarded over $130,000 from the Governor’s Office of Crime
Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services to reduce existing community-based service gaps for
4
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youthful offenders in Baltimore City. The grant provided startup resources to facilitate selection
and initial training of a provider for Multisystemic Therapy (MST) and Multisystemic Therapy
for Emerging Adults (MST-EA) in Baltimore City. Starting in January 2022, MST is projected to
serve 60 families annually. MST-EA is projected to serve 32 young adults annually. Together,
MST and MST-EA serve youth and young adults ages 12 to 20, experiencing a wide range of
needs. These community-based programs can be used as diversion programs at the front end of
the JJ system (e.g., DJS Intake), as alternatives to commitment, and to support youth and
families during the reentry process. The multi-systemic approaches to behavior change address
mental health (during therapy and through service linkages post-treatment), family engagement,
and workforce and educational needs. The MST framework offers a trauma-responsive
approach to therapy, helping the young person and family to identify and address maladaptive
behaviors related to traumatic experiences.
d. Infant and Early Childhood Mental Health Consultation (IECMH-C)
For almost a decade,The Institute has partnered with the Maryland State Department of
Education (MSDE), Division of Early Childhood (DEC), and Division of Early Intervention
and Special Education Services (DEISES) to support the IECMH-C efforts across all 24
jurisdictions in Maryland, including developing and managing a statewide data management
system and producing reports on the impact of IECMH-C. The Institute also helped to develop
and is supporting implementation of new Maryland IECMH-C Standards that mandated the
inclusion of a licensed provider on each team and regulated reflective supervision for the
workforce, as well as training and onboarding guidelines. Additionally, The Institute initiated a
multi-year partnership with the Indigo Cultural Center for ongoing equity training and coaching
for all consultation programs to address racial inequity in early childhood, which leads to
disparate suspension and expulsion rates for young children of color. A pilot is underway of a
partnership between IECMH-C and Part C early intervention services in the states to better
address social emotional development and behavioral health needs for families of young children
in the early intervention system. This year, The Institute published an annual legislative brief and
an article in the Zero to Three Journal about our IECMHC COVID-19 response work
(Afkinich, et al., 2021)1. Two other articles based on our consultation work are under review,
focusing on examining the impact of consultant licensure status 2 and on our deep equity work 3.
e. Evidence-Based Practice for Opioid Use Disorder Treatment in Baltimore County
The Institute is partnering with Baltimore County on a federal grant from SAMHSA’s Center for
Substance Abuse Treatment titled Baltimore County Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT)
Capacity Expansion Project. This initiative will provide MAT to individuals with Opioid Use
Disorder (OUD) incarcerated at the Baltimore County Detention Center (BCDC). The Institute
will provide TA, evaluation, and implementation support over a five-year period and will
compare outcomes of MAT-treated and non-MAT-treated individuals incarcerated at BCDC to
include post-release recidivism, re-incarceration, fatal and non-fatal overdose incidences, and
healthcare utilization. Through this study, we will better understand how to best support people
with OUD during incarceration and in reentry.
Afkinich, J., Torres, J., Latta, L., Sweeney, K., Endy, K., & Candelaria, M., (2021). “Needed Now More Than Ever:” Infant and
Early Childhood Mental Health Consultation in an Unprecedented Time. Zero to Three Journal, June.
2 Candelaria, M., Afkinich, J., Endy, K., Sweeney, K. & Hanna, T. (2021). Influence of consultants’ licensure status on infant and early
childhood mental health consultation (IECMHC) outcomes: Evidence from Maryland. Manuscript submitted for publication.
3 Candelaria, M., Latta, L., Afkinich, J., Sweeney, K., Kane, A., Shivers, E. M. & Gal-Szabo, D. (2021). Maryland’s Infant and Early
Childhood Mental Health Consultation Equity Efforts. Manuscript submitted for publication.
1
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2c. Outline the DEI efforts taken in your unit this past year

This year has been about identifying the problems The Institute needs to address around DEI. The
Institute created multiple avenues for people to share their experiences and provide feedback
including Equity Chats, a Pulse Survey, and Processing Spaces to address the survey results. Eleven
Equity Chats were held during Summer 2020; six processing spaces were hosted around results of
the survey; and 30 hours of coaching calls with Institute staff and faculty around DEI issues were
scheduled over the past year. A core group of volunteers kept the conversation going and helped
The Institute think through next steps. A steady stream of social media posts were launched to share
good resources around equity with our external audiences of providers, youth, and families. The
Institute has worked to support the SSW’s DEI efforts, co-designing the Pulse Survey and
conducting the data analysis, providing resources from external sources, sharing information from
the SSW with our teams, and developing a feedback loop to communicate DEI efforts to core DEI
groups operating within the SSW.

2d. DEI challenges

We spent the past year going deep to uncover problems and begin steps in addressing these issues.
The biggest challenge that has impacted our pace has been the lack of resources to develop and
implement best practices and strategies. Institute employees are almost entirely funded on grants and
contracts with specific deliverables. Any employee participating in our DEI work volunteers their
time, which slows the pace. Multiple staff and faculty have requested more support from Nejima, yet
we know she cannot expand her reach. Having staff with funded responsibility to move our DEI
work forward as well as someone with expertise to guide the process would better help us to
implement a workplan more rapidly. We are in ongoing discussions with Nejima. Because we have
put in efforts to expose the issues, there is a heightened focus on needing change quickly. Without
staffing to address this, people are increasingly frustrated by the pace of the change efforts.

3. Future plans
3a. Summarize plans for research, education, outreach, etc., opportunities for
mission-oriented growth, and challenges in the coming years

The Institute continually reviews our mission, vision, and objectives. Our future plans include
continuining our work across more than 80 contracts and expanding into new sites nationally as well
as in Maryland. Plans specific to our objectives, listed in Section 2, are detailed below.
Internal Objectives
a. DEI: See 2c and 2d above and 3d below.
b. CQI: See 3c below.
Campus Objectives
a. IDIQ Contracts: Increase UMB’s national policy and practice footprint through IDIQ Master
Contract awards from federal agencies by continuing to submit proposals for and obtain IDIQ
status with federal agencies, to include SAMHSA, ACF, the Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA), and the Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP).
b. PREP: Plans for PREP include an identified primary mentor for each participant; a mentoring
team for expert guidance in enhancing participants research trajectory; monthly educational
opportunities at The Institute and the broader SSW; and access to a multi-disciplinary dynamic
team of research faculty.
External Objectives
6
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a. National SOGIE Center: The Institute has established a collaborative of organizations across
the US working to transform public child-serving systems through advocacy, policy, financing,
system design, intervention design, workforce development, evaluation, and provision of direct
care services for and with youth, their families, and communities. This Center, led by The
Institute, will be a centralized site for accessing resources on providing culturally responsive care
to children, youth, young adults with diverse SOGIE, and their families across systems,
including CW, JJ, mental health (including school mental health), substance use systems, and
housing and homelessness. The Center will provide training, TA, and implementation support
on creating culturally responsive systems for children, youth, and families with diverse SOGIE.
The website will have a searchable database containing the latest research, best practice
guidelines, fact sheets, and other resources. This Center will also function as the dissemination
mechanism for programs developed through the work of the QIC-LGBTQ2S. The Center will
work with organizations across the country to adopt the newly manualized programs and
initiatives developed through the QIC-LGBTQ2S and continue to build evidence for them.
b. Rebalancing of Home- and Community-Based Services (HCBS): The MRSS Quality
Learning Collaborative (launching January 2022) is a partnership with the National Association
of State Mental Health Program Directors (NASHMPD) and the Alliance for Strong Families
and Communities and Council on Accreditation (Alliance-COA). The CCBHC Children’s
Services Learning Community (launching January 2022) is a partnership with NASMHPD and
the National Council for Wellbeing (National Council). Both learning opportunities will be
further supported through national TA centers. The Institute is a named partner in
NASMHPD’s Technical Assistance Coalition and Transformation Transfer Initiative task order contract
from SAMHSA (awarded July 2021). The National Council provides significant support to
CCBHCs and included The Institute as a partner in its National Training and Technical Assistance
Center for Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics Expansion Grants (TTA-CCBHC) proposal to
SAMHSA (award pending). Other future work to advance rebalancing of HCBS across the
nation include submitting proposals in response to MACPAC IDIQ RFPs (e.g., Expert
Roundtable: Considerations in Redesigning the Medicaid Home- and Community-Based Service Benefit
proposal submitted August 16, 2021 in partnership with the School of Pharmacy) and release of
the System Reform Support Instrument (SRSI), designed by The Institute to help system leaders
assess readiness and proactively prioritize indicators known to be associated with good and
modern systems design and improved outcomes for identified populations.
c. Launch the Maryland Youth Homelessness Data Warehouse: By Fall 2022, in partnership
with the Maryland Department of Housing & Community Development (DHCD), The Institute
will link data from the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) with other Maryland
related data sets (e.g., CW, JJ, education) to begin to identify commonalities across youth and
young adults who experience housing instability and possible opportunities for intervention.
With funding from DHCD, The Institute will analyze data from HMIS across 16 local
continuums of care and begin to link data to information from other Maryland child- and familyserving agencies. The Institute will leverage existing relationships with MSDE, DHS, and DJS to
initiate these activities and identify areas of intervention among youth and young adults in order
to prevent future homelessness and housing instability.
d. Continue to leverage federal and state funding to improve access to high quality and
effective services and supports in Maryland, particularly among vulnerable and
marginalized populations, including through two new initiatives:
1. In partnership with the Maryland Chapter, American Academy of Pediatrics, The Institute
received a 5-year grant from HRSA’s Healthy Tomorrows Partnership for Children Program
to establish the TREEHOUSE Program in Maryland, which seeks to increase access to
7
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quality preventive care and services to promote health equity and enhance population health
among very young children and their families, in underserved, low-income communities,
through an expansion into telehealth of the existing TREE program, a clinical service that
promotes positive parenting, parent-child interactions, and social-emotional well-being
through interactive, developmental telehealth coaching from pediatric providers to
underserved families with children ages 0-2; and,
2. In partnership with Baltimore City Mayor’s Office of Children and Family Success, The
Institute received funding from DOJ for B’More RECONNECTS, a collaboration with the
Baltimore City Health Department; Pivot, Inc.; Reproductive Justice Inside; and additional
community partners, with match funding from the Wright Family Foundation, the Richman
Family Foundation and The Zanvyl and Isabelle Krieger Fund. Over three years, B’More
RECONNECTS will support an estimated 400 parents from Baltimore City who are or were
recently incarcerated to support meaningful attachment and relationships with their children
and facilitate coordinated and integrated services to enhance parental responsibility and
improve outcomes upon community re-entry.

3c.Quantitative and/or qualitative benchmarks for next year

Currently, The Institute does not have faculty and staff to lead the overarching CQI process. We
established consistent collection of CQI data pertaining to training which includes questions about
the perceived impact of the training. We have staff and faculty dedicated to projects who are able to
analyze data within specific projects, but not across all projects. This is an ongoing problem in
having strong benchmarks for this or the next periodic review. Though we always try to leverage our
contracts to support this type of infrastructure, in this instance, the scope is too big and we need
additional funding to support this work. Unless this changes in the next year, our capacity to provide
data will look similar to this report.

3d. DEI future plans

Using feedback and data gathered this year, next year’s efforts will focus on developing
recommendations through stakeholder and expert input. Though we do not have plans to change
our organizational structure, we are committed to improving the diversity of our executive
leadership team and implementing a work plan to address DEI problems in our workplace. Once
recommendations for each problem area or challenge are identified, we will develop implementation
methods to measure ongoing progress. We will use the ongoing Pulse Check surveys as a method to
gauge staff and faculty experiences around oppression and DEI efforts. We will continue to work
with the SSW to identify resources that can support this work and quicken the pace of
implementation. The lack of funding to fully support internal CQI efforts also impacts our DEI
work. We plan to incorporate DEI indicators across all of The Institute’s CQI surveys and currently
do not have a mechanism to analyze these data across all programs.

4. Supporting Documentation (see Excel spreadsheet for detail)
4a. Peer-reviewed and other scholarly communications
• 29 peer-reviewed publications; 5 with a DEI focus
4b. DEI activities
• 29 activities including webinars, presentations, consultation, TA provision, creation of
materials, and video development
4c. Citations, awards, and other measures of scholarly impact
• 3 Dean’s Teaching Awards
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2021 Society for Social Work and Research Outstanding Social Work Doctoral Dissertation
Award
June 2021 Healing City Champion
2020 Abstract of Distinction: Innovations in Administrative Data Linkage and Access to
Advance Prevention Science Research and Policy
2020 Outstanding Publication in Advances in Methodology
Society for Prevention Research Early Career Preventionist Network’s 2021 John B. Reid
Early Career Award
Co-Editors of two Special Issue Journals (Global Implementation Research and Applications and
Journal of Youth & Adolescence)
Reviewer for multiple articles in the Journal of Child and Family Studies
Participation in Brookings Institute Building Healthy Neighborhoods Project Working
Group

4d. Grant activities (see Excel)
4e. GRAs and postdocs (see Excel)
4f. Faculty and students mentored (see Excel)
4g. Public policy advisement
• 28 activities highlighted in attached documentation
4h. Positive impacts on the communities you serve (see Excel)
4i. Public outreach and educational events
• 780 virtual trainings with over 36,000 participants hosted and led by The Institute
• 9 conferences hosted and led by The Institute
• 37 external panels and presentations
• 4 SSW courses taught
• 6 SSW course guest lectures
• 1 professional development seminar for PhD students and Post-Doctoral Fellows
4j. Internal and external collaborations
• Participation in 19 SSW committees
• Participation in 9 UMB committees
• Participation in 26 other committees outside UMB system
• 5 SSW Partnerships
• 3 UMB partnerships
• 1 USM partnership
• 17 miscellaneous partnerships
4k. Patents and other intellectual property
• 3 products with intellectual property
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Title IV-E Education for Public Child Welfare - End of Year Report
Christopher Wirt LCSW
a) Identifying information
Christopher Wirt LCWC- Educational Director
Contributions to this report were made by:
Elizabeth Greeno PhD, Research Evaluator UMB SSW
Gisele Ferretto LCSW-C, Clinical Instructor UMB SSW
Toya Queen-Carroll, Staff Development Specialist, Department of Human Services
b) Mission statement (if applicable) with statement of current short- and longer-term objectives
The Title IV-E Education for Public Child Welfare Program is collaboration among the
University of Maryland School of Social Work, Salisbury University, Morgan State University,
University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC), and the Maryland Department of Human
Services (DHS) Social Services Administration (SSA). The program is funded through Federal
Title IV-E funds for state and local child welfare training authorized by 45CFR, Chapter 11,
Sections 235.60-235.66 of the Social Security Act. The Title IV-E Public Child Welfare Program’s
mission is to prepare Bachelor of Social Work (BSW) and Master of Social Work (MSW) students
for social work practice with families and children within Maryland’s public child welfare
services programs. The primary objectives of the program are to increase the number of
professionally trained social workers in Maryland’s child welfare system and to further the
development of core values, knowledge, and skills necessary for competent provision of public
child welfare services to children and families served in public child welfare programs.
a. Identify your accomplishments and impact of reaching your objectives
In 2021, 34 MSW students graduate from the Title IV-E program. One hundred percent of these
students passed the Maryland Child Welfare Competency Test and 33 out of the 34 graduates have
received job offers in public child welfare.
We also continue to see increasing numbers of Title IV-E alumni working with our current students as
task supervisors and field instructors, which increases the impact of a Title IV-E field placement.
All Title IV-E students participated in skill-based training in Motivational Interviewing, which includes
classroom learning as well as coaching through “live supervision” in an manner that was adapted to
allow for this coaching to occur through a virtual training format.
Evaluation research consistently shows that students gain skills in all areas that are assessed by student
surveys and focus groups.

b. Highlight recent changes in mission, objectives, or program focus, if applicable
Title IV-E faculty and students have made significant changes in their approach to training and field
instruction in order to adapt to the changing approach that agencies have taken in response to COVID19. Adaptations have included: Virtual training, supervision and seminar meetings and even virtual
client visits. As agencies continue to learn and adapt their approaches to their work, it is apparent that
some of the work will continue to be completed by employees remotely, and we, as a program, will
continue to adapt to give our students the best possible learning experience and to prepare them to
work in the manner embraced by public child welfare agencies.
c. Outline the DEI efforts taken in your unit this past year.
Title IV-E Faculty have participated in significant discussion related to Racial Equity in the past year
though individual discussions, designated time at Title IV-E Faculty meetings, participation in a Racial
Healing Circle and participation in a training focusing on Deconstructing White Supremacy. Through
these processes, we have seen an increased commitment to actively seeking racial justice as a faculty
and have increased efforts to train students to practice Social Work in a manner that promotes equity.
We have prepared curriculum that ensures that our student understand how racism and discrimination
impact our clients and are making efforts to ensure that our students’ experience in the Title IV-E
program prepares them to enter the child welfare workforce with the knowledge, skills, and approach
to their work that allows them to be a part of the answer to the problem of inequity and disparity in
child welfare.
d. Describe any challenges you faced in accomplishing your goals and strategies you have
for overcoming them; include any DEI challenges you encountered
One of our faculty voiced concerns about employment equity in the Title IV-E program. Steps have
been taken by the program and by the school to assess this situation and to ensure that our faculty are
compensated fairly for the work that they are asked to complete. In addition, additional efforts will be
put in place to ensure transparency in opportunities for advancement within the Title IV-E program as
well as the entire School of Social work. Also, in response to this concern, Title IV-E faculty participated
in a restorative circle in March, 2021 and have committed to continued open discussion around all
issues related to race and equity.
c) Future plans
a. Summarize plans for research, education, outreach, or other area of programmatic focus,
opportunities for mission-oriented growth, and challenges to be faced during the
coming years (if different than those challenges described earlier)

In addition to our current training and workforce development, we are preparing to
launch two new initiatives in the current Fiscal Year. Both of these initiatives have been
funded by the current three-year contract.
Urban Child Welfare Training Program: Modeled after a program previously
developed and administered by the UMB SSW which became a model program for
other state’s Title IV-E programs, this program will recruit up to ten students who are
interested and committed to urban child welfare and provide these students with field
instruction and additional training relevant to urban child welfare. This training will
focus on unique aspects of child welfare practice in an urban setting, will incorporate
significant elements of Maryland’s Integrated Practice Model and will coordinate this
training to match agency needs. These students will receive a supplemental financial
stipend and commit to employment in an urban setting.
Part-Time Program: In order to support successful transition of current DHS
employees to the Full-Time MSW program, this program would provide training,
support, and a financial stipend to current DHS employees who wish to start their
education on a part-time basis. These students would be offered a course schedule
conducive to starting a graduate education while employed full-time.
b. Describe any planned changes to organizational structure and leadership
The program is seeking to hire an assistant director and a clinical instructor position to build a strong
leadership team for the program. These positions will support the new initiatives described above, will
facilitate coordination between the office of field education and the Title IV-E program, will participate
in student recruitment, screening, selection and placement, and will support and lead student training
efforts.
c. Set quantitative and/or qualitative benchmarks for next periodic review
The Title IV-E program continues to have a goal of 100% of our students passing the Maryland Child
Welfare Competency Exam as well as 100% of our graduating students employed in Maryland’s Child
Welfare system within six months of graduation.
d. Determine DEI plans for next year
Title IV-E faculty are committed to continuing personal growth around Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
through ongoing training and discussion of important issues related to race and diversity. In addition,
we are committed to training students to enter their professional practice with an understanding of the
importance of DEI in their work with their clients.

d) Supporting Documentation
In a pdf, word, or excel file (or other appropriate format), provide quantitative measures of outcomes and
impacts that support your narrative self-study and serve as the basis for the quantitative and/or qualitative
benchmarks you have identified. Please organize material in the following order, entering “none” or “not
applicable” as appropriate to the unit:
a. Peer-reviewed and other scholarly communications (mention the # that focused or
included DEI efforts)
Wirt, C., & Long, C., (forthcoming 2021) Motivational Interviewing in Child and Family
Serving Systems. In Child and Family-Serving Systems: A Compendium of Policy and Practice.
Child Welfare League of America, in partnership with The Ohio State University College of
Social Work.
Wirt, C., “Using Standardized Clients for Teaching and Evaluation.” University of
Maryland College Park Department of Behavioral and Community Health, March 31, 2020

b. Any DEI activities
DEI trainings and activities have been described above
c. Citations, awards, and other measures of scholarly impact

See attached summary of Title IV-E Evaluation Research
d. Grant activity
The Tile IV-E program requested and has been awarded a three-year contract for FY 22-24 in
the amount of $7,980,417.00 by the State of Maryland Social Services Administration.
f.

GRAs and postdocs funded – Not Applicable

g. Faculty and students mentored
Title IV-E program faculty have mentored 54 MSW students and 9 BSW students in FY 21
h. Public policy advisement
Title IV-E faculty work on various child welfare policy issues connected to NASW
advocacy day, and students are given an assignment to analyze the bills related to
child welfare. 32 Title IV-E students and four faculty attended the 2021 virtual
Advocacy Day

i.

Positive impacts on the communities you serve

j.

Public outreach and educational events; include any print or visual media events

The Title IV-E program participates in child welfare informational meetings for
social work students at UMB and at USG.
In FY 21, Title IV-E faculty offered Motivational Interviewing training to Title IV-E
students at the Virginia Commonwealth University and child welfare professionals
through the University of Texas, Arlington.
k. Summary of internal and external collaborations, including any public/private
partnerships and associated resources generated
The Title IV-E program at UMB collaborates with the social work programs at: Morgan State
University, Salisbury University, and the University of Maryland Baltimore County as well
as the State of Maryland Social Services Administration and Department of Human
Resources. This group makes up the state’s Title IV-E Consortium.
As an outcome of this collaboration, Title IV-E Faculty participate in the State of Maryland
Workforce Development Team and supported the Child Welfare Academy’s revision of
their Child Welfare Pre-Service curriculum.
l.

Patents and other intellectual property – Not Applicable
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University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC)
Baccalaureate Social Work (BSW) Program
Submitted by: Shelly A. Wiechelt, Associate Dean and Chair
Date Submitted: August 13, 2021
Mission Statement
Through excellence in teaching, research and service, the Baccalaureate Social Work
Program, University of Maryland School of Social Work, prepares students for
generalist social work practice inclusive of diverse individuals, families, groups, and
communities across a widely ranging geographic region. The program is committed to
the core social work values and ethics of: belief in the dignity and worth of all
individuals; a commitment to social, economic, and environmental justice; and
practicing with integrity and competence.
Goals
1. Provide a learning environment which supports students from diverse
backgrounds in developing the competencies necessary for generalist practice.
2. Create and disseminate knowledge through scholarship that is integrated with
teaching and service that advances social work practice and social welfare
policy.
3. Foster a commitment among students to continuing education, enhancing
competence in practice, maintaining high ethical standards, and seeking
opportunities for renewal and advancement within the profession.
•

Accomplishments
o Delivered high quality instruction to BSW students via online
courses in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.
o Provided 115 BSW students with supervised field placements
and support from faculty liaisons including monthly field
seminars.
o Maintained overall enrollment numbers with increases in
enrollment at USG and slight drop at UMBC campuses (see
enrollment table in Supporting Documentation section).
o For fall 2021: 191 advised and registered UMBC; 169 advised
and registered USG (others anticipated as well).
o Met all aggregate CSWE competency benchmarks.
o Faculty have 12 peer reviewed works and 14 professional
presentations.
o Updated departmental policy on sequence chair (selection,
terms, and responsibilities) and clinical faculty reviews.
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o Conducted 4 faculty reviews (2 probationary year, 1third year,
and 1 post tenure).
o Faculty search for launched (occurring fall 2021).
•

DEI Efforts
o Faculty received training on gender identity from the UMBC,
Office of Equity and Inclusion.
o Faculty in curriculum sequences worked on updating content and
assignments regarding equity and inclusion
o Field Education Office provided field instructors with a
continuing education training “Anti-Oppressive Social Work
Practice” facilitated by Drs. Jani and Mellinger.
o Drs. Wiechelt and Jani conducted a focus group with graduating
seniors regarding their perceptions of equity and inclusion in the
learning environment and curricular content.
o Drs. Wiechelt and Mellinger serve on the UMBC Inclusion
Council and provide leadership on the Land Acknowledgement
and Curriculum workgroups (respectively)
o Dr. Wiechelt serves as Co-Chair of the UMBC All Gender
Restroom Steering Committee.
o Drs. Morris and Belfiore are members of the Black Lives Matter
Workgroup at USG.
o Dr. Jani serves as the UMBC, BSW program representative on
the Mid Atlantic Anti Oppression Social Work Conference
Committee.
o Faculty Search Committee consulted with UMBC Stride
Committee and Neijma Celestine-Donner regarding equity and
inclusion in the search process.

•

Challenges/Strategies
Operating the BSW program remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic
presented challenges in course delivery, student support, and
maintaining morale. Steps were taken to provide quality programming
and support to faculty, staff, and students:
o Faculty competed the “Pivot” training for online course
preparation and delivery.
o Faculty “Chat & Chew” virtual lunch and coffee hour sessions
were held monthly.
o Drop-in Q&A sessions were held for adjunct faculty monthly.
o “Chair Chats” with students were provided monthly.
o Faculty provided virtual academic and professional advising to
students.
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•

Future plans
o Increase student enrollment
o Retain students
o Improve CSWE competency outcomes, particularly in research at USG where we
fell short of the benchmark.
o Conduct focus groups with students regarding their perceptions on equity and
inclusion in the BSW program.
o Enhance equity and inclusion in departmental processes and curriculum.

Supporting Documentation
Enrollment
Social Work Enrollment: Plan Counts- primary & secondary SW majors
SG Total
UMBC Total
Fall 2015
144
261
Spring 2016
154
250
Fall 2016
153
240
Spring 2017
167
241
Fall 2017
157
238
Spring 2018
146
236
Fall 2018
141
226
Spring 2019
158
219
Fall 2019
161
198
Spring 2020
157
192
Fall 2020
177
184
Spring 2021
194
180
CSWE Competency Outcomes
COMPETENCY
COMPETENCY
BENCHMARK (%)

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS ACHIEVING BENCHMARK
Aggregate
of Students from All
Program Options
n = (374)

Competency 1:
Demonstrate
Ethical and
Professional
Behavior
Competency 2:
Engage Diversity

Total
405
404
393
408
395
382
367
377
359
349
361
374

Program Option #1
(main campus/inperson)

80% of all students will
rate a “4” or higher

96.87%

n = (180)
96.55%

80% of all students will
rate a “4” or higher

87.38%

85.76%

Program Option #2
(USG/in-person)
n = (194)
97.19%

88.99%
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and Difference in
Practice
Competency 3: 80% of all students will
Advance Human rate a “4” or higher
Rights and Social,
Economic, and
Environmental
Justice
Competency 4: 80% of all students will
Engage in
rate a “4” or higher
Practice-informed
Research and
Researchinformed Practice
Competency 5: 80% of all students will
Engage in Policy rate a “4” or higher
Practice
Competency 6: 80% of all students will
Engage with rate a “4” or higher
Individuals,
Families, Groups,
Organizations,
and Communities
Competency 7: 80% of all students will
Assess Individuals, rate a “4” or higher
Families, Groups,
Organizations,
and Communities
Competency 8: 80% of all students will
Intervene with rate a “4” or higher
Individuals,
Families, Groups,
Organizations,
and Communities
Competency 9: 80% of all students will
Evaluate Practice rate a “4” or higher
with Individuals,
Families, Groups,
Organizations,
and Communities

90.54%

91.71%

89.38%

82.24%

87.32%

77.15%

84.46%

82.10%

86.82%

95.91%

94.79%

97.03%

89.87%

89.38%

90.36%

94.23%

93.41%

95.04%

79.25%

80.54%

77.96%

Peer-Reviewed and other Scholarly Communications
• 12 Peer-Reviewed Publications
• 14 Professional Presentations
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Awards
• Dr. Nancy Kusmaul, Fellow of the Gerontological Society of America
• Ms. Jeanette Hoover, Kendall Excellence in Teaching Award
https://shadygrove.umd.edu/faculty-and-staff/kendall-service-awards/2021-kendall-awards
Grant Activity
• Dr. Marcela Mellinger
o (Co-PI) UMBC, Hrabowski Implementation and Research Grant ($25,000):
Preventing Gender-Based Harm at UMBC: Designing and Teaching a
Multidisciplinary Course (https://calt.umbc.edu/academic-innovationcompetition/past-recipients/)
• Dr. Shelly Wiechelt
o (PI) Title-IV-E, Education for Public Child Welfare ($85,752; subaward UMB
grant)
• Dr. Laura Ting
o (Subcontractor) Maryland Department of Health, Behavioral Health
Administration (5% salary): Substance Use Disorder Workforce Expansion
Project (Michele Beaulieu, PI).
o (Subcontractor) HRSA (18% salary): Interprofessional Opioid Workforce
Advancement Project (Paul Sacco, PI).
• Dr. Kerri Evans
o (Co-PI) UMBC, Hrabowski Innovation Grant ($24,900): The Educational Journey
of Immigrant Children: an Interdisciplinary Course using Gamification and Roleplay
o (PI) UMBC, Summer Research Faculty Fellowship ($6,000): Rohingya URM Wellbeing.
o (PI) United States Conference of Catholic Bishops/Migration and Refugee Services
($1500): The well-being of Rohingya youth served by the Unaccompanied Refugee
Minor Program.
o (PI) UMBC, Mentoring of Undergraduate Research Award ($1,450): Baltimore
Immigrant Services.
o (PI) Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service ($750): Rohingya outcome project.
•

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul
o (Co-PI) UMBC, Carroll Faculty Research Award ($2000): Trauma Informed Care
Implementation: Understanding Impacts and Improving Processes.
o (Co-PI) Better Nursing Home Care Fund of the Oregon Community Foundation
($15,000): Trauma Informed Care Implementation in Nursing Homes.
o (Fellow) Atlantic Philanthropies and Hartford Foundation, Health & Aging Policy
Fellows Program ($16,000).
o (PI) Beryl Institute Patient Experience Grant Program ($983): Person Centered
Care: Definitions and Perceptions of Various Stakeholders.
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Mission and Accomplishments for Fiscal Year 2020-2021
The MSW program at USG aims to broaden the reach of UMB’s MSW program by
increasing access to the social work profession and improving social work services
and collaborations in the Montgomery County region. This past fiscal year the MSW
program at USG continued to grow enrollment to 190 students and expanded the
curriculum to include the Families and Children Specialization. Due to the COVID 19
pandemic the program was delivered completely online. Maintaining student
engagement and supporting student success were two major priorities during the
pandemic. The USG team offered multiple opportunities for students to build
community, discuss diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) in field and clinical
practice, increase clinical skills/knowledge, and network. Students were able to
participate in 8 small group discussions, 2 DEI events, 4 clinically focused
workshops, and 2 career focused events.
One of the biggest challenges during the pandemic was placing students in
meaningful field experiences. In response to USG’s increased enrollment and
decrease in placements due to COVID, the USG team was able to add a field position,
Caron Cox-Branch; this position is 50% field coordination and 50% faculty field
supervisor to expand field placement capacity in the region. This new position
enabled us to partner with EveryMind, a large non-profit in Montgomery County, to
provide five additional student placements on their crisis hotline and in other
service areas. Toward the end of the fiscal year, we were able to forge a new
partnership with Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPSS) to offer students field
placements.
Although much of this past fiscal year involved responding to the pandemic, there
were also opportunities to forge new relationships and provide services in
innovative ways. USG hired a new executive director, Dr. Anne Khademian, who has
been integral in forging new partnerships in Montgomery County. Dr. Khademian
assisted us in obtaining field placements at MCPSS and has started conversations
about increasing “pathways” into the social work profession. We also had a
preliminary meeting with the Laurie Center to expand field placements and
collaboration.

The USG program continued to offer students the opportunity to participate in two
interprofessional clinics for patients with complex uncontrolled diabetes through
our partnership with Holy Cross Health Centers. We obtained a seed grant from
UMB’s Center for Interprofessional Education to redevelop the program to include
online trainings and telehealth delivery of services in response to the COVID
pandemic. Eight students were able to participate this past year and the project will
be presented by Dr. Pittman and Ms. Nathanson at CSWE this Fall. Our work at the
IPE clinic also led to two publications this past year (see supporting
documentation).
Mirroring curricular changes on the Baltimore campus, USG implemented a range of
enhanced coursework and experiences focused on diversity, equity, and inclusion
(DEI) including a pre-requisite course History of Oppression, a foundation field
seminar with a DEI focus, and a required foundation course Structural Oppression
and its Implications for Social Work. In addition, Dr. Pittman partnered with Ms.
Celestine-Donnor, Assistant Dean for Diversity, Equity & Inclusion, to facilitate
several small groups on Race and Social Justice in Clinical Social Work and this work
led to an international conference presentation. In November 2020, Dr. Pittman,
along with many key county stakeholders, was invited to present to the
Montgomery County Council on Diversifying the Behavioral Health Workforce. This
work may develop into a task force and collaborations to improve the behavioral
health workforce in Montgomery County.
Highlighted accomplishments from 2020-2021:
• Total enrollment 190 for Fall 2021, 182 for Fall 2020 and 156 for Fall 2019 – this
represents a 22% increase in enrollment from 2019 to present.
• Added field coordinator/faculty field instructor position
• Expanded field placements to 27 new agencies that provided 33 new internships
• Total Scholarships for USG MSW students AY20-21: $242,850
• Holy Cross IPE Clinic Recognition and Dissemination: national award, seed grant,
2 publications and 1 presentation
• Provided 19 online student events (List of events in supporting materials)
• Member of Reflect, Rebuild, Reimagine Team (R3T) – Part of the USG Strategic
Planning (report in supporting documents)
Future Plans
As we look toward the future, we will transition to offering students a combination
of in-person and online learning with a continued focus on student engagement and
success in the program. During the pandemic, we expanded our skills in online
delivery of courses and programming. Now we will be working to incorporate the
best elements of these different formats to reach more students, more effectively.
Diversifying the behavioral health workforce in the Montgomery County region is a
critical goal that has been identified by multiple stakeholders and will be central in
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growth planning for the MSW program at USG. Increasing access to online course
work and developing plans of study for part-time working professions are several
steps we are taking to make the MSW program at USG more accessible and flexible.
Additionally, we will be adding advanced standing course options in hopes of
increasing the BSW social work pipeline and reducing the overall cost of obtaining
an MSW degree. We also will be working on recruitment of underrepresented
populations, particularly students that are Spanish speaking and part of the Latinx
community. Expanding scholarships and field placement opportunities will be
essential in growing enrollment at USG.
There are many great opportunities for innovation at USG as there is new leadership
at USG, and USG and UMB SSW are undergoing strategic planning processes.
Additionally, UMB SSW has a large, talented alumni presence in the USG area, and
we hope to increase collaborations with alumni and other leaders in the county.
Some of the goals for this year are:
• Expand our partnership with MCPSS and the Laurie Center to include more field
placements and career pathways.
• Continue planning for social work participation in the IPE clinic at USG and IPE
clinics at Holy Cross
• Strategic examination of current course offerings to expand flexibility and access;
expanded advanced standing offerings; increase access to online course work.
• Create office space plan
• DEI goals include continuation of small group offerings and a civic engagement
event on social justice issues in education.
• Increased scholarships to support students
• Increased collaborations with community leaders and SSW alumni
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Supporting Documents
Online Programming during Fall 2020-Spring 2021:
Event
MSW Small Group Discussions

CSWE Site Visit
SW in the Workplace & EA Sub-specialization Information
Session
AMS-CARE: Assessing and Preventing Suicide in a Clinical Setting
Talking about Race & Politics in Clinical Practice
USG MSW Student Q&A on Classes and Registration
Financial Well-Being Fair 2020
End of the Semester Q&A
Career & Internships
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Brown Bag: Discussing the impact
of fears and values on our practice?
Love Yourself: Practicing Self-Care During Difficult Times
Diet Culture, Eating Disorders and Health At Every Size
What Is Play Therapy?
Social Work Career Expo
End of the Semester Small Group w/ Alumni

Date
September 1, 2020
September 14, 2020
September 21, 2020
October 5, 2020
November 19, 2020
September 11, 2020
October 5, 2020
October 12, 2020
October 16, 2020
October 19, 2020
October 19, 2020
December 14, 2020
January 25, 2021
February 1, 2021
February 15, 2021
March 5, 2021
April 5, 2021
April 27, 2021
May 11, 2021

Scholarships:
Funding AY20-21
UMB Scholarships
USG Scholarships
BHWISE
SUDIF (two cohorts)

Amount
$33,500
$17,350
$60,000
$132,000
Total: $242,850

Media Events:
• This is USG: A Video Podcast with Dr. Anne Khademian. Preparing
professionals in health and human services through programs offered by
University of Maryland, Baltimore at USG: Dr. Heather Congdon, Dr. Joan
Pittman, Dr. Rebecca Wiseman and Prof. MaryAnn Schneiderman (Taped
Nov. 2, 2020). https://shadygrove.umd.edu/news-events/this-is-usg-podcast
• USG Student Podcast Nine Tea: Career Readiness. https://anchor.fm/nine-teausg/episodes/Career-Readiness-with-Jessica-Rider-Amin-and-Melissa-Herreraeufpmf
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Strategic Planning Document:
• Reflect, Rebuild, Reimagine (R3T) Report
Scholarship:
• Holy Cross IPE Clinic Recognition and Dissemination:
o 2020 George E. Thibault, MD Nexus Award, National Center for
Interprofessional Practice and Education
o UMB, Center for Interprofessional Education Seed Grant: Adaptation of
an Interprofessional Team Care Clinic to a Telehealth Model to
Accommodate the COVID-19 Crisis. Grant amount: $25,000
o Congdon H, Rowe G, Pittman J, & Goodwin, J. (2020). Teaching
interprofessional practice skills to nursing, social work and pharmacy
students in primary care health centers. Journal of Interprofessional
Education Practice, 21, 1-6. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xjep.2020.100373
o Rowe, G., Cogndon, H., Pittman, J., Wiseman, R., & Shields, R. (2021).
Interprofessional education clinics improve outcomes for primary care
patients with diabetes mellitus. Journal of Interprofessional Education &
Practice. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xjep.2021.100441
o Pittman, J. & Nathanson, B. (2021, November). Adaptation of an
Interprofessional Clinic to a Telehealth Model during COVID-19. Paper at
the 67th Annual Program Meeting of the Council on Social Work
Education, Orlando, FL.
• DEI Groups Conference Presentation:
o Pittman, J. & Celestine-Donnor, N. (2021, June). Group Work Strategies to
Facilitate Meaningful Conversations about Race and Social Justice in
Clinical Social Work. International Association for Social Work with
Groups Virtual International Symposium.
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